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Abstract
Effective poverty reduction requires proper identification of correlates of poverty. This study
therefore used the generalized linear modeling approach to identify poverty correlates in
Nigeria based on the 2003/2004 National Living Standard Survey (NLSS) data. This
approach is adequate because it respects the underlying distribution of poverty indicators as
the response variable in models to facilitate inference on poverty. The results of the study
show that sex of the household head, age in years of the household head, father’s education
level, father’s work, mother’s work, household size, occupation group of the household head,
and educational group for highest level attained by the household head are strong correlates
of poverty while mother’s education level and literacy of the household head are weak
correlates of poverty. Having fewer numbers of children and ensuring education of children
are recommended as measures to reduce the burden of poverty.
Keywords: Link functions,
understanding, Regression

Poverty

1.0
Introduction
There is no general consensus on the
definition of poverty. This is not
unconnected to its multidimensional
nature, which affects many aspects of
human conditions, including physical,
moral, social, and psychological aspects.
Hence, many criteria have been used to
define poverty. While an economist would
approach the subject from the view point
of wants, needs and effective demand, the
psychologist may look at it from the
standpoint of deprivation, esteem and ego.
But whatever perspective it is viewed, it is

correlates,

Human

dignity,

Lack

of

obvious that it is a condition of life that is
so degrading as to insult human dignity
[1]. The poverty situation in Nigeria
presents a paradox, because despite the
human and material endowments of
Nigeria, a large proportion of her
Population is still poor. [2]
Using the most recent indicators of
poverty such as illiteracy and access to
safe water, Nigeria ranks below Kenya,
Ghana and Zambia. The Nigeria's Gross
National Product per capita is also lower
while the purchasing power of Nigerians
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continues to decline with high inflation
and increasing income inequality [3].
Using the 1980, 1985, 1992 and 1996
National Consumer Surveys’ data revealed
that poverty has been on the increase. With
an approximate 17.7 million poor people
in 1980, the number of poor people rose to
34.7 million in 1985, 39.2 million in 1992
and 67.1 million poor people in 1996.
With declining economic conditions
within the economy, the population in
poverty in 2001 would have increased far
above 70 million people.
Apart from the very low growth in the
economy and bad governance of the past,
that have been responsible for the
increasing poverty level of Nigerians, the
lack of understanding of the causes of
poverty empirically have made all efforts
so far at poverty reduction to be unfelt. [45] have revealed that if effective policies to
reduce poverty are to be formulated or
proper poverty reduction programmes are
to be established, more knowledge and
understanding of the specific determinants
of poverty are required. This is done by
constructing the poverty profile in the
form of a regression of the individual's
poverty measure against a variety of
household characteristics. In Nigeria, a lot
of studies have been done on poverty [6-14].
A common method of regression
according to [15] is to state that yi/zi (or its
log) is a function of a vector of observed
household characteristics xi, namely yi/zi =
βxi + ei where β is a vector of parameters, ei
is the error term, yi is the per capita
expenditure, zi is the poverty line and yi/zi
is the welfare ratio. One then defines the
binary variable hi = 1 if yi/zi < 1and hi = 0
otherwise. This method then pretends not
to observe the yi's, acting as if only hi and
the vector of characteristics xi is observed.
Hence, mostly logistic regression model is
normally used because it has a
specification which is designed to handle
the specific requirements of a binary

dependent variable model. The fact that
most studies on poverty determinants in
Nigeria have concentrated on classical and
logistic regression methods makes this
study to be very essential as it allows the
application of generalized linear models
based on link functions as well as an
assessment of the performance of link
functions selected in this study. The link
functions considered are logit, log-log,
complementary log-log and probit link
functions. It is noteworthy that this study
is perhaps the first in which different link
functions are investigated simultaneously.
2,0
Data and Methods
The National Living Standard Survey
(NLSS) 2004, institutionalized by the
National Bureau of Statistics will be used
in this study. This is because it provides a
major survey framework for regular
production, management and tracking of
poverty programmes and policies. The
survey was designed to give estimates at
National, Zonal and State levels. The first
stage was a cluster of housing units called
Enumeration Area (EA), while the second
stage was the housing units. One hundred
and twenty EAs were selected and
sensitized in each state, while sixty were
selected in the Federal Capital Territory.
Ten EAs with five housing units were
studied per month. Thus a total of fifty
housing units were canvassed per month in
each state and twenty-five in Abuja. The
National Bureau of Statistics (Nigeria)
(NBS) field staff resident in the
enumeration areas were responsible for
data collection for the survey. They
interviewed the households using a diary
of daily consumption and expenditure to
support the interviews. The NLSS data
collected eventually were of good quality
due to the effective supervision and quality
control measures put in place by the
National Bureau of Statistics [3]. For
instance, a supervisor was attached to each
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team to observe interviews and confirm
the pre-selected households. He was to
verify and edit completed questionnaires.
The state officers and zonal controllers
conducted regular monitoring visits to the
EAs. Headquarters monitoring groups also
visited states on quarterly basis, for on-thespot assessment of the quality of work. An
independent firm was engaged to monitor
the fieldwork in the states from the
commencement to the end of the survey.
Data were collected on the following key
elements: demographic characteristics,
educational skill and training, employment
and time use, housing and housing
conditions, social capital, agriculture,
income, consumption expenditure and
non-farm enterprise. Some of the variables
captured in the survey included sector of
the country, sex of the household head, age
in years of the household head, marital
status of the household head, religion of
the household head, father’s educational
level, father’s work, mother’s educational
level, mother’s work, household size,
expenditure of own produce, household
expenditure on food, occupation group the
household head belongs, educational group
for highest level attained by the household,
literacy of the household head and
educational age grouping.
2.0.1 The Generalized Linear Model
We shall describe the generalized linear
model as formulated by [16], and discuss
estimation of the parameters. Let y1, …, yn
denote n independent observations on a
response. We treat yi as a realization of a
random variable Yi. In the general linear
model we assume that Yi has a normal
distribution with mean µi and variance σ 2 ,
i.e., Yi ~ N (µi, σ 2 ), and we further assume
that the expected value µi is a linear
function of p predictors that take values xi
= (xi1 ,…, xip) for the i-th case, so that µi =
xiβ, where β is a vector of unknown
parameters. We will generalize this in two

steps, dealing with the stochastic and
systematic components of the model.
2.0.2 The Exponential Family
We will assume that the observations
come from a distribution in the
exponential family with probability
density function
y θ -b(θ )
i +c(y ,φ))
(1)
f(y )=exp( i i
i
i
a (φ)
i
Here θi and φ are parameters and ai (φ), b
(θi) and c (yi, φ) are known functions.
Generally, the function a i (φ) has the form

a i (φ)= pφi

where pi is a known prior

weight, usually 1. The parameters θi and φ
are essentially location and scale
parameters. It can be shown that if Yi has a
distribution in the exponential family then
it has mean and variance

E(Yi )=µ i =b′(θi )

(2)

Var(Yi )=σi =b′′(θi )a i (φ)

(3)

2

where b′(θi ) and b′′(θi ) are the first and
second derivatives of b (θi). When ai (φ) =
φ
pi the variance has the simpler form

Var(Yi )=σi 2 =

φb′′(θi )
pi

(4)

The exponential family just defined
includes as special cases the normal,
binomial, Poisson, exponential, gamma,
beta, geometric, negative binomial and
inverse Gaussian distributions. For
example the normal distribution has
density:

(yi -µ i )2
1
f(yi )=
exp{}
2σ 2
2πσ 2
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Expanding the square in the exponent we
θi as µ i and φ as σ 2 , with a i (φ)=φ . Now
2
2
2
get
(yi -µ i ) =yi +µ i -2yiµ i so the
write:
µi
coefficient of yi is 2 . This result identifies
σ
1

yiµ i - µ i2
2

y
1
2 - i - log(2πσ 2 )]}where

f(yi )=exp{[
2
2
(6)

σ
2σ 2

θ =µ ,y θ =y µ ,b(θ )=b(µ )= 1 µ 2 , b′( µi ) = µi , b′′( µi )ai (ϕ ) = b′′( µi )σ 2 = σ 2 
i i i i i i
i
i 2 i

This

shows

that θi =µ i ).
become:

The

1
2
and

b(θi )= θi2

that

mean

(recall
variance

E(Yi )=b′(θi )=θi =µ i

and

Var(Yi )=b′′(θi )a i (φ)=σ 2 respectively.
2.0.3 The Link Function
The
second
element
of
the
generalization is that instead of modeling
the mean, as before, we will introduce a
one-to-one continuously differentiable (up
to order n) transformation g (µi) and focus
on:

ηi =g(µ i )

(7)

The function g (µi) will be called the link
function. Examples of link functions
include the identity, log, reciprocal, logit
and probit functions. We further assume
that the transformed mean follows a linear
model, so that
ηi =x′β
(8)
The quantity ηi is called the linear
predictor. Note that the model for ηi is
pleasantly simple. Since the link function
is one-to-one we can invert it to obtain
µ i =g -1 (x ′iβ) . (The model for µi is usually
more complicated than the model for ηi ).
We do not transform the response yi, but
rather its expected value µi. A model
where log yi is linear on xi, for example, is

not the same as a generalized linear model
where log µi is linear on xi. When the link
function makes the linear predictor ηi the
same as the canonical parameter θi , we say
that we have a canonical link. The identity
is the canonical link for the normal
distribution. In the same vein, the logit is
the canonical link for the binomial
distribution and the log is the canonical
link for the Poisson distribution. Other
combinations are also possible. An
advantage of canonical links is that a
minimal sufficient statistic for β exists, i.e.
all the information about β is contained in
a function of the data of the same
dimensionality. The use of link functions
is essential in poverty studies where a
response variable is usually binary
(0=non-poor, 1=poor) and especially for
cases where prediction may run wild i.e.
where values are outside the range of (0,
1). The link function thus relates the linear
predictor to the expected value of the data
and is a one-to-one, continuous,
differentiable,
invertible
and
an
integratable function. Suppose F (.) is a
cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) of
a random variable defined on the real line,
and π i = F ( yi )
for − ∞ < yi < ∞ .
The inverse transformation yi = F −1 (π i )
for 0 < π < 1 is the link function. Popular
choices are the logistic and extreme value
distribution. Let Yi denote a random
variable representing a binary response
coded zero or one, as usual. We call Yi the
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manifest response. Suppose that there is
an unobservable continuous variable Yi*
which can take any value in the real line,
and such that Yi takes the value one if and
only if Yi* exceeds a certain threshold θ .
We call Yi* the latent response. Since a
positive outcome occurs only when the
latent response exceeds the threshold, we
can write the probability π i of a positive

(

)

outcome as π i = P(Yi = 1) = P Yi* > θ .
As often with latent variables, the location
and scale of Yi* are arbitrary. We can add

a constant to both Yi* and the threshold θ ,
or multiply both by a constant C, without
changing the probability of a positive
outcome. To identify the model we take
the threshold to be zero, and standardize
Yi* to have standard deviation one (or any
fixed value). Suppose now that the
outcome depends on a vector of covariates
X. To model this dependence, we use an
ordinary linear model for the latent
variable by writing Yi* = X i β + µi where
β is a vector of coefficients of the
covariates and µi is the error term,
assumed to have a distribution with c.d.f.
F(U) not necessarily the normal
distribution.
Under this model, the
probability π i of observing a positive
outcome is:

πi = P(Yi > 0) = P(Ui > −yi ) =1− F ( −y) (9)
where yi =Xiβ is the linear predictor. If
the distribution of the error term Ui is
symmetric about zero so that

F (U ) = 1 − F ( −U )
(10)
Then π i = F ( y i )
This expression defines a generalized
linear model with Bernoulli response

link: yi = F −1 (π ) . In the more general case
where the distribution of the error term is
not necessarily symmetric, we still have a
generalized
linear
model
with
−1
link yi = − F (1 − π i ) .
2.0.4 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
An important practical feature of
generalized linear models is that they can
all be fit to data using the same algorithm,
a form of iteratively re-weighted least
squares. In this section we describe the
algorithm. Given a trial estimate β̂ of the
parameters, we calculate the estimated
linear predictor η̂i =x′βˆ and use that to
obtain the fitted values µ̂ i =g -1 (η̂i ) . Using
these quantities, we calculate the working
dependent variable:
dη
z = ηˆ + (y - µˆ ) i
i
i
i i dµ
i

(11)

where the rightmost term is the derivative
of the link function evaluated at the trial
estimate.
Next we calculate the iterative weights
p
i
(12)
w =
i
dη 2
i
b′′(θ )(
)
i dµ
i
where b′′(θi ) the second derivative of is
b(θi ) evaluated at the trial estimate and
we have assumed that a i (φ) has the usual
form

φ
.
pi

This

weight

is

inversely

proportional to the variance of the working
dependent variable zi given the current
estimates of the parameters, with
proportionality factor φ . Finally, we obtain
an improved estimate of β regressing the
working dependent variable zi on the
predictors xi using the weights wi, i.e. we
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calculate
estimate

the

weighted

β̂ = (X′WX)-1X′WZ

least-squares

(13)

where X is the model matrix, W is a
diagonal matrix of weights with entries wi
given by (12) and z is a response vector
with entries zi given by (11). The
procedure is repeated until successive
estimates change by less than a specified
small amount. [17] has shown that this
algorithm is equivalent to Fisher scoring
and leads to maximum likelihood
estimates. They consider the general case
of a i (φ) and include φ
in their
expression for the iterative weight. In other
words, they use w *i =φw i , where wi is the
weight used in the discussion here. The
proportionality factor φ cancels out when
we calculate the weighted least-squares
estimates using (13), so the estimator is
exactly the same.
3.0
Results and Discussion
The STATA software was employed for
the generalized linear modeling of poverty
determinants. The per capita expenditure
was selected as the dependent variable.
This was coded into poor (1) and non-poor
(0). Households with per capita
expenditure less than the poverty line, z
were deemed poor and those with per
capita expenditure greater than the poverty
line were regarded as non-poor
households. For the generalized linear
modeling, link functions from the binomial
family were considered. The reason for
this is based on the fact that the response
variable is dichotomous (0= non-poor and
.

1 = poor). The various link functions
considered were Logit, Probit, Log-log and
Complementary log-log respectively. The
performance of each link function was
assessed based on the value of its deviance
statistic. The generalized model yielding
the minimum deviance statistic was
adjudged best in all cases. The
independent variables selected were: Sex
(sex of the household head), Ageyrs (age
in years of the household head), Fatheduc
(father’s education level), Fathwrk
(father’s work), Motheduc (mother’s
education level), Mothwrk (mother’s
work), Hhsize (household size), Occgrp
(occupation group of the household head),
Edgrp (educational group for highest level
attained by the household head) and Lit
(literacy of the household head). The
results for the generalized linear modeling
are shown in Table 1-Table 4. The log-log
link function performed best as it gave the
minimum value of the deviance statistic.
The logit, probit and complementary loglog came second, third and fourth
respectively. The log-log showed that all
the variables were significant at α = 5%
level of significance. The logit, probit and
complementary log-log link functions
indicated that all the variables except
Motheduc (mother’s education level) and
Lit (literacy of the household head) were
significant. The implication of this result is
that generally all the selected variables are
associated with the poverty status of the
household. That is they are all poverty
correlates. However the correlation
between poverty status of the household
and mother’s education level as well as the
literacy of the household head is weak
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Table 1: Results for Generalized Linear Modelling-1
Family=Bernoulli, Link Function= Logit, AIC = 1.20283, Deviance = 23021.71378
Scale Deviance = 1.20237
Variable
Constant
Sex
Ageyrs
Fatheduc
Fathwrk
Motheduc
Mothwrk
Hhsize
Occgrp
Edgrp
Lit

Coefficient

Standard
Z
P> |Z|
Remark
Error
-0.64103
0.16456
-3.9
0.000
S
-0.25712
0.04766
-5.39
0.000
S
-0.01028
0.00116
-8.83
0.000
S
0.04308
0.00578
7.45
0.000
S
0.01141
0.00163
6.99
0.000
S
0.00865
0.00509
1.7
0.090
NS
-0.00722
0.00194
-3.73
0.000
S
0.29496
0.00705
41.82
0.000
S
0.05594
0.00846
6.61
0.000
S
-0.24548
0.00995
-24.66
0.000
S
0.08366
0.04542
1.84
0.065
NS
S= significant at α = 5%, NS= insignificant at α = 5%

Table 2: Results for Generalized Linear Modelling- 2
Family=Bernoulli, Link Function= Probit, AIC = 1.20583, Deviance = 23079.40166
Scale Deviance = 1.2053
Variable

Coefficient

Standard
Error

Z

P> |Z|

Remark

Constant
Sex
Ageyrs
Fatheduc
Fathwrk
Motheduc
Mothwrk
Hhsize
Occgrp
Edgrp
Lit

-0.64103
-0.25712
-0.01028
0.04308
0.01141
0.00865
-0.00722
0.29496
0.05594
-0.24548
0.08366

0.09893
0.02888
0.00070
0.00346
0.00097
0.00306
0.00117
0.00390
0.00505
0.00595
0.02737

-3.51
-5.77
-8.83
7.34
6.94
1.81
-3.67
43.72
6.91
-24.83
1.83

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.071
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.068

S
S
S
S
S
NS
S
S
S
S
NS

S= significant at α = 5%, NS= insignificant at α = 5%
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Table 3: Results for Generalized Linear Modelling- 3
Family=Bernoulli, Link Function= Log-log, AIC = 1.19710, Deviance = 22912.0.5576
Scale Deviance = 1.19664
Variable
Coefficient
Standard
Z
P> |Z|
Remark
Error
Constant
-0.07592
0.10775
-0.70
0.481
NS
Sex
-0.13984
0.03027
-4.62
0.000
S
Ageyrs
-0.00659
0.00077
-8.61
0.000
S
Fatheduc
0.03134
0.00422
7.43
0.000
S
Fathwrk
0.00670
0.00102
6.55
0.000
S
Motheduc
0.00733
0.00367
2.00
0.046
S
Mothwrk
-0.00542
0.00129
-4.21
0.000
S
Hhsize
0.23007
0.00523
43.98
0.000
S
Occgrp
0.02706
0.00541
5.01
0.000
S
Edgrp
-0.16968
0.00687
-24.70
0.000
S
Lit
0.06399
0.03243
1.97
0.048
S
S= significant at α = 5%, NS= insignificant at α = 5%

Table 4: Results for Generalized Linear Modelling- 4
Family=Bernoulli, Link Function= Complementary log-log, AIC = 1.21829,
Deviance = 23317.97543, Scale Deviance = 1.21784
Variable
Coefficient
Standard
Z
P> |Z|
Remark
Error
Constant
-0.67360
0.11522
-5.85
0.000
S
Sex
-0.24780
0.03577
-6.93
0.000
S
Ageyrs
-0.00710
0.00081
-8.82
0.000
S
Fatheduc
0.02521
0.00361
6.99
0.000
S
Fathwrk
0.00769
0.00114
6.73
0.000
S
Motheduc
0.00506
0.00327
1.55
0.121
NS
Mothwrk
-0.00397
0.00131
-3.02
0.002
S
Hhsize
0.15550
0.00351
44.30
0.000
S
Occgrp
0.05144
0.00592
8.69
0.000
S
Edgrp
-0.15827
0.00654
-24.21
0.000
S
Lit
0.05107
0.02926
1.75
0.081
NS
S= significant at α = 5%, NS= insignificant at α = 5%

4.0 Conclusion
This study has demonstrated the
suitability of generalized linear modeling
in analyzing poverty in Nigeria. It
considered the logit, probit, log-log and

complementary log-log link functions with
the log-log link performing best. The
generalized linear models showed that sex
of the household head, age in years of the
household head, father’s education level,
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father’s work, mother’s work, household
size, occupation group of the household
head, and educational group for highest
level attained by the household head are
strong correlates of poverty while mother’s
education level and literacy of the
household head are weak correlates of

poverty. The findings in this study agree
with past studies [14, 18-20]. Hence
having fewer numbers of children parents
can cater for and ensuring education of
children born to families by parents should
be encouraged to reduce the burden of
poverty.

___________________________________________________________________________
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Abstract
The educational standard in tertiary institutions has witnessed a down turn in the area of
teaching and learning. This paper links this down fall to traditional face-to-face educational
model that is still by far the dominant mode of education and learning in tertiary institutions.
In addition to identifying some of the ways in which traditional learning has hampered
learning, the paper proposes the enhancement of learning through the use of mobile
technologies. This paper presents M-learning architecture and further examines how mobile
technologies could be utilized by lecturers and students to enhance student’s learning
experience. The paper also showcased the graphic user interface of a developed mobile
learning system.
Keywords: educational standard, tertiary institutions, M-learning architecture, mobile
technologies.
___________________________________________________________________________
1.0 Introduction
The proliferation of mobile technologies
such as mobile phones and personal digital
assistant, and their pedagogical capabilities
calls for their educational use to enhance
learning in tertiary institutions. As mobile
phone becomes popular in the society and
many people can afford the cost, the
demand of mobility is extended to
teaching and learning [1]. Never in the
history of the use of technology in
education has there been a technology that
was available to citizens as mobile
telephone. The statistics are stunning:
Eriksson and Nokia tell us that there are
1,500,000,000 of them in the world today
for a world population just over 6 billion
[2]. Nokia forecasts further sales of
700,000,000 in 2005. Despite the
popularity and affordability of mobile
technology, the classic face-to-face
education is still the most widely accepted

mode of teaching and learning in higher
institution. The characteristics of face-toface education or traditional education are
that the education transaction takes place
within the learning group, by interpersonal
communication and between the teacher
and the taught [2]. This form of learning
has in one way or the other caused decline
in educational standards in our tertiary
institutions. As Mark Prensky has
suggested, toady’s students are no longer
the people the current educational system
have been designed to teach. Today’s
students have enormous access to digital
technology and display characteristics
such as digital fluency and familiarity with
new technologies as never before
imagined, they are digital natives [3]. It is,
therefore necessary to incorporate their
digital literacy within meaningful learning
scenarios. In line with these developments,
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we propose the enhancement of learning
experience through the use of mobile
technologies. Mobile learning is learning
delivered or supported solely or mainly by
handheld or mobile technologies [4].
Mobile learning is primarily delivered over
the wireless network. It can adapt quickly
to meet changing learning needs. It is
possible for learners to find and learn what
they want to at a pace and place that suit
them. The blending of mobile technologies
and traditional education will enrich the
final outcome of learning task.
Traditional Learning And
Falling Educational Standards
The adoption of traditional learning as
the only mode of teaching and learning
amongst other factors has contributed to
the falling educational standard in tertiary
institutions. Traditional learning is also
known as conventional learning, or faceto-face learning or instructor-led-training
(ILT). It takes place in schools, training
centres, laboratories and workshops.
Knowledge transfer, education and
learning have traditionally been delivered
through the classic face-to-face space-and
time-restricted educational model that has
been the backbone of tertiary institutions
[5]. Teaching and learning happens in the
classroom only and it is instructor-centered
for all knowledge. This mode of teaching
and learning is characterized by some
environmental
and
infrastructural
challenges.
The challenges and issues facing
traditional learning amongst others
include:
• lack of space or classrooms within
the tertiary institution
• inability of some students to take
notes during lecture
• lack of preparedness on the side of
both the instructor and learners
• lack of courage on the side of
students to ask questions during lecture

• poor teaching techniques adopted
by some instructors or educators.
These listed challenges have negative
impact on learning and understanding
among students of tertiary institutions, and
directly or indirectly retard the standard of
education. Investigation into student’s
retention and progression showed that poor
retention was variously attributed to lack
of preparedness, poor integration, wrong
course choice, lack of feedback, problems
with finance and accommodation amongst
others [6].

2.0

3.0

Mobile learning based
Enhancement
Mobile learning also known as Mlearning is the acquisition of any
knowledge and skill through the use of
mobile technology, anywhere, anytime,
that results in an alteration in behaviour
[7]. Mobile learning could also be seen as
any sort of learning that happens when the
learner is not at a fixed, predetermined
location, or learning that happens when the
learner takes advantage of the learning
opportunities
offered
by
mobile
technologies [8]. In other words mobile
learning decreases limitation of learning
location with the mobility of general
portable devices. Mobile learning is
gaining popularity as a way of providing
learners with educational material
wherever they are and at any time. With
new capabilities continually being added
to mobile devices, one major challenge,
and opportunity, is finding innovative
ways to enhance the learning experience
using these new technologies [9]. It
presents as an approach to learning that
potentially is effective in engaging and
motivating today’s students.
Mobile technologies offer learning
experiences which can effectively engage
and educate contemporary learners and
which are often markedly different form
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those afforded by conventional methods.
Mobile learning, however, is not restricted
to the distance learners and is not restricted
by location; it can be used on campus as
well as off-campus and provides
convenient, ubiquitous and easy access.
Since mobile learning makes learning
materials available to learners via their
mobile technologies, they (learners) will
have the opportunity to go through these
materials over and over again in the
comfort-of their rooms. This will enable
learners to integrate these learning
episodes across time, to support their
growth and transformation of knowledge.
Learners will no longer be confined within
classrooms. They will be learning while
working, hiking in the mountains, playing,
strolling on the beach, or jogging along a
city street. These new paradigms can
benefit tertiary institution by helping them
to achieve better educational results and
enhance the learning outcome of students
[5]. In summary, benefits derived when
traditional learning approach is supported
with mobile technologies include the
followings amongst others:
• making learning materials available
anytime and anywhere - learning is not
confined to pre-specified times or
places, but happens whenever there is a
break in the flow of routine daily
performance and a person reflects on
the current situation, resolves to
address a problem, or to gain an
understanding [10]
• can enhance interaction between and
among students and instructors [11]

•

support differentiation of student
learning needs and personalized
learning [12]
• reduce the effect of those problems
that come as a result of environmental
and infrastructural challenges
• pre-work for class session
• follow-up
for
class
session
(reinforcement of key point)
• feedback from the system provides
reinforcement.
The use of mobile devices to gather
feedback from learners during a session
being delivered by a teacher employs a
hybrid model that emphasizes the
integration of mobile devices into existing
teaching practice, not the replacement of it
[13].
Although mobile learning has a lot of
benefits, it also has some limitations such
as limited display and memory capacity of
m-learning devices or technologies.
3.1 Developing mobile learning
application
Mobile learning could be engineered
through the development of dedicated
applications. A mobile learning system
consists of at least the following
components:
•
•
•

mobile learning devices;
mobile learning software;
mobile learning content

[14].
Figure 1 below depicts the components
involved in mobile learning system.
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Fig 1. M-learning Architecture
The applications required for mobile
learning process in the prototype
developed are grouped into two:
•
•

Java application
J2ME application

The Java application is installed in a
computer that is connected to the Internet
with or without wire. This provides the
interface where the lecturer can perform
functions such as adding course contents,
updating and editing course contents;
sending feedback; adding questions etc.
This application communicates with the
server through web service with the help

of the stub. The stub calls web service
methods.
The J2ME application also known as
MIDLET is an application that runs in a
mobile device or technology. The mobile
device has a wireless connection to the
internet and its application communicates
to the server through web service, with the
help of JSR 72 JAX-RPC runtime.
The above architecture is web based,
therefore, Internet technologies are
required to connect users. The message
transmitted to the server is in Soap XML
format.
The server houses the web service that
provides several web methods which are
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consumed by these mobile learning
applications.
The web service used by this application
has
been
developed
using Java
technologies. The firewall provides the
required network security.
Content of the mobile learning
applications is stored in a database
(backend
resources).
The
system

developed here uses the Postgres
Relational Database Management System
(PRDBMS). Examples of database content
include the course content, students’
information, courses etc.
Flowcharts
Figures 2 and 3 below are flowcharts of
the developed applications.
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Graphic User Interface
The
Integrated
Development
Environment (IDE) used to develop the
prototype is NetBeans. The interface is
simple and intuitive which will reduce the
amount of memory required by the
application and also reduces the time of
development.

This interface shows where the lecturer
can perform the following functions:
•
Lecture making
•
Adding question
•
Adding answers to the
Questions
•
Sending feedback e.t.c.

Use Cases:

Lecturer interface
Figures 4 through 6 are the illustrations of the graphical interfaces associated with the
lecturer.

Fig 4. Main menu of the java
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Fig 5. Lecture Making Interface
Application
Fig 4 is the main menu of the java
application. Each menu has a number of
menu items that represents those actions
that can be performed.
Fig 5 is the interface that is associated
with lecture making or course module
creation. The required information include
name of course module, the module study
order, module description, module content
and the course that has the module. This
interface is associated with assessment
.

questions creation. Information here
include the questions, answer options, and
correct option, question point and the
module that has those questions.


Student’s interface
The interfaces for students enable them
to download lecture notes for reading,
answering assessment questions, sending
feedback etc
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Fig. 6: Student Interface Menu

Fig 7. Transaction menu
Fig. 7 demonstrates those transactions that students perform on the mobile portal.
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Fig 8. New student’s registration form
Here, new students register for mobile learning by supplying and submitting the required
information
.
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Fig 9. User authentication
Here, the user is authenticated before he or she can assess the lecture note.
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Fig 10: Downloaded course module
The interface here shows course material delivered on student’s mobile device.
4.0 Conclusion
In this paper we have demonstrated that
applications (Java, and J2ME) can be
developed that would enable instructors
design learning material for delivery on
mobile technology and also allow learners
access the learning material via their

mobile phones. These applications
consume Java web service. The
incorporation of this form of learning
system into traditional learning approach
will enhance teaching and learning more
meaningfully.

___________________________________________________________________________
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Abstract
Cloud Computing, the long-held dream of computing as a utility, has the potential to
transform a large part of the IT industry, making software even more attractive as a service
and shaping the way IT hardware is designed and purchased. Developers with innovative
ideas for new Internet services no longer require the large capital outlays in hardware to
deploy their service or the human expense to operate it. This paper focuses on an overview of
cloud computing as a technology and has chosen the party agent reports of an electoral
process as a case study. The case study was used to develop an application which was tested
and deployed on a local computer and subsequently deployed on the cloud infrastructure.
Java programming language and Google App engine were the tools used to develop and
deploy the application. The work demonstrates the benefits of deploying applications using
the cloud service over on-premise deployment especially where real time data is needed like
reporting incidents during elections.
Keywords: Google App Engine, Java Programming Language, cloud infrastructure
__________________________________________________________________________

Introduction
Business applications are moving to the
cloud. It is not just a trend - the shift from
traditional software models to the Internet
has steadily gained momentum over the
last ten years. Looking ahead, the next
decade of cloud computing promises new
ways to collaborate everywhere even
through mobile devices [14]. It is not just
because it provides cheaper means of
running applications in terms of
purchasing software licenses, upgrades are
automatic, and the fact that scaling up or
down is easy that cloud computing is being
adopted, but also because the architecture
of the cloud technology itself allows
redundancy of data by constant backing up
of all its clients data. Managing data
therefore becomes an easier task for risk
managers using cloud computing because

it reduces the cost of doing such locally,
allows IT personnel to focus on more
productive engagements and assures
reliability.
Cloud computing is a category of
computing solutions in which a technology
and or service lets users access computing
resources on demand, as needed, whether
the resources are physical or virtual,
dedicated, or shared, and no matter how
they are accessed (via a direct connection,
LAN, WAN, or the Internet). The cloud is
often characterized by self-service
interfaces that let customers acquire
resources when needed as long as needed
[9].
Businesses have failed in the past and
not because they are bankrupt or do not
have customers but because their data have
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been tampered with. It is not news that
data moves practically all businesses
especially in the IT world. It is considered
a valuable asset that cannot be replaced by
an insurance company.
Cloud computing is here and from all
indications it has come to stay, the only
thing we need to do is to make more effort
in making people go into it with the “want’
attitude and embrace it altogether than
with the “follow the people” attitude.
Goals:
•
To identify the risks that cloud
computing poses to consumers via cloud
use.
•
Identify some risks management
strategies on how consumers can help
mitigate the risks from their own end.
•
Develop and deploy an application
in the cloud to demonstrate some of the
risks mitigation strategies mentioned
above.
•
Compare the difference in benefit
of using the cloud service as opposed to
traditional on-premise deployment.
Related Works
Cloud Technology
Cloud computing is a notion that is
having its day, for good reason;
technology is ripe, the economics are
compelling, and there is tremendous
legitimate need. Using the cloud metaphor,
data has to get from its owner or originator
to the cloud where it is processed and back
to the owner, hopefully without
compromise or damage. Going back to the
basics for a moment, data exists in three
states,
processing,
storage,
and
transmission. It is vulnerable to a number
of threats in each state. Various measures
are applied to deter the threats or isolate
the data from the threat, basic risk
management, if the measures are not
applied continuously, the threat remains.
Protecting data against damage during

transmission is based on encryption for
confidentiality and various measures for
integrity. Getting the data from the owner
to the cloud and back is, therefore, a
straightforward problem solved by
encryption, the question arises when the
data is in the cloud. Storing encrypted data
is not a problem. Assuming the data is
stored encrypted. It is when the data is
decrypted for processing that issues may
arise.
What happens to the data during
processing is often dictated by the
application manipulating the data,
intermediate storage is not unusual and a
variety of approaches to segmented and
distributed processing exist. Prudent
questions should be asked regarding what
happens to the data whenever it is not
protected by encryption. The more
sensitive and valuable the data is, the
sharper the questions should be. A risk
assessment should address all the
availability and integrity issues. Redundant
communications and processing are
standard approaches to many of the issues,
although simple cut cable outages due to
human error occur often enough to give
pause.
So far, the potential damage that a
trusted cloud insider could inflict has not
been addressed, there is often an
assumption that cloud vendor security is
bulletproof, which may be naive.
Customers should not assume vendors
have robust and durable security
throughout their computing architecture.
Asking questions is never inappropriate.
Becoming familiar and comfortable with
the vendor's protection is just good sense.
Cloud computing is a great leap forward
for many, however, assuming there are no
risks is extremely naive. Learning about
the risks to assets when they are outside
the owners' direct control and how those
risks can be minimized is more than just a
good idea [2].
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Cloud Computing System
In a cloud computing system, there's a
significant
workload
shift.
Local
computers no longer have to do all the
heavy lifting when it comes to running
applications. The network of computers
that make up the cloud handles them
instead. Hardware and software demands
on the user's side decrease. The only thing
the user's computer needs to be able to run
is the cloud computing system's interface
software, which can be as simple as a Web
browser, and the cloud's network takes
care of the rest. Cloud computing is
defined as a model for enabling
convenient, on-demand network access to
a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage,
applications, and services) that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort or service
provider interaction[12]
Cloud computing frees organizations
from the need to buy and maintain their
own hardware and software infrastructure.
There are two key business drivers to
consider in relation to cloud computing:
(a) economics, and (b) simplification of
software delivery [4]. Cloud computing
offers additional technical benefits
including high availability and easy
scalability, providing faster, more direct
access to IT resources.
With respect to privacy, there is the
possibility that cloud computing may lead
to commingling of information assets with
other
cloud
customers,
including
competitor [7].
With respect to security it was observed
that data and code residing in cloud
computing environments will become
more tempting targets to hackers. With
respect to reliability, few non-cloud IT
infrastructures are as robust as cloud
computing service offerings, but

organizations are still concerned about
availability [1].
Cloud Computing Models
Applications of cloud computing
broadly span three areas known as cloud
service delivery models called (a)
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), (b)
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and (c)
Software as a Service (SaaS) [3]
Based on a survey carried out, there are
key differences in the services provided in
the private and public clouds. Public
clouds are dominated by Software as a
Service (SaaS) followed by infrastructure
as a service (IaaS). Private clouds are
dominated by IaaS followed by platform
as a service (PaaS) [8].

Fig. 1 Cloud computing layers
embedded in the "as a Service"
components [5]
While the services are directly related,
they don’t require interdependence (e.g., a
Cloud Application does not necessarily
have to be built upon a Cloud Platform or
Cloud Infrastructure).
In [11], it was proposed that cloud
trends to become more entwined over
time. But Cloud solutions – at any of the
three levels described above -– are
attractive for just about any company with
an application that runs in a data center or
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with a hosted provider, that doesn’t want
to reinvent the wheel or pay a premium
[13].
Cloud Computing Architecture
The Cloud Computing Architecture of a
cloud solution is the structure of the
system, which comprises on-premise and
cloud resources, services, middleware, and
software components, geo-location, the
externally visible properties of those, and
the relationships between them [6].
When talking about a cloud computing
system, it's helpful to divide it into two
components namely: the front end and the
back end. They connect to each other
through a network, usually the internet.
The front end is the side the computer
user, or client, sees. The back end is the
"cloud" component of the system. The
front end includes the client's computer (or
computer network) and the application
required to access the cloud computing
system. Not all cloud computing systems
have the same user interface. Services like
Web-based e-mail programs leverage
existing Web browsers like Internet
Explorer or Firefox. Other systems have
unique applications that provide network
access to clients.
On the back end of the system are the
various computers, servers and data
storage systems that create the "cloud" of
computing services. In theory, a cloud
computing
system
could
include
practically any computer program you can
imagine, from data processing [5] to video
games. Usually, each application will have
its own dedicated server. A central server
administers the system, monitoring traffic
and client demands to ensure everything
runs smoothly. It follows a set of rules
called protocols and uses a special kind of
software called middleware that allows
networked computers to communicate
with each other[10].

Methodology
System Analysis
The risks of the cloud to some,
outweigh the benefits, others on the hand,
see the prospects in it, and have adopted it
as a means of doing business. Though
these companies have their reservations,
cloud computing happens as a result of
trust between customers and service
providers. The cloud needs the trust of
users. With any cloud computing service,
it is important that the provider has a
trusted relationship with those people
using the service.
Current cloud
computing architectures have security
measures in place to ensure data integrity
and confidentiality both while data is at
rest and in transit as pointed out, that
companies supplying cloud computing
services know that the main concerns of
moving to the cloud are security and
privacy and understand that without
reliable security, their businesses will
collapse; So security and privacy are high
priorities for all cloud computing entities
[5]. While cloud providers shun away from
responsibility for data stored on the cloud,
organizations can also at their own end
make efforts to minimize the risks by
adopting both technical and non technical
approaches.
Use case
During election periods in Nigeria,
different political parties have agents that
represent them at each polling station in
order
to
ensure
that
each
candidate/political party is treated equally
and to report any act of misconduct to the
appropriate authorities. The agent(s) must
be present from the start of election
process till every step is completed by all
participants and results are obtained. A
report, either verbal or written is then
prepared by the agent on how things went
on at his polling unit and submitted to the
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party office at the end of each Election
Day. Any action to be taken based on the
report will have to be against the next
Election Day or never if it is the last. A
report may be used afterwards if the
political party has any case against either
the electoral body or another political
party. This process requires agents

equivalent to the number of polling units
that a political party is featuring in. Due to
a lack of sufficient agents, some polling
units are left unattended or have agents
running around observing different polling
units. The process is demonstrated in the
use case model below:

Fig. 2 Use case model for the Current Process
Problems of the Current Process
From the process described above, it can
be deducted that there are flaws in the
reporting system. These include:
• Lack of sufficient agents to report
happenings.
• Happenings are not reported as they
occur but after.
• All actions taken involve damage
control not prevention.
• Agents handling more than one polling
station can miss events while on
transit.

The Proposed System
Based on the problems pointed out from
the current system, a new system is being
proposed to create a reporting system that
will be available and provide real time
reports of happenings at polling units and
enable other individuals not necessarily
agents to make their contributions on
happenings at the units. The proposed
system will have a more standard form of
report in graphical form depending on the
activity going on. The system has the
following requirements:
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based on the address provided.
Functional Requirements
• The system should be able to allow a
reporter to enter the name of the
polling unit which he is observing.
• The system should allow a reporter to
enter the street where the polling
station is located.
• The system should allow a reporter to
enter the city he is reporting from.
• The system should allow a reporter to
select the state where the city is
located.
• The system should allow a reporter to
select the type of the event happening
in his polling unit.
•
The system should allow a reporter to
provide extra information about the
event.
•
The system should be able to accept
the inputs provided and display a
graphical report

•
•

The system should enable a category
of event to be selected for viewing.
The system should be able to display
all the locations where the selected
event has occurred on the map.

Non-Functional Requirements
• The system should be user friendly.
• The system should be available at all
times.
• The system should be accessible from
different locations using different
means.
• The system should enable a prompt
viewing of reports
• The system should be accessible to
multiple users in different locations
and should be able to control excessive
use of the system.

Fig. 3 Use case model for the proposed process
System Design
The system to be designed will involve
building a computer application that will
be used to report incidents and will be

available to voters as well as other
voluntary observers. Considering the
requirements, it will not be sufficient to
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design a desktop application because then
the agents will have to report any event on
the system and then generate a report to
convey physically to the party secretariat.
This means that the application will have
to be deployed on dedicated computer that
will be available to the agent provided by
the party the agent is representing.
Moreover, the report uses a map to
determine the location of the reporter in
real time. If it were a desktop application,
it would have to retrieve this information
from a satellite map which will require
internet connectivity. Still, the report will
have to be delivered manually not to
mention the report may be influenced. If a
web application is to be considered, the
application has to be built and then a
hosting service acquired which promises

availability all the time, of course web
implies internet will be required to use the
application. The application will still need
to use the satellite map for the reports
which will be an extension of the system
though it will allow more than the agent to
send in reports. At the same time some
users may get excited and keep using the
system unnecessarily creating traffic that
can make the system inaccessible and the
host cannot do anything about it. So rather
than building a web application and then
relying on the services of another
application for the reports, why not going
ahead and using a platform that will allow
you to build, host and use the services
available on the infrastructure all at the
same time.

Interface Design
The input interface can be given as in Figure 4.

Fig. 4 Input interface design
OUTPUT DESIGN: The output interface can be given as in figure 5
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Fig. 5 Output interface design
Program Design

Figure6: Program Design for Reporing

Fig. 7 Program design for viewing reports
A high level for the proposed system is given in figure 8.
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Fig. 8 High level view of the system
A low level view for the proposed system is given in figure

Fig. 9 Low level view of the system
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System Architecture
A class diagram for the proposed system is given in figure 10 below:

Figure 10: Class diagram of the proposed system

Testing and Results
Testing:
The application was implemented in the
java programming language using Eclipse
as the IDE .The data store used was the
master/slave
option
because
the
application is not constantly in use. The
map was implemented using Google

geocoding API for the location of the
individual reporter.
The system was tested for functionality,
availability,
security
and
resource
consumption. For functionality, different
values for the various fields at random
were used. All entries returned respective
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locations for the values entered. Below are

the values used and the test results:

Test Case1 Data entry

Figure 11 Test Case Data Entry
Test Case 2 Test Case 2 Data Entry

Fig. 12 #Test Case 2 Data Entry
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Test case 3: Report viewing

Fig. 13 #Test case 3: Report viewing
Figure #Test case 4: Availability: The
system was tested for accessibility at
random.
#Test case 5: Security: The security of the
source code and data was tested.
.

# Test case 6: Resource consumption: the
memory consumption and CPU Time and
cost was evaluated
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Results
The results of the test performed were summarized in the table3 below:
Table 3 Results of tests
Result
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed

Test Cases
Test case 1
Test case 2
Test case 3
Test case 4
Test case 5
Test case 6

Reference
Appendix A (Figure 25)
Appendix A (Figure 26)
Appendix A (Figure 19)
Appendix A (Figure23 & 24)
Appendix A (Figure 14)
Appendix A (Figure 21 &
22)

Discussion of Results
Based on the results obtained, it was
observed that when an application is
deployed on the cloud, depending on the
requests made, the CPU consumed only
0.01 percent of CPU time for multiple
requests while on premise deployment for
one request required the same amount of
CPU time for one request.
Also,
deploying it on premise required
acquisition of the additional support
software for running the application. In
terms of memory, the eclipse java software
and the application source code alone
consumed 237.5MB on disk while running
an instance of the application on the cloud
consumed only 55.1MB as shown in Fig 8
and 9 of appendix A. The security only
applies to the admin console since the
system does not require user authentication
for reporting. The admin console uses a
Google account to authenticate a developer
to enable him make changes to application
settings or versions which implies that the
same security measures implemented on

Google accounts
applications.

are

used

for

the

Conclusion
An overview of cloud computing
technology was conducted and the
associated
deployment
risks
were
provided. The election reporting system
was analyzed based on current processes
and a set of requirements for the proposed
cloud
deployed
application
were
identified. The requirements were then
used to develop a reporting system for
agents and observers using java language
and Google App engine as the cloud
service provider. The application simply
used details of a location provided by a
party agent/observer and displayed a map
showing the location of a party agent
which reports could be generated for use
by appropriate personnel. This application
prototype is strongly recommended. INEC
and agents of political parties should adopt
the application as a reporting service so
that incidents are reported and treated in
real time.

________________________________
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APPENDIX A

Fig 14. Application registration page

Fig 15. Main Page
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Fig16. Location of report entered

Fig17. Map with location entered in figure 15
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Figure: 18 Selecting Map report for various categories

Figure19: Map report for category “Very few people in queue”
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Figure 20: Application Resource Allocation

Figure 21:. Application Resource Usage (CPU Time)
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Figure: 22. Application Resource Usage (Memory)

Figure 23: System Availability Status (1)
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Figure 24: System Availability Status (2)

Figure: 25 Result of #Test Case 1
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Fig. 26: Result of #Test case 2
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Abstract
Resource access synchronization within concurrent processes or threads is implemented
using various constructs such as semaphores, monitor locks, Mutex, etc. The algorithm
supporting most of these structures works by keeping at bay all other concurrent processes or
threads till the current process accessing the resource has successfully relinquished the
resource. This works very well as race conditions are controlled and shared data state
remains consistent. The problem with this approach is performance in terms of system
response. When each thread has to wait for the other to finish accessing the resource before
it can proceed, a long line waiting threads can easily build-up, which obviously translates to
relatively slow system response. In this paper, we propose contextual synchronization model
to avoid where applicable, the unnecessary build-up of threads waiting for access to the
resource. This model describes different contexts within which a resource access can be
executed. Each model is ascribed different priorities of which different policies were applied.
The most important feature of this model is that the context representing plain resource
access will not cause any race condition if all other threads are accessing from the same
context. The result of our experiment shows that context-based synchronization performs
better than Java given the same number of threads.
Keywords: Aspect-oriented programming, synchronization, resource, and concurrent
process.
__________________________________________________________________________

Introduction
In Java programs, synchronization is
commonly referred to as the coordination
of multiple threads in accessing shared
program states. As concurrency becomes a
common programming practice in the
multi-core era, the designers of concurrent
programs are faced with many choices of
synchronization mechanisms such as the
use of locks, atomic blocks (Ben-Ari et al.,
2006), and more recently, software
transactional memory (Miller, S. K. 2001;
Miller, M. S. 2006, Miller et al., 2003).

For
their
distinctive
operational
differences, clear functional trade-offs
exist among these synchronization
mechanisms. This is problematic for
building general-purpose and reusable
Java systems. In conventional approaches,
synchronization
mechanisms
are
“hardwired” to the application logic
through the use of library APIs or
specialized language constructs. At the
same time, choosing the most appropriate
mechanism is increasingly about how
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reusable systems are being integrated in
diversified comparison contents.
Context-based synchronization does not
refer to any specific synchronization
architecture, but to a method of applying
synchronization. It distinguishes between
three (3) major reasons for performing
resources access synchronization:
•
•
•

Data/resources retrieval
Data/resource modification
Priority based access
synchronization.

In this paper, we proposed a contextual
model for synchronizing concurrent
process
using
Aspect-oriented
programming (AOP) based on the kind of
access an action is specified to perform.
This is to ensure unnecessary build-up of
threads waiting for access to the resource
thereby avoiding a long link of waiting
threads which will result in a relatively
slow system response. The model
describes different contexts within which a
resources access can be executed. Each
model is ascribed different priorities of
which different policies are applied. The
most important feature is that the context
representing plain resource access will not
cause any race condition if all other
threads are accessing from the same
context.
Concurrent Process, Multi-Threading
Programming and AOP
Concurrent Process
Concurrent computing is a form of
computing in which programs are designed
as collections of interacting computational
processes that may be executed in parallel
(Ben-Ari, 2006). Current programs can be
executed sequentially on a single processor
by interleaving the execution steps of each
computational process, or executed in
parallel by assigning each computational
process to one of a set of processors that

may be close or distributed across a
network. The main challenges in designing
concurrent programs are ensuring the
correct sequencing of the interactions or
communications
between
different
computational processes, and coordinated
among access to resources that are shared
among processes.
A number of different methods can be
used to implement concurrent programs,
such as implementing each computational
process as an operating system process, or
implementing the computational processes
as a set of threads within a single operating
system process. In some concurrent
computing
systems,
communication
between the concurrent components is
hidden from the programmer (e.g., by
using futures), while in others it must be
handled
explicitly.
Explicit
communication can be divided into two
classes:
•
Shared memory communication:
Concurrent components communicate by
altering the contents of shared memory
locations. This style of concurrent
programming usually requires
the
application of some form of locking (e.g.,
mutexes, semaphores, or monitors) too
coordinate between threads.
•
Message passing communication:
Concurrent components communicate by
exchanging messages. The exchange of
messages
may
be
carried
out
asynchronously, or may use a rendezvous
style in which the sender blocks until the
message is received. Asynchronous
message passing may be reliable or
unreliable. Message-passing concurrency
tends to be far easier to reason with than
shared-memory concurrency, and is
typically considered a more robust form of
concurrent programming. Shared memory
and message passing concurrency have
different performance characteristics,
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typically, the per-process memory
overhead and task switching overhead is
lower in a message passing itself is greater
than for a procedure call. These
differences are often overwhelmed by
other performance factors [23].
Multi-Threading Programming
In a network environment, it is a
common practice for resources to be
shared among multiple users. Modern
operating systems are usually designed to
process multiple jobs (programs) at the
same time. This is often referred to as
multi-tasking. Multi-tasking results in
effective and simultaneous utilization of
various system resources such as
processors, disks, and printers. Thus
multiple
tasks
can
be
executed
concurrently [2]. Java as an objectoriented programming language supports
multithreading. Threads are dispatch able
unit of work. They are light-weight
processes within a process. A process is a
program in execution. It consists of a
number of independent units known as
threads. A process is the collection of one
or more threads and associated system
resources. However, while a process
depends on the architectural constructs of
an application, a thread is a coding
construct that does not affect the
architecture of an application. All threads
within a process share the same state and
same
memory
space,
and
can
communicate with each other directly,
since they share the same variables.
Threads are an inherent part of software
products as a fundamental unit of CPU
utilization as a basic building block of
multithreaded systems [22]. The use of
threads has evolved over the years from
each program consisting of a single thread
as the path of execution of it. Threads are
objects in Java programming language.
They can be created using two different
mechanisms.

•
Create a class that extends the
standard thread class
•
Create a class that implements the
Standard Runnable interface
Thus a thread can be defined by
extending the java.lang.Thread class or by
implementing the java.lang.Runnable
interface. The Java programming language
uses a thread to do garbage collection in
the
background
thereby
saving
programmers the trouble of managing
memory. Graphical user interface (GUI)
programs have a separate thread user
interface events from the host operating
environment.
The notion of multithreading is the
expansion of the original application
thread to multiple threads running in
parallel handling multiple events and
performing multiple tasks concurrently
[9];
Akhter
and
Roberts,
[1].
Multithreading brings a higher level of
responsiveness to the user as a thread can
run while other threads are on hold
awaiting instruction [12]. Multithreaded
programs extend the notion of multitasking
by taking it one level lower. Individual
programs will appear to do multiple tasks
at the same time. Each task is usually
called a thread. Programs that can run
more than one thread at once are called
multithreaded.
Therefore,
for
multithreading to be beneficial, the
runtime of each individual thread must be
long compared to the time it would take to
switch between them.
Kerns [10] highlight the benefits of
multithreading to include:
•
•
•
•

High speed
Small size
More efficient in communication
Recourse sharing
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Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP)
Object-oriented analysis, design, and
programming (OOADP) is an old
paradigm in software development and it
has been proven successful in both small
and large projects. As a technology, it has
gone through its childhood and is moving
into a mature adult stage. Research by
educational establishments as well as
audits by companies have shown that
using object-oriented programming (OOP)
instead
of
functional-decomposition
techniques has dramatically enhanced the
state of software. The benefits of using
object-oriented technologies in all phases
of software development process vary.
These include:
•
•
•
•

Reusability of components
Modularity
Less complex implementation
Reduced cost of maintenance

Each of these benefits will have varied
importance to developers. One of them,
modularity, is a universal advancement
over structured programming that leads to
cleaner and better understood software.
As global digitization and the size of
applications expand at an exponential rate,
software engineering’s complexities are
also growing. One feature of this
complexity
is
the
repetition
of
functionality—such as security, memory
management, resource sharing, and error
and failure handling—through and
application. To address this issue, software
researchers,
pioneered
by
Gregor
Kickzales [11] developed the aspectoriented paradigm at Xerox Palo Alto
Research Centre (PARC). Aspect-oriented
programming is concerned with the
identification of concerns, reminiscent of
modularization, that are found in various
parts of a programming and the effective
management and reuse of the associated
code [21]. Breaking programs into

modules is present in some form in most if
not all programming languages [17]
identified the benefits of modularization
which include: the reduction of
development time because of the divide
and conquer approach, and increasing
software flexibility and understanding
Aspect-oriented programming supports
two fundamental goals:
•
Allow for the separation of
concerns as appropriate for a host
language
•
Provide a mechanism for the
description of concerns that crosscut other
components
AOP is not meant to replace OOP or
other object-based technologies. Instead, it
supports the separation of concerns,
typically using classes, and provides a way
to separation aspects from the components.
Aspect-oriented programming enables the
representation of a concern by an aspect
which is semantically tangled or scattered.
In this sense, AOP paradigm extends OOP
paradigm and AspectJ extends Java [18].
Conventionally, when code is scattered
in different fragments throughout a
program, it is hard to see its structure and
hard to get a good view of the apparent
tangling of the code. It is hard to change
such code efficiently and hard to find all
the cases that have to be changed. In
commonly employed code, there are
elements that are secondary to the primary
functionality of the code. These elements
though non-primary are vital to the proper
execution of the code. Furthermore, they
may be so scattered throughout the system
that they contribute to the complexity of
the code. These elements are called
aspects. Examples of aspects include:
security,
fault-tolerance
and
synchronization.
Aspect-oriented
programming tires to isolate aspects into
separate modules so that the isolate aspects
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into separate modules so that the resultant
client-code is more purpose-specific, more
reusable, and less tangled. It accomplishes
this by a process of interception—
intercepting function calls and managing
their execution.
AOP Concepts
The main concepts of AOP are:
•
Join: A join point is a particular
location in the flow of the program
instructions (e.g., beginning or end of a
method execution, field’s read or write
access). It is a well-defined point in the
base program (component language) that
can be identified by an aspect. Join points
may include calls to a method, a
conditional check, a loop’s beginning or an
assignment [7].
•
Advice: These are methods that are
activated when precise join points are
reached, i.e., the mechanism of weaving
inserts in the initial code the advices calls
either in a static method (done at compiletime) or in a dynamic method (done at
execution time). Advice can execute
before, or around the join point).
•
Aspects: An aspect is a special
module which allows the association
between advices and join points by means
of point-cuts. Aspects tend not to be units
of the system’s functional decomposition,
but rather to be properties that affect the
performance or semantics of the
components in systemic ways ([11].
Examples of aspects include: memory
access patterns and synchronization of
concurrent objects.
•
Point-cuts: They are used to define
a set of join points on which will have to
activate an advice. A point-cut allows easy
capturing of the execution context of join
points. For example, in a method call, this

context includes the target object, the
arguments of the method and the reference
of the returned object, as many
information of most useful for the
injection of mechanism of traces.
•
Cross-cutting
concerns:
A
concern is a particular goal, concept, or
area of interest; it means that it is in
substance semantic concern. From the
structural point of view, a concern may
appear in the source code (Kiczales et al.,
1997; Forgáč and Kollár, 2007; and
Popovici et al., [18]. Cross-cutting
concerns are elements of software, which
cannot be expressed in any functional unit
of
the
programming
language’s
abstraction.
In
object-oriented
programming
parlance,
cross-cutting
concerns are elements of an application
which cannot be cleanly captured in a
method or class and so has to be scattered
across many classes and methods. Such
concerns
include:
design patterns,
synchronization
policies,
exception
handling, error-checking or fault tolerance
concerns, resource sharing, security issues,
performance, etc.
•
Weaving: Weaving is the process
of composing different functional modules
and aspects according to the specifications
given in the aspects. Weaving results in
the behaviour of those functional modules
impacted by aspects being modified
accordingly.

Methodology
Object-oriented based system model
The object-oriented based system model
describes the conceptual framework of
contextual synchronization functionalities
which are viewed more or less as
resources. Each of these resources have
properties (exposed through get and set
methods), or methods whose operations
effect the state of the object in ways that
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would be compromising if invoked
simultaneously from multiple threads. The
framework classifies a specific number of
contexts that define the different scenarios
that can occur when considering
asynchronous invocation or accessing of

resource properties. These contexts are
classified based on the overall effect they
have on the state of the resource object.
The analysis class diagram is as shown in
figure 1 below.

<<ResourceInterface>>
ProxyFactory
- createGuardedResource()

-Contextual method
Target Object

-Contextual method
Proxy Object

-Contextual method
AOPEngine
-

createServicedProxy()
addInvocationService()
containsInvocationService()
removeInvocationService()

SynchronizationAdvisor
-

createServicedProxy()
addInvocationService()
containsInvocationService()
removeInvocationService()

Fig. 1: Class diagram of the conceptual model

The analysis classes identified from the
conceptual model are as follows:

information about the proxy about to be
created.

•
•
•
•
•

AOP Engine
The AOP engine is a class that
encapsulate operations and logic necessary

Proxy factory
AOP engine
Synchronization advisor
Resource interface
Resource object

Proxy Factory
The proxy factory class is responsible
for creating proxies out of a combination
of a resource interface, and the
implementation resource object. It would
be responsible for initializing the AOP
engine and synchronization advisor with

for advising target object methods,
exception, etc. Naturally, the engine
should be generic enough for objects to
register as advisors to a target object.
Synchronization Advisor
This is an instance of an advice that the
AOP engine dynamically applies to
proxies. Since in the case of this paper,
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advice is limited to the synchronization
advisor, advice flexibility/scalability will
be
kept
to
a
minimum.
The
synchronization advisor implements the
rules described in the conceptualization
phase.
Resource Interface
This interface exposes the methods that
are serviced by the synchronization have
to be repeated in the resource interface.
Resource Object
This is any object that explicitly extends
the resource interface. A resource
generally represents any entity to which
Proxy generation
The proxy generation module is made of
a single class. This class employs the
facilities of the AOP Engine to create the
proxy class that encapsulates the target
resource as well as provide the contextual
– synchronization services. The single
method exposed statically by the class is:
create guarded resource. This method
accepts a single parameter, the resource
object, polymorphically as a serializable
interface (to support serialization). This
logic within this method attempts to
extract and store in an array, all interfaces,
implemented by the argument object that
is annotated with the “GuardedResource”
annotation. Once this is done, the AOP
ProxyFactory class is called upon to create
the actual proxy out of these annotated
interfaces.
State-wise
though,
the
ResourceAccessController processes two
static properties (i) an instance of the
actual object whose methods will be
interpreted and serviced by the AOP
synchronization service advisor.

synchronization is to be applied to. This is
if the interface extends other interfaces
whose functionality, exposed through its
methods, aer to be serviced by the
synchronization advisor, such methods
Architectural Design
Structurally, the four separate modules
that define the system are:
•
•
•
•

Proxy generation
AOP engine
Synchronization advisor
Client resource

Fig. 2: Architectural design overview
AOP ProxyFactory and (ii) a hashable that
caches
GuardedResouce
annotated.
Interfaces to help speed up the process of
proxy generation.
AOP Engine
In the AOP engine, AOP is not an
inherent part of the Java platform, but
rather is implemented as a supporting
technology. The flexibility and scalability
of the Java language, renders it a fertile
ground for extensions beyond even the
imaginations and goals that its creators set
for it. AOP is implemented in 1 of 2 ways
in Java:
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•
Interface proxy-ing: this involve
creating proxy classes that implement
interfaces that are targets of AOP advising.
This is made possible by the addition of
the proxy generation framework to the
Java default library.
•
This framework allows that the
generated proxy object will implement, as
well as a class loader and an invocation
handler. The invocation handler is the
component that guarantees the concept of
AOP can be implemented. The invocation
handler is delegated method calls and is
tasked to interpret these as it best chooses.
•

Bytecode Manipulation: several third
party frameworks have been developed
that take the implementation a couple of
steps farther: they directly manipulate the
instructions within the byte-codes of
classes that advice is to be applied to. This
removes the added complexity of using
proxy
generation
framework,
and
implementing
invocation
handlers,
designing
with
interfaces
when
unnecessary, etc., so the framework users
can concentrate on simply their solutions
exactly as they want. This paper uses the
proxy-ing implementation of AOP. This
choice is made because the concepts
employed in this framework are within the
bounds of the Java language, and thus
fully supported.
Synchronization advisor
Synchronization advisor is actually a
chained method service. It intercepts the
method invocations, then inspects the
context designation annotation on the
methods
and
determines
what
synchronization strategy to use. The
advisor utilizes counters, one per context.
These counters signify active threads
accessing the resources methods. This
way, it can know when to exit a higher
.

priority context and allow lower priority
contexts execute.
Client resource
This module consists of interfaces
written by the framework user. The
interface must be annotated with a
GuardedResource
annotation.
Next,
contextual methods are annotated with
ResourceAccessor, ResourceMutator, or
Prioritized annotations. These annotations
correspond to the contexts they are name
after. In the case of Prioritized annotation,
an argument is accepted; this argument
specifies the specific priority level of the
method. An enumeration is used to specify
a priority from 0 through to 9, 9 being the
highest priority. The annotation class
exposes methods used to compare priority
magnitude. These methods are utilized by
the synchronization advisor to know when
to enter a higher priority context, or to
return to a lower priority one.

Experimental Results
On the development station, we used
system with a Pentium Dual-core 2.10Ghz
Processor, 2GB Ram, 64-bit System
Architecture, and Windows 7 Operating
System. We also deployed Java Platform
version 1.6.0_20 using Java SE runtime
build 1.6.0_20-b02. When we ran the
program, we discovered that the execution
time for our model is lower than the
execution time for Java when we used the
same number of threads. As seen in the
figure, execution time for both Java and
our framework increase gradually up to
where the number of thread is five (5) and
thereafter the execution time of Java
increased at a faster rate when compared
with that of our model. This is an
indication that our framework performed
better when context-based synchronization
is used than when only Java is used.
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Fig. 3: A graph showing execution time versus the number of threads

Evaluation and Discussion of Result
A simulation was developed to test the
validity
of
the
theory
that
selective/contextual synchronization can
gain performance over traditional Java
greedy-synchronization
style.
The
simulation was developed in a straight
forward implementation of the framework
made up of 5 different classes. These
classes are:
•
Resource: this is the interface
representing the resource to which
selective synchronization is to be applied.
It exposes only 2 methods, accessMethod
and mutationMethod, both representing the
accessor
and
mutation
contexts
respectively.
•
ResourceObjectSync: this is an
implementation of the Resource interface.
Its methods are both synchronized to
represent the classic scenario for Java’s
greedy-synchronization style.
•
ResourceObject:
a
simple
implementation of the Resource interface.
Its methods are not synchronized.

•
TestThread: a thread created to
execute the resources methods at random,
but over an accessor method being called
to that of mutator method. This ratio is
chosen because of one of the inherent
limitations of the framework with evenly
distributed method calls from both
contexts; the framework will perform
worse than the Java synchronization
mechanism due to the overhead of
managing the state of the framework
classes.
•
Main: this is the entry into the
simulation. It also doubles as a manager of
the simulation. It exposes 3 static
properties:
o
CALL_COUNT: this is a constant
integer value specifying how many calls
each of the threads created is allowed
before exiting.
o
THREAD_COUNT: this is also a
constant integer value, but specifying how
many threads are to be created.
o
T_COUNT: an automatically
modifiable integer value. It’s starts off is
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equal to the THREAD_COUNT, but with
each thread that exits, the value is reduced.
When it hits zero (0), the main thread will
proceed to record the execution time and
exit.
Figure 4 below shows the PrioritizedResource-Access method for synchronized
thread.

try
{
this.incrementPrioritized(p);
//Enter Prioritized mode.

Public Object
prioritizedResourceAccess(InvocationChai
nLink nextLink, ProxyInvocationContext
context, Priority p)
throws AbortInvocationException,
MethodInvocationException
{
GuardStateRecord gsr = null;
try
{
gsr =
this.stateRecords.get(Thread.currentThrea
d());
if(gsr!=null)
{

this.unsynchronizedAccessCount.get()>0 )
this.wait();
this.notifyAll();

if(gsr.state==GuardState.unsyncAccess)
this.decrementUnsync();
else
if(gsr.state==GuardState.prioritizedAccess
)
this.decrementPrioritized((Priority)gsr.par
am);
this.stateRecords.remove(Thread.currentT
hread());
//the reason i remove it is simple, if i
dont, each
@ResourceModifier/@Prioritized method
called hence forth from this method
//will also decrement the
unsyncAccess counter,which will
obviously lead to erroneous counter
values.
}
synchronized(this)
{

while((this.getHighestPriority()!=null &&
this.getHighestPriority().isGreaterThan(p))
||

{
this.stateRecords.put(Thread.currentThrea
d(), new
GuardStateRecord(Thread.currentThread()
,GuardState.prioritizedAccess,p));
Object r =
nextLink.link(context);
this.stateRecords.remove(Thread.currentT
hread());
return r;
}
}
catch(Exception e){ throw new
RuntimeException(e);}
finally
{
this.decrementPrioritized(p);
//decrement the prioritizedAccessCount,
no matter the outcome...
if(gsr!=null)
{
if(gsr.state==GuardState.unsyncAccess)
this.incrementUnsync();
else
if(gsr.state==GuardState.prioritizedAccess
)
this.incrementPrioritized((Priority)gsr.para
m);
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this.stateRecords.put(Thread.currentThrea
d(), gsr);
}
}
}
}
finally
{
}
}

Fig.
4:
Prioritized-Resource-Access
method for synchronized thread
The
class
creates
either
a
ResourceObjectSync or a proxy version of
the Resource Object and feeds to each
thread it creates. Each of these threads are
then started and left to run. The threads on
the other hand use a random number to
generate values from 0-3 inclusive; 3 of
these values are mapped to the accessormethod; the other 1 is mapped to the
mutator-method. Figure 4 shows the
ResourceObjectSync
class
for
implementing the resource.

public class ResourceObjectSync
implements Resource
{

float x = new
Random().nextFloat()+1;
for(int cnt=0;cnt<10;cnt++) x/=(new
Random().nextFloat()+1);
}
}
Fig. 5: Resource object Synchronization
class
Table 1 below shows the tabulate form
of the result obtained after running the
simulation a number of times, keeping the
operation count constant but varying the
number of threads. A graph of
milliseconds against thread count is then
plotted.
Table1: Simulation Results
Threads

Method
Calls

Java
Time
(ms)

Framework
Time (ms)

5
10
15
20
25
150
200
250
300
350

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

136
220
280
370
420
2162
2914
3500
4933
5661

200
370
500
440
600
1728
2203
2848
3512
3937

public synchronized void
accessorMethod()
{
float x = new
Random().nextFloat()+1;
for(int cnt=0;cnt<10;cnt++) x/=(new
Random().nextFloat()+1);
}
public synchronized void
mutatorMethod()
{

Fig. 6: A graph of thread count against
milliseconds
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It is obvious from figure 4 that the
framework’s performance starts lagging
behind Java’s synchronization mechanism.
This is because with fewer threads, there
are fewer races/contention for the
synchronized resource. Thus waiting in
line more is more efficient than selectively
synchronizing the resource because of the
overhead incurred by the selection process.
On the other hand, it can be seen that when
the threads increases greatly, the tables
turn, and the contextual synchronization
out-performs Java’s implementation. This
makes the contextual synchronization a
candidate for server systems where great
numbers of threads are spawned to service
requests concurrently.

Conclusion
Concurrent computing is a form of
computing in which programs are designed

as collections of interacting computational
processes that may be executed in parallel.
Current programs can be executed
sequentially on a single processor by
interleaving the execution steps of each
computational process, or executed in
parallel by assigning each computational
process to one of a set of processors that
may be close or distributed across a
network. In this paper, we have proposed
contextual synchronization model as a
solution to the problems inherent in
sequential execution of programs or
computational process. This is done to
ensure a situation where each thread has to
wait for the other to finish accessing the
resource. The model proposed in this work
describes different contexts within which a
resource access can be executed.
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Abstract
The problems associated with road travel in developing nations have generated serious
concern to researchers and road management agencies. The number of accidents recorded
each year in every developing nation is scaring. This research has been conducted and a
critical analysis on road safety reveals many problems facing the control of road traffic. An
Automated system was finally designed and developed for road safety control. This
Automated system is believed to have the capacity to minimize or eliminate the problems
identified in this study on traffic control in a developing world.
Key words: drivers, traffic situation information, accident causation, FRSC
___________________________________________________________________________
Introduction
An examination of Road Traffic
Accidents (RTAs) by age and sex of
drivers has shown that victims are
predominantly young adult males within
age range of 26-30 years. The causes of
RTA were multi factorial and were
attributed to: recklessness and negligence
of the driver (61.3%), mechanical defects
in vehicle (8.4%), careless crossing of the
road by pedestrians (12.7%), bad road and
other less important causes accounted for
(17.6%).
A f u r t h e r Analysis of the condition
of drivers involved in RTA has shown that
the use of drugs such as alcohol, kolanut
and Indian hemp at time of accident were
important factors in the occurrence of
RTA (although the use was often denied).
Over 12 % of RTAs were under influence
of caffeine in kola nut, 7.74% alcohol, and
1.62 Indian hemp. The role of poor sight

in accident causation has also been well
documented. With the high rate of road
mishaps and road congestion, there lies a
great vacuum of Communication Bridge
between the daily road users and the
Federal Road Safety Corps (FRSC). There
is an urgent need therefore to fill this gap.
The inability for fast, efficient and
accurate
decision
making through
provision of adequate traffic situation
information to road users (motorist and
cyclists alike) has led to loss of lives. The
FRSC is not rendering a 24hours/7days
satisfactory service, while the road is in
constant use and traffic situation at late
hours are not properly coordinated. The
unavailability of a functional Database is
an obstacle to an effective communication.
The objective of this paper is to design and
develop a Decision Support System (DSS),
for the Federal Road Safety Corps, Awka
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State Chapter. The DSS system [1][2][3],
when
deployed,
implemented
and
commissioned will be capable of assisting
the Commission in decision making, on
road accidents and traffic offenders.
The DSS system [4] will be capable of
registering new road users, and send
instant Short Message Service (SMS), to
users demanding for enquires on
alternative
route,
among
others;
subsequently providing faster solution on
Road Congestion and Maintenance. This
study will develop and implement a
Decision Support System, which will be
capable of assisting the Federal Road
Safety Corps in decision making, with
respect to road usage, alternative route and
road congestion, for road users.

Background Studies
A Decision Support System (DSS) is
any tool used to improve the process of
decision making in complex systems,
particularly where information is uncertain
or incomplete. There are a number of
approaches to DSS systems, each of which
assist the process in different ways. DSS is
an old term that now applies collectively to
a number of ‘new’ systems such as OLAP
(On Line Analytical Processing), EIS,
ESS, expert systems and more [4]. A DSS
can range from a system to answer simple
queries that allow a subsequent decision to
be made, to a system that provides detailed
querying across a spectrum of related
datasets. More complicated systems
directly ‘answer’ questions as opposed to
providing static information on high level
‘what-if’ scenario modeling. These latter
systems are more important in a DSS and
are its prime application area. They
encompass systems where knowledge or
answers are sought in systems with
incomplete or very complex data. A DSS
[1][18] provides decisions based on rules
or
algorithms
derived
from
an
understanding of the business or

application domain. DSSs include
knowledge-based systems. A properly
designed DSS is an interactive softwarebased system intended to help decision
makers compile useful information from a
combination of raw data, documents, and
personal knowledge, or business models to
identify and solve problems and make
decisions. Typical information that a
decision support application gather and
present may include:
i.
inventories of information
assets (including legacy and
relational data sources,
Cubes, data warehouses,
and data marts),
ii.
comparative sales figures
between one period and the next,
iii.
Projected revenue figures
based
on
product
sales
assumptions.
There are several ways to classify DSS
applications. Not every DSS fits neatly
into one of the categories, but may be a
mix of two or more architectures. DSS are
classified into the following six
frameworks:
Text-oriented
DSS,
Database-oriented DSS, Spreadsheetoriented DSS, Solver-oriented DSS, Ruleoriented DSS, and Compound DSS.
According to Power, D. J. [13] , a
Decision Support System (DSS) is a
collection
of
integrated
software
applications and hardware that form the
backbone of an organization’s decision
making process. Companies across all
industries rely on decision support tools,
techniques, and models to help them assess
and resolve everyday business questions.
The decision support system is datadriven, as the entire process feeds off of
the collection and availability of data to
analyze. Business Intelligence (BI)
reporting
tools,
processes,
and
methodologies are key components to any
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decision support system and provide end
users with rich reporting, monitoring, and
data analysis. Decision support systems
have become critical and ubiquitous across
all types of business. [14]. In today’s
global marketplace, it is imperative that
companies respond quickly to market
changes. Companies with comprehensive
decision support systems [5][6][7] have a
significant competitive advantage.
Materials and Methods
A compound DSS is the most popular
classification for a DSS. It is a hybrid
system that includes two or more of the
five basic structures. The support given by
DSS can be separated into three distinct,
interrelated categories: Personal Support,
Group Support, and Organizational
Support. DSS components may be
classified as: [22] [23] [24] [26]
i.
Inputs: Factors, numbers, and
characteristics to analyze
ii.
User Knowledge and Expertise:
Inputs requiring manual analysis by the
user
iii.
Outputs: Transformed data from
which DSS "decisions" are generated
iv.
Decisions: Results generated by the
DSS based on user criteria
DSSs which perform selected cognitive
decision-making functions based on
artificial intelligence or intelligent agent
technologies
are
called
Intelligent
Decision Support Systems (IDSS). The
nascent field of Decision engineering
treats the decision itself as an engineered
object, and applies engineering principles
such as Design and Quality assurance to an
explicit representation of the elements that
make up a decision. Disturbed by the
unpleasant trends in the nation’s road
traffic system often resulting to an upsurge
in road traffic crashes, the Federal
Government initiated a search for a

credible and effective response to this
challenge. In February 1988, the Federal
Government created the Federal Road
Safety Corps through Decree No. 45 of
1988 as amended by Decree 35 of 1992
referred to in the statute books as the
FRSC Act cap 141 Laws of the Federation
of Nigeria (LFN), passed by the National
Assembly as Federal Road Safety Corps
(establishment) Act 2007. The critical
mandate of the Commission was accident
prevention and loss reduction on all public
roads across the country.

System Design and
Implementation
The main menu of the new system, from
which desired modules and sub-modules
can be invoked from, serves as the control
centre of the new system. The main menu
for the system is illustrated with the use of
the Top – down program architecture.
Database Specification
The Structured Systems Analysis and
Design Methodology (SSADM) coupled
with a database specification are the
arrangement or pattern of collection of
related data or information stored for some
vital reasons. A database is a compulsory
component of every Decision Support
System. A DSS can contain various
database Tables, which also contains
various fields and linked together by a
similar field. In the design of the new DSS
system, the Database Management System
(DBMS) to hold data is the “Microsoft
Access 2007 edition”. This database will
have the functionality and capability of
holding processed data in the entire DSS.
High Level Model of Proposed System
The High Level model adopted for the
proposed system is the top-down design,
which is basically a decomposition process
which focuses on the flow of control in the
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structure of the program, coming from topto-bottom, as posited by Goldstein, E.B.
(2010). Top-down is a programming style,
the mainstay of traditional procedural
languages, in which design begins by
specifying complex pieces and then
dividing them into successively smaller
pieces. The technique for writing a
program using top–down methods is to
write a main procedure that names all the
major functions it will need. Later, the
programming team looks at the
requirements of each of those functions
and the process is repeated. These
compartmentalized sub-routines eventually
will perform actions so simple they can be
easily and concisely coded [20].

Top-down approaches emphasize planning
and a complete understanding of the
system. It is inherent that no coding can
begin until a sufficient level of detail has
been reached in the design of at least some
part of the system. Top-down approaches
are implemented by attaching the stubs in
place of the module. Modern software
design approaches usually combine both
top-down and bottom-up approaches.
Although an understanding of the
complete system is usually considered
necessary for good design.

FRSC Welcome Splash Screen

Administrator Login

Main Menu

FILE

COMMUNICATION

TOOLS

HELP

New

Bulk SMS

Note Pad

New Updates

Reports

Bulk Mail

Calculator

About

Road

About

View

About

Geographical

About

EXIT
Fig. 1: Main Menu (Control Centre) of the DSS
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PROGRAM FLOWCHARTS
A program flowchart is a pictured
representation of logic/instruction flow in
an entire program
.
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Fig. 2: Program Flowchart for Administrator Login Page
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Figs. 5 Program Flowchart for Communication Sub-menu
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Fig. 6: Program Flowchart for Tools Sub-menu

A
Fig. 7: Program Flowchart for Help Sub-menu
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Fig. 9: Program Flowchart for Report Sub-menu
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Fig. 10: Program Flowchart for BulkSMS
Communication
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I
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Fig. 11: Program Flowchart for System Notepad
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Fig. 13: Program Flowchart for System Calculator
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Results and Discussions
This research work has been directed at
providing an efficient and reliable road
decongestion and road maintenance
Decision Support System for the Federal
Road Safety Corps (FRSC). The basic
reason for the development of Decision
Support System (DSS) for Road Safety is
to create a database system that will help
the Road Safety Corps by providing it with
quicker and more analyzed information for
effective decision making on road safety
on Nigerian Roads.
One should also note that Decision
Support System (DSS) [15] is not only
used in road safety issues, the system is
also used in many other fields and
technologies that need decision making

activities to enhance their operations and
or corporate decision processes.
The Output Samples:

Fig. 21 Road Accient Data entry screen

Fig. 22: Output Page I : Welcome Screen
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Fig. 23: Output Page II: Administrator Login
Summary, Conclusion
And Recommendations:
We have succeeded in designing and
developing a DSS system to support the
operations of FRSC. Road traffic accidents
were most commonly attributed to
mechanical faults. Regular maintenance of
official vehicles is therefore advocated and
would ensure that they are kept in good
condition. Use of drugs while driving
should be discouraged among drivers to
prevent RTA. Drivers should be
discouraged from keeping part time jobs

so as to ensure that they have adequate rest
and are not over worked.
Drivers should be relocated to
administrative jobs or other sectors as the
drivers begin to age. Drivers should have
periodic eye tests to prevent accidents
from visual impairment.
It is recommended that the FRSC adopt
and deploy this software as it is likely to
improve her daily operations and
performance.

_________________________________________________________________________
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Abstract
Blood pressure and pulse rate are two of the vital signs of humans and it is imperative that
the chronically ill and the elderly patients need to have their blood pressure and pulse rate
checked from time to time. This paper describes the use of the Omron 790it blood pressure
monitor to check the blood pressure and the pulse rate of patients. This is achieved by
transferring the readings taken by the Omron blood pressure monitor into the computer and
using an Applications program developed with Visual Basic compiler called the Blood
Pressure Loader (BPL) to automatically upload the blood pressure and pulse rate readings
taken by the Omron blood pressure monitor directly into the hospital database. An alert can
also be sent to the doctor’s phone wherever he is so that he can proffer a solution. The result
of this research work is that patients can monitor their own blood pressure and pulse rate
even from their homes and transfer the readings into the computer after which it can be
uploaded into the hospital’s database. This has the capacity of giving the doctor a timely and
detailed medical information on the vital signs of patients and will save many lives that may
be lost.
Keywords: Omron 790it, Blood Pressure Loader, CSV, Alert System
___________________________________________________________________________

Introduction
The Omron HEM-790IT is the ultimate
tool for keeping accurate track of the blood
pressure and pulse rate [1]. This automatic
blood pressure monitor is the highest
specification of the Omron home use BP
monitors with an arm cuff. It combines
ease of use, precision and comfort along
with making use of the ultimate in
computer technology to allow you to see
any fluctuations in your blood pressure in
one easy glance. Ideal for both medium
and large sized arms, the Omron HEM790IT with Advanced Omron Health

Management Software is fitted with the
innovative ‘Comfit Cuff’, specifically
designed for quick and correct positioning
along with ultimate comfort. No need for a
second person to aid you, simply wrap the
cuff around your arm and, at a single press
of a button, your blood pressure, pulse rate
and any cardiac arrhythmias (heart beat
irregularities) are calculated. The monitor
benefits from Omron’s ‘IntelliSense’
technology [1].
This is a great feature which takes your
blood pressure into account and inflates
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the cuff to the individual needs at that
exact point. This is especially important
for those people with various arrhythmias
or cardiac conditions which can cause
blood pressure fluctuations. It also avoids
unnecessary over inflation of the cuff
which can prove uncomfortable. The
Omron 790-ITn which includes Omron
Health Management Software enables you
to easily download your blood pressure
results via USB to your computer. Within
a few seconds you will have a simple to
understand graph which will show the
exact trends of both your blood pressure
and pulse rate over a period of time;
perfect for noting any times of day when
hypertension seems to be at a maximum.
This software supports two separate users
and clearly shows both systolic and
diastolic blood pressures.
The blood pressure and the pulse rate
are two of the vital signs of human beings.
It becomes very important to monitor these
vital signs especially in the chronically ill
and elderly patients. The continuous
monitoring of these vital signs can go a
long way to reduce the number of
avoidable deaths in our hospitals.
Blood pressure (BP) is the pressure
exerted by circulating blood upon the
walls of blood vessels, and is one of the
principal vital signs [2]. When used without
further specification, "blood pressure"
usually refers to the arterial pressure of the
systemic
circulation.
During
each
heartbeat, BP varies between a maximum
(systolic) and a minimum (diastolic)
pressure [3]. The mean BP, due to pumping
by the heart and resistance to flow in blood
vessels, decreases as the circulating blood
moves away from the heart through
arteries. Blood pressure drops most rapidly
along the small arteries and arterioles, and
continues to decrease as the blood moves
through the capillaries and back to the
heart through veins [4]. Gravity, valves in
veins, and pumping from contraction of

skeletal muscles are some other influences
on BP at various places in the body.
The measurement blood pressure
without further specification usually refers
to the systemic arterial pressure measured
at a person's upper arm. It is measured on
the inside of an elbow at the brachial
artery, which is the upper arm's major
blood vessel that carries blood away from
the heart. Blood pressure readings are
measured in millimeters of mercury
(mmHg) using sphygmomanometer. Two
pressures are measured and recorded
namely as systolic and diastolic pressures.
Systolic pressure reading is the first
reading, which represents the maximum
exerted pressure on the vessels when the
heart contracts, while the diastolic
pressure, the second reading, represents
the minimum pressure in the vessels when
the heart relaxes [5] . A person's BP is
usually expressed in terms of the systolic
pressure over diastolic pressure (mmHg),
for example 140/90 [5].
•
Systemic arterial blood pressure
Table 1.1: Systemic arterial blood pressure
Classification of blood pressure for adults
Category

systolic,
mmHg

diastolic,
mmHg

Hypotension

< 90

< 60

Desirable

90–119

60–79

Prehypertension

120–139

or 80–89

Stage 1 Hypertension

140–159

or 90–99

Stage 2 Hypertension

160–179

or 100–109

Hypertensive
≥ 180
or ≥ 120
Crisis
Source: Physiol Vol. 84, Issue 6, 20332042, June 1998
Normal Pulse Rates - Normal pulse rates
at rest, in beats per minute (BPM):
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After the deflation, the blood pressure and
the pulse rate readings appear on the
window of the monitor. If the patient is at
home, he can take the readings from time
to time until after about one week, when
he takes the monitor to the nurse in the
hospital for the analysis. The patient can
transfer the readings to the laptop using the
USB cable provided. If the patient is in the
hospital, the nurse can take the readings at
an interval depending on the condition of
the patient.
The nurse or the patient transfers the
readings to the computer using the USB
cable provided. A CSV (CommaSeparated Values) file will be created
which puts the readings in a tabular form.

Table 1.2:Normal Pulse Rates
newborn
120 –
160

1 — 12 1 — 2 2 — 6
months years years
80 – 140

80 –
130

75 –
120

7—
12
years

13
years
—
adults

adult
athletes

75 –
110

60 –
100

40 – 60

Source: Physiol Vol. 84, Issue 6, 2042-2051, June 1998

2.

The Architecture
Figure 2.1 below shows the overview of
the architecture of the blood pressure
monitoring and alert system. The patient
fixes the cuff of the blood pressure
monitor on his upper left arm and presses
the start button. This activates the blood
pressure monitor which inflates the cuff
automatically until when it gets to its peak,
after which the cuff will start to deflate.

Alert
System

Nurse

Doctor

Patient

Blood Pressure
Loader

Blood
Pressure

Lap
Omron
Software

Systolic &
Diastolic Analysis

Pulse Rate
Analysis

Database
Fig. 2.1: The Architecture of the Blood Pressure Monitoring and Alert System
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A program called the Blood Pressure Loader
uploads the CSV file in the computer
automatically into the database and is able
to send an alert into the doctor’s phone so
that wherever the doctor is, he will be able
to proffer a solution. If the program is
hosted on the internet, it means the doctor
on getting the alert can go to the internet
wherever he is to view the patient’s vital
sign history and also proffers a solution.
The nurse on receiving the patient’s
readings transfers it into the computer. She
launches the blood pressure loader and
uploads the patient’s readings into the
computer. She can also send an alert to the
doctor if the patient has abnormal
readings. If the patient is in the hospital,
the nurse will be the one to take the
readings and transfer them into the
computer as the case may be.
Discussion
A patient’s blood pressure and pulse
rate can be conveniently monitored even if
the patient is at home. All the patient needs
to do is to always check his blood pressure
at the interval prescribed by the doctor.
After getting a considerable number of
results, the patient transfers the readings
into his computer. He creates a CSV file
using the Omron software. He then
launches the Blood Pressure Loader
program, uploads the CSV file into the
database (if the patient is literate enough).
Otherwise the patient takes the readings

(BPL) was written in Visual Basic which
and after about one week, he takes the
blood pressure monitor to the nurse so that
she can transfer the readings to the
computer and then create a CSV file which
she stores in the computer. The nurse can
also look at the database and view the
different patients’ data and if there is an
abnormality, she initiates and sends the
alert to the doctor on his phone. The doctor
in turn will check the database for the
patient’s records looks at it and proffers
his solution.
The patient can also initiate the alert
system if he has been tutored on the trend
of blood pressure and pulse rate
measurement. He (the patient) can as well
send the alert to the doctor directly and the
doctor will instruct him on what to do.

3.

Fig. 3.1: Omron HEM-790IT blood
pressure monitor
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Fig. 3.2: The blood pressure Loader

This is the output of the program
written in visual Basic. The nurse or the
patient uses it to upload the patient’s
readings into the hospital database. She
can also initiate and send an alert to the
doctor using this program.
•
Setting the port number
The com port to be selected depends on
the com port assigned to the particular
phone or modem used to establish this
connection.
To check the com port on your Bluetooth
device
•
Click on start – Control Panel
•
Click on Bluetooth devices

•

Select the Bluetooth device you
want to check
•
Click on Properties
•
Click on Services
•
The com port with other services
rendered by the Bluetooth device is
displayed.
A smart phone is used to initiate a
connection with the computer using a
Bluetooth. Therefore the port number used
to establish this connection must be stated.
(the port number assigned to the smart
phone I am using is com port 5). If the
patient is only uploading his data without
sending an alert, he will select ’Anyone’.
In that case he does not need to type the
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doctor’s name and phone number, he
simply uploads his data, but if he is
sending it to a particular doctor, then he
needs to select “A doctor” and then types
the doctor’s name , phone number, the key
and his message. He will then open his
already saved CSV file and click ‘’Upload
CSV Data Now’’. The patient’s
information is uploaded automatically into
the hospital’s server.
Because this data travels over networks,
it is encrypted. The patient enters the
encryption key under ‘’key 1’’ which
appears as a plus sign. The key used for
this encryption appears on the doctor’s
phone when he gets the message so that he
can use that key to decrypt it.

connection is established between the
computer and the phone’s Bluetooth
and with that, the alert is sent directly to
the doctor’s phone number indicated.

Fig. 3.5: Send a message to a doctor
This shows the details of the information
sent to the doctor. Clicking send will send
the information displayed above to the
doctor’s number stated above.

Fig. 3.3: BPCSV Loader
This is used to continue the uploading.
Clicking Ok continues with the upload and
clicking Cancel, cancels it.

Fig: 3.6: Message Sent

Fig. 3.4: Doctor Alert

When this appears on the screen, it
shows that the message has been sent. The
doctor will receive the message on his
phone; he can check the database, view the
patient’s readings and then give his expert
advice.

When the patient or the nurse clicks on yes
to send a message to the doctor, a
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Fig. 3.7: CSV file
This is an overview of the CSV file created by the Omron Software.
4.0
The Analysis and Results
The Blood Pressure readings of the patient ‘A’ taken over a period of one week is shown in
the table below.
Table 4.1: Blood Pressure Readings of Patient ‘A’
Date
Time
SYS (mmHg) DIA (mmHg) Pulse (Pulses/min)
24/04/2011

7:35:36 AM

118

84

66

24/04/2011

2:35:52 PM

123

82

83

24/04/2011

9:36:32 PM

121

83

72

25/04/2011

7:37:14 AM

119

81

74

25/04/2011

2:46:24 PM

103

69

72

25/04/2011

9:47:12 PM

96

63

79

26/04/2011

7:48:42 AM

96

70

74

26/04/2011

2:50:05 PM

110

77

93

26/04/2011

9:51:07 PM

110

79

83

27/04/2011

7:52:13 AM

120

82

85

27/04/2011

2:53:04 PM

125

89

75

27/04/2011

9:32:04 PM

135

79

79

28/04/2011

7:18:49 AM

130

83

77

28/04/2011

2:19:37 PM

120

78

82

28/04/2011

9:38:34 PM

115

78

78

29/04/2011

7:34:00 AM

113

80

78

29/04/2011

2:32:23 PM

117

79

77
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29/04/2011

9:33:16 PM

110

79

80

30/04/2011

7:33:22 AM

111

77

79

30/04/2011

2:34:45 PM

119

81

66

30/04/2011

9:32:32 PM

123

76

62

Blood Pressure =

(1)

Table 4.1 above shows the readings of
blood pressure and the pulse rate of the
patient ‘A’ taken over a period of one
week using the Omron 790IT blood
pressure monitor. From the readings, it can
be seen that the blood pressure and the

pulse rate kept fluctuating so it is
necessary to take the average of the
readings every day to determine the blood
pressure for the patient for that particular
day.
The average blood pressure and pulse
rate readings for patient ‘A’ on 24/04/11 is

Table 4.2: Blood Pressure readings of Patient ‘A’ on 24/04/11
Time
7:35:36 AM
2:35:52 PM
9:36:32 PM
Total

Time
7:48:42
AM
2:50:05
PM
9:51:07
PM
Total

Systolic Pressure
118
123
121
362

Pulse Rate
66
83
72
221

Systolic
Pressure
96

Diastolic
Pressure
70

Pulse
Rate
74

Table 4.3: Blood Pressure readings
of Patient ‘A’ on 25/04/11

110

77

93

The mean blood pressure and pulse rate =

110

79

83

316

226

250

The mean blood pressure and pulse rate =
Sys=

Diastolic Pressure
84
82
83
249

; Dia =

; Pulse =

Sys =120.6; Dia = 83; Pulse = 73.6 (2)
So the blood pressure for the patient ‘A’
on 24/04/11 is
Blood Pressure =
rate is 74
On 25/04/11

=

and the pulse
(3)

Sys=

; Dia =

; Pulse =

Sys =106; Dia = 77.3; Pulse = 75
So the mean blood pressure for the patient
‘A’ on 25/04/11 is
Blood Pressure =

=

and the pulse

rate is 75
On 26/04/11
Time
7:52:13
AM
2:53:04
PM
9:32:04
PM
Total

Systolic
Pressure
120

Diastolic
Pressure
82

Pulse
Rate
85

125

89

75

135

79

79

380

250

239

Table 4.3: Blood Pressure readings of
Patient ‘A’ on 26/04/11
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The mean blood pressure and pulse rate =

The mean blood pressure and pulse rate =

Sys=

Sys=

; Dia =

; Pulse =

Sys =105.3; Dia = 75.3; Pulse = 83.3
So the mean blood pressure for the patient
‘A’ on 26/04/11 is
Blood Pressure =

=

and the pulse

; Dia =

; Pulse =

Sys =121.6; Dia = 79.7; Pulse = 79
So the blood pressure for the patient ‘A’
on 28/04/11 is
Blood Pressure =

=

and the pulse

rate is 83

rate is 79

On 27/04/11
Table 4.4: Blood Pressure readings
of Patient ‘A’ on 27/04/11

On 29/04/11
Table 4.6: Blood Pressure readings
of Patient ‘A’ on 29/04/11

Time mean blood
Systolicpressure
Diastolic
Pulse
The
and pulse rate
=

The mean blood pressure and pulse rate =

7:34:00
Time
AM
2:32:23
7:37:14
PM
AM
9:33:16
2:46:24
PM
Total
9:47:12
PM
Total

Sys=

Sys=

Pressure
113
Systolic
Pressure
117
119

Pressure
80
Diastolic
Pressure
79
81

Rate
78
Pulse
Rate
77
74

110
103

79
69

80
72

Sys =113.3; Dia = 79.3; Pulse = 78.3
So the blood pressure for the patient ‘A’
on 29/04/11 is

340
96

238
63

235
79

Blood Pressure =

318

231

225

; Dia =

; Pulse =

; Dia =

; Pulse =

=

and the pulse

rate is 78
On 30/04/11
Table 4.7: Blood Pressure readings
of Patient ‘A’ on 30/04/11

Sys =126.7; Dia = 83.3; Pulse = 79.6
So the blood pressure for the patient ‘A’
on 27/04/11 is

The mean blood pressure and pulse rate =

Blood Pressure =

Sys =117.6; Dia = 78; Pulse = 69

=

and the pulse

rate is 80

7:18:49
AM
2:19:37
PM
9:38:34
PM
Total

; Dia =

; Pulse =

So the blood pressure for the patient ‘A’
on 30/04/11 is

On 28/04/11
Time

Sys=

Systolic
Pressure
130

Diastolic
Pressure
83

Pulse
Rate
77

120

78

82

115

78

78

365

239

237

Table 4.5: Blood Pressure readings
of Patient ‘A’ on 28/04/11

Time
7:33:22
AM
2:34:45
PM
9:32:32
PM
Total

Systolic
Pressure
111

Diastolic
Pressure
77

Pulse
Rate
79

119

81

66

123

76

62

353

234

207

Blood Pressure =

=

and the pulse

rate is 69
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The mean blood pressure and pulse rate
of the patient ‘A’ over a period of one

week is shown in the table below:

Table 4.8: Mean Blood Pressure and Pulse Rate of Patient ‘A’
Date
4/24/11
4/25/11
4/26/11
4/27/11
4/28/11
4/29/11
4/30/11

Systolic
121
106
105
127
122
113
117

Diastolic
83
77
75
83
80
79
78

From the readings obtained in the table
above, it can be seen that the patient has
pre-hypertension in some of the days and
has a desirable blood pressure in some of
the days. It is now left for the doctor to
determine the best advice or treatment to
:

Pulse
74
75
83
80
79
78
69

Suggestions
Pre-hypertension
Desirable
Desirable
Pre-hypertension
Pre-hypertension
Desirable
Desirable

give to the patient for optimal result.
However, the pulse rate is normal for all
the days since the pulse rate is less than
100 in all the days.
The figures obtained in the table above
can be used to draw the charts below

Fig. 3.8 Sample bar chart of blood pressure and Pulse Rate
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Bubble Chart of Patient 'A' Blood Pressure
and Pulse Rate
160

Blood Pressure

140
120
100
80

Sys

60

Dia

40

Pulse

20
0
4/23/20 4/24/20 4/24/20 4/25/20 4/25/20 4/26/20 4/26/20 4/27/20 4/27/20
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
Pulse Rate

Fig. 3.9 Buble Chart of Patient A Blood Pressure and Pulse Rate
The doctor can quickly glance through the
charts to understand the trend the patient’s
reading is taking and give his expert
advice.
5.0
Conclusion:
A blood pressure alert system has been
designed and presented. It has been shown
that a patient can be at home and check his
blood pressure and pulse rate using the
Omron 790IT blood pressure monitor,
after which he sends it to the hospital
where the nurse uses the blood pressure

loader to automatically upload the
patient’s readings to the hospital server.
The nurse can also send an alert to the
doctor’s phone when there is an abnormal
reading. The doctor in turn can check the
hospital database to see the detailed
readings of the patient’s blood pressure
and pulse rate and proffers a solution. By
so doing, more wards will be available for
other patients and the doctors can take
accurate and timely decisions which are
capable of saving lives.

__________________________________________________________________________
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Abstract
This research work presents us with the definition of "Intelligent system". This definition
helps us to better understand how we act and furthermore permits us to build an artificial
intelligent system. The analysis in this report covered what we can possibly know about our
environment, how we represent, in the brain, the situation in which we find ourselves and
how we choose an appropriate action. Besides this, we lay the foundations for developing a
scientific ethics, sociology as a hard science and a scientific philosophy. Finally the research
work covered the consequences of having artificial intelligent systems with us in the near
future.
Keywords: intelligence, systems, artificial intelligence, intelligent systems, automatic
machines, robots.
_________________________________________________________________________

1.

Introduction

This research work on intelligent
systems and their society tries to look at
two basic societies, first, the society of
intelligent animals, specifically the man
and secondly the society of intelligent
machines commonly seen as the Robots
and automated machine systems. The
research covered a predictive study into
what the future of the society that is made
of both man and intelligent machine
system will look like. In this research work
we studied the intelligent system of man
and how it can be used to build machine
intelligence. The study also covered the
features of the new society in terms of
ethics, labour, economy, war etc.
1.1 Definition of Intelligence
Intelligence is a coordination of the
intellect reaching out for performance in
reaching its objectives or goals. This

implies having experiences where the
system learnt which actions best let it
reach its objectives. Non gained
experience makes a person not to be
intelligent in all areas of knowledge. This
means they are only intelligent in those
areas where they had experiences.
1.2 Definition of a System
A system is part of the universe, with a
limited extension in space and time. What
is outside the frontier of the system, we
call its environment. Stronger or more
correlations exist between one part of the
system and another, than between this part
of the system and parts in the environment.
1.3 An Intelligent System
An intelligent system learns how to act
so it can reach its objectives or goals.
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1.4 Artificial Intelligence
•
Duda, R.O., Hart, P.E., Stork, D.G.
[3]defined AI as a concept that describes
the creation of a device or devices that will
emulate the ability of the human brain to
absorb, and more importantly, interpret
data, in context.
•
Gurney, K. [4] defined artificial
intelligence as both a system and a
concept, this refers to the idea of a
computer system that can think and "learn"
like a human. A computer with artificial
intelligence could update and increase its
knowledge based on previous problems
and results.
•
Haykin, S. [5] defined AI as
science and technology to develop
computers that can think and function in
ways normally associated with human
intelligence,
including
reasoning,
inference, learning and problem solving
•
Fahlman, S, Lebiere, C [6] said AI
is the branch of computer science that deal
with writing computer programs that can
solve problems creatively.
•
Netdictionary.com and Wikipedia
an electronic encyclopedia wrote that
Artificial intelligence is intelligence
exhibited by any manufactured system.

Details of an Intelligent System
The Intelligent
System has a
temporary objective that it has derived
from its main objective. It senses its
environment and stores these sense
impressions as elementary concepts.
Concepts are material way of storing
information. Working on concepts creates
new ones and stores relationships to other
total, part, abstract and concrete concepts.
In intelligent systems there is a check of
the incoming information. With the
information, expressed as concepts, the
system builds up the present situation.
Now the system prunes. Pruning involves
looking into its memory and finding

applicable response rules. It chooses one
of the best rules it has found and performs
the corresponding action. The intelligent
system continually records the present
situation and the action that followed as a
response rule. The very first response rules
are due to chance actions and to teaching.
When the system is externally inactive,
that is it sleeps, it reviews the response
rules stored in its memory and performs
some generalizations. After some while, its
memory is full and it forgets the least used
concepts and response rules.
2.0 Background of the Study.

2.1 Trends and the Origins of Artificial
Intelligence
The earliest substantial work in the field
was done by the British logician and
computer pioneer Alan Mathison Turing,
in 1935, at Cambridge University. Turing
conceived the modern computer. He
described an abstract computing machine
consisting of a limitless memory and a
scanner that moves back and forth through
the memory, symbol by symbol, reading
what it finds and writing further symbols.
The actions of the scanner are dictated by
a program of instructions that is also stored
in the memory in the form of symbols.
This is Turing's "stored-program concept".
Abdi, H., Valentin, D., Edelman, B.E.
[1] recorded that During the Second World
War Turing was a leading cryptanalyst at
the Government Code and Cypher School,
Bletchley Park. Turing had a colleague,
Donald Michie, who later founded the
Department of Machine Intelligence and
Perception at the University of Edinburgh.
Donald remembered Turing talking often
about the possibility of computing
machines that could, (1) learning from
experience and (2) solving problems by
means of searching through the space of
possible solutions, guided by rule-ofthumb principles presently called heuristic
search. Bhagat, P.M. (2005) in his book
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stated that at Bletchley Park Turing
illustrated his ideas on machine
intelligence by reference to chess. In
principle, a chess-playing computer could
play by searching exhaustively through all
the available moves, but in practice this is
impossible, since it would involve
examining an astronomically large number
of moves. Heuristics are necessary to
guide and to narrow the search. Michie
recalls Turing experimenting with two
heuristics that later became common in AI,
minimax and best-first. The minimax
heuristic (described by the mathematician
John von Neumann in 1928) involves
assuming that one's opponent will move in
such a way as to maximize their gains; one
then makes one's own move in such a way
as to minimize the losses caused by the
opponent's expected move. The best-first
heuristic involves ranking the moves
available to one by means of a rule-ofthumb scoring system and examining the
consequences of the highest-scoring move
first. In London in 1947 Turing gave what
was, so far as is known, the earliest public
lecture to mention computer intelligence,
saying "What we want is a machine that
can learn from experience", adding that the
"possibility of letting the machine alter its
own instructions provides the mechanism
for this". In 1948 he wrote (but did not
publish) a report entitled "Intelligent
Machinery". This was the first manifesto
of AI and in it Turing brilliantly
introduced many of the concepts that were
later to become central, in some cases after
reinvention by others. One of these was
the concept of "training" a network of
artificial neurons to perform specific tasks.
According to Bishop, C.M. [2] in 1950
Turing introduced the test for computer
intelligence that is now known simply as
the Turing test. This involves three
participants, the computer, a human
interrogator, and a human "foil". The
interrogator attempts to determine, by

asking questions of the other two
participants, which is the computer. All
communication is via keyboard and
screen. The interrogator may ask questions
as penetrating and wide-ranging as he or
she likes, and the computer is permitted to
do everything possible to force a wrong
identification. (So the computer might
answer "No" in response to "Are you a
computer?" and might follow a request to
multiply one large number by another with
a long pause and an incorrect answer.) The
foil must help the interrogator to make a
correct identification.
In 1991, the New York businessman
Hugh Loebner started the annual Loebner
Prize competition, offering a $100,000
prize for the first computer program to
pass the Turing test (with $2,000 awarded
each year for the best effort). However, no
AI program has so far come close to
passing an undiluted Turing test.
2.3 Artificial Intelligence Programs
That Are Complete Intelligent System
Walter Fritz [7] asked this question and
provided an answer, “Why does anybody
want to build complete Artificial
Intelligent Systems? Well, they could free
us from work and provide a much higher
standard of living”. For a number of years,
computer scientists have written programs
that are complete intelligent systems. Not
all are identical to the "intelligent system"
that we described above. Nevertheless all
have an input corresponding to senses, a
choice of actions based on response rules,
sometimes called "productions", and the
ability to act, be it as graphics on a
computer screen, as a text output or as
limb movements. Most have a memory for
storing experiences and the ability to learn.
Sometimes the brain does not do the action
immediately but uses its imagination. It
selects a response rule and determines
what situation results from the action.
Then it selects again an action for this new
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situation and determines the probable
result. Thus it can choose not one response
rule but a complete plan of action. The
programmer writes the different functions
of the intelligent system as program
functions; also called sub programs.
3.0 Materials and Methods:
Methodology and Analysis
3.1 The Way a Robot Brain Works
The robot is an intelligent machine. At
the start of the robots "life" the memory is
empty of concepts and response rules. But
every time the robot has an experience it
stores a new response rule containing the
present situation, the action it had done
and if it was useful for reaching its own
objectives or not. These response rules are
only good for very specific situations.
When the brain is inactive, when it
"sleeps", it reviews these response rules
and makes generalizations. Now it has
response rules that are applicable to a
wider range of situations. In a society of
intelligent animals, man and intelligent
Machines, there should be harmony for the
best to be achieved. This means there must
be a rule that will guide the man and the
machine. This we can call ethics.
3.2 Ethics as a Science
We shall start with an artificial
intelligent system, for instance, an
advanced robot, needs to know what to do
in a given situation. And that is what ethics
is about, knowing what to do and what not
to do. So the robot has to act ethically.
And what is true for a robot is just as true
for a human being. Thus a scientific ethics
and an experimental ethics, based on well
defined terms, is created and applied to
robots and human beings.
For the robots or intelligent machines to
be ethical, there are already some laws that
have been stated by Isaac Asimov which

the intelligent machine should be designed
to obey. These laws are stated below.
3.3 The Law of Robots
3.3.1 Law Zeroth: A robot may not injure
humanity, or, through inaction, allow
humanity to come to harm.
3.3.2 Law One: A robot may not injure a
human being, or, through inaction, allow a
human being to come to harm, unless this
would violate a higher order law, that is
the zeroth law.
3.3.3 Law Two: A robot must obey orders
given it by human beings, except where
such orders would conflict with a higher
order law that is the first two laws.
3.3.4 Law Three: A robot must protect its
own existence as long as such protection
does not conflict with a higher order law
that is the first three laws.
How do we
achieve ethics for man and for intelligent
machine?
To achieve ethics for man we must
uphold home training for our children.
These children when not trained will grow
up with evil tendencies. They will also
grow up to build intelligent machines with
the intention to annihilate humanity than
save man and make his environment more
habitable.
4.0 Discussions
4.1 Some Features Of The Future
Society of the Intelligent Systems
• A change from a labour to a leisure
oriented society. The intelligent
machines will do most of the work
for man no matter how tedious or
complex the job is. Men only have
to seat and watch the machines
work for him. This will be possible
for those who can make the
intelligent machines work for them.
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•

•

•

A society were one can be paid for
accepting not to work. The
introduction of intelligent machines
to do the work of man will most
certainly displace a lot from their
work. Since the
intelligent
machines will most certainly be
more productive than man those
who can afford them will most
certainly dismiss their human
workers for the machine option.
The government may come up with
a policy that anybody displaced
from his work by an intelligent
machine the machine should pay
the person. Since the machines will
still be more gainful their owners
can still persuade the human
worker to be paid for accepting no
longer to work.
Another
scenario may be were the
intelligent machines will be paying
taxes which will be used to pay the
people who would have been
working to earn a salary.
A society were their will be a
change from given man a
specialized training to buying a
specialized intelligent machine.
Societies were you can stay at a
place and manage chains of
business as if you are present in
each business scene.

•

Societies were machines will go to
war instead of man. Terrorism is a
type of war being very prominent
in our present day. A terrorist is not
just a soldier who fights believing
to go home safe and come back to
fight another day. He fights to kill
and be killed at the same scene. He
has no ‘value’ for human life. The
only thing fit to fight a terrorist is
an intelligent machine who if lost
is just a machine that is lost.

Conclusion and Recommendation.
One certain thing is that intelligent
machines have come to stay with us. They
do our Works better than we would have
done it. They will eventually take over
from us in more than ninety percent of
man’ activities. Every invention to solve a
given problem will most certainly
introduce another form of a problem. This
intelligent machine will most certainly
introduce problems that will require
professionalism to solve. We there for
recommend home training strictly. When
the society is filled with criminals, they
will eventually design intelligent machines
with criminal tendencies. If home training
cannot be achieved, we recommend a
society of man and the intelligent
machines working together with a good
well home trained man supervising the
machines

.__________________________________________________________________________
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Abstract
The immense dynamics and criticality of spare parts and the large revenues accrued, as
essential motivating factors for providing control in manufacturing companies has never
showed any sign of decrease. In fact, in the vast technological environment of today the
complexities of Spare Parts Inventory Control enjoys more insights from analysts (in the
Management Science, Information Technology and Industrial/Mechanical Engineering fields)
as inventory policies get modeled to ensure customer satisfaction. In other words manual
ways of handling inventory has failed to cope with factors like stochastic demands, better
service levels, and shorter lead times and providing perfect heuristics for Inventory-related
decision making. To this end, significant results for forecasting spare parts requirements can
be achieved through the use of novel decision models. Besides the selling of vehicles, the
spare parts of various models of heavy duty vehicles are stored and managed by the
company. The management of these models which is complex was further complicated by the
vast number of parts required in each model. In fact, more than 20,000 active parts needed to
be controlled. The management of these parts can only be done with the aid of a computer;
hence the spare parts complex has a computerized spare parts inventory database. Each of
the parts that is supplied or replenished is continuously keyed into the computer and the
inventory stock parameters are updated automatically. The company uses a software package
for its inventory control. This is used to identify the part number of the spare parts. From the
part number, the location of the spare parts in the stock room is identified.
Key Words: Spare parts inventory, Information Technology,

Introduction
The spare part company faces three
major demands of spare parts from the
complex; the first is demand from a
transport company. Spare part companies
cater for their failure (down time for spare
parts) and maintenance demands. The
Spare parts company gives this transport
firm highest priority so as not to incur any

type of costs or consequences as the case
may be[1] [2] [3]. The second demand
comes from the maintenance section of the
company. Demand from the maintenance
section is as a result of spare parts
demands for maintaining their vehicles, for
maintaining after-sales service of vehicles
whose owners had service level agreement
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with the company as well as those that just
take their vehicles to their maintenance
workshop for either regular servicing or
for repairs when they have broken down
completely. The third is from the external
customers that directly buy spare parts
from the complex for their personal use.
To a great extent, logical heuristics for
inventory management and control which
the study provides by employing
simulation approaches will go a long way
in ensuring optimization of inventory
policies. The potentials of this work
therein would be better portrayed in its
application to real world inventory
challenges. In specific terms, the model
can be easily implemented in spare parts,
service parts and motor manufacturing
companies or industries for the purposes
of: Managing the inventory system in such
a manner that demands (repair or
replacement) are met. This would curb the
incidents of lost sales as customers would
not encounter any type downtime and lost
production capacity. Knowing the service
level of a particular demand class as well
as the fill rate and the average number of
backorder of demands and using that
information to check criticality of spare
parts. The major purpose of the study is to
design and develop a model that can
perform a discrete event simulation of
stochastic demands for spare parts
inventory control. The objectives also
include:
Development of stochastic simulation
model [4][5][6] which integrates 7 policies
for spare parts inventory together. The
policies are continuous review, one to one
lot, service differentiation, backordering,
demand lead time, threshold rationing and
clearing mechanism. To use the developed
model in finding the Fill Rate and Average
Number of backorder for the three demand
classes (Gold, Silver and Bronze), using
the above developed models in the light of
the noted inventory control policies.

Formulation of composite graphical
representations of the models which can be
used for pedagogical purposes.
Background Studies
The use of simulation in modeling [8]
[9] the spare parts inventory management
problem represents a popular alternative to
mathematical
programming
since
simulation has the ability of describing
multivariate non-linear relationships which
can be difficult to put in an explicit
analytical form. Several authors have
explored this alternative, this sub–heading
dealt with reviewing how their efforts
contrast with the contribution of this study.
A study was carried out by Kocago in
2004 on a spare parts service system of a
major
semiconductor
equipment
manufacturer facing two kinds of orders of
different criticality. The more critical
down orders need to be supplied
immediately, whereas the less critical
maintenance orders allow a given demand
lead time to be fulfilled. He proposed a
policy that rations the maintenance orders
under a one-for-one replenishment policy
with backordering and for Poisson demand
arrivals for both classes. He then coded a
discrete event simulation algorithm in C
with the next-event time advance
mechanism to advance the simulation
clock. Wang et al [45] performed a
simulation of spare parts inventory model
which is very relevant literature to this
study. In the simulation model, a supplier
has a periodic review inventory system
that provides several lead-time options to
its customers. The inventory replenishment
lead time is a multiple of the inventory
review cycle. They consider an inventorycommitment problem, in which the
supplier allocates its on-hand inventory to
two groups of customers. When inventory
runs out, the supplier backorders demand
to future cycles. They formulated the
inventory commitment decision using
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dynamic programming algorithm. The
simulator also explores the optimal
inventory replenishment issue and
evaluates the performance of the models.
Persson and Saccani [27] developed a
simulation model in order to support a case
study concerning a world player of heavy
equipment. Its spare parts distribution
system, configuration and allocation
decisions were modeled. Discrete event
simulation which was well suited for timedependant relations was used. Supply
Chain Simulation applied to the case study
provides useful insights on the decision
choices and the cost structure related to the
spare parts distribution system[7][8][9].
A simulation model was developed by
Sarker and Haque for the system operating
with block replacement and continuous
review inventory policy. The Focus of the
study was to ensure availability of spare
parts for a production system use, when
necessary; there is always a tendency to
overstock them. Excess inventory involves
substantial working capital. The stock
level of spare parts is dependent on the
maintenance
policy.
Therefore,
maintenance programs should be designed
to reduce both maintenance and inventory
related costs. In this paper, a
manufacturing system is considered with
stochastic item failure, replacement and
order lead times of statistically identical
items. A simulation based-decision support
system for multi-product inventory control
management was developed by [25]. The
system permits management to obtain an
inventory system-wide view of the effect
of changes in decision variables on the
performance measures of a furniture
manufacturing firm. The simulation model
considers the effect of variations in
demand; re-order point, stock-control
level, time between reviews, and lead time.
The decision support system [10][11][12]
generates policy scenarios based on
management specifications. The effect of

each scenario on system performance was
then analyzed.
Simulation [13][14][15] is chosen
because of the stochastic and complex
nature of spare parts problem in a study by
Ilgin and Gupta [19]. The parts recovered
from discarded and end-of-life products
can be used as a source of spare parts
during post product life cycle. Therefore,
they developed a simulation model of the
manufacturing system and integrated a
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [17][18]19] to
determine the optimal final order
quantities for a number of critical spare
parts. However, accurate determination of
the final order quantity is complicated as it
requires the prediction of spare parts
demand for the post product life cycle.
Materials and Methods
To accurately develop a decision
support simulation model that will check
the stochastic demand of spare parts and to
optimize inventory so as to find the fill
rate and the average number of backorders,
the simulation project life cycle proposed
by McHaney [26] s employed. In view of
the above assertion, the present procedure
considering the case study is also
presented as well as the weaknesses of the
present system. In addition, is the arrival
of demands and the inventory situations
that require the implementation of a
particular policy for decision making. The
researcher (simulation analyst) studied
relevant details of the Spare Parts
Complex of Manufacturing Company in
Nnewi which satisfies the basic
requirements for the models of the study.
The interview of relevant staff of the spare
parts complex, documents obtained from
the company as well as observing the real
life procedure of the company are sources
of relevant information.
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System Design
A typical flowchart representation of the
stochastic model of (S, S-1) is shown in
Fig 3.5. The flowchart model has 53
modules which are all linked together and
labeled. The interpretations of the modules
were shown in section 3.6.6. The flowchart
has six typical event channels. The module
in each channel is differentiated with the
line color. The event channel with a line
colour of purple shows the system
behavior on arrival of a gold demand.
The event channel with blue line color
shows the system behavior on arrival of a
silver demand. The channel with yellow
line color shows the system behavior on

the due time of a silver demand while that
of dark red is the system behavior on
arrival of a replenishment order.
The channel with green color shows the
system behavior on arrival of a bronze
demand and the channel with the red color
shows the system behavior on the due time
of a bronze demand. The equation that
follows can only be adapted to the mode
being developed in interval (t, t + Lr-Ld),
after which the he equation that follows
can only be adapted to the model being
developed in interval (t, t + Lr-Ld), after
which the demands during the demand
lead time is added:

(1)
While the average number of high priority backorders is given by:

In the paper which is titled ‘A Threshold
Inventory Rationing Policy For Service
Differentiated Demand Classes’ and was
written by Deshpand, V., Morris A. C,
Karen D. [6], they assumed demand from
class i follows a Poisson process with rate
λi, implying a total demand rate of λ = λ1
+λ2. Any unmet demand is backlogged
and incurs two penalty costs: a stock-out
cost per unit backordered (πi) and a delay
cost per unit per period of delay ( ˆ πi),
where i = 1, 2. Without loss of generality
we assume π1 ≥ π2 and ˆπ1 ≥ ˆπ2, and
therefore refer to class 1demand as having
‘higher priority’. Inventory is replenished
according to a (Q, r, K) policy that
operates as follows. When the inventory
position (on-hand plus on-order minus
.

backorders) reaches the level r, a
replenishment order for Q units is placed
and arrives τ > 0 time units later. Demands
from both classes are filled on a FCFS
basis as long as the on-hand inventory
level is greater than or equal to
K.[20][21][22]
Once
the
on-hand
inventory level falls below K, class 2
demand is backlogged (i.e., no longer
filled) while class 1 demand continues to
be filled as long as inventory is available.
Results and Discussions
The sorted values and the corresponding
events which each value represents shown
in the fifth and the sixth columns,
respectively, were also shown in Table 1
below:
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1

3

Set Initial
Conditions

Start

Input: MST, MLr, S, k2, k1,
Ld, BLd, Lr

9

8

Generate NTSD

Generate NTGD

7

5

6

Generate DTBD

Generate NTRO

Sort Gen.

4

Generate NTBD

Generate DTSD
12

11

10

Min: NTGD, NTSD, DTSD, NTBD, DTBD, NTRO

NTGD

Update CNGD
17

14
13

No

Update NGB

Yes
Update FGD

PI > 0
18

16

15
DROP NTGD

Queue Backorder

Update PI

19

No

MSTE
49
Yes
PRINT CNGD, CNSD, CNBD,
FGD, FSD, FBD

50

Calculate β1, β2, β3,
ANB1, ANB2, ANB3
51

Update Lr

Lr> MLr

Fig.
3:
53

D
Print Summary Results
End

Fig. 1: Flowchart For Stochastic Simulation Model (S, S – 1)
Table 1. Initial Random Event Generation and Event List
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Table 1

Table 2: Intermediate Simulation Output Results

Table 3: Final Simulation Output Reports

At the end of each stepwise increment,
the output results generated for each
perturbation is registered in the
intermediate and final simulation outputs.
Figures above show a print screen of

intermediate and final generated outputs
results respectively. The intermediate
simulation output screen will display
values for first the parameter whose
sensitivity analysis [23][24][25] was
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performed. Then, it displays the values for
CNGD, CNSD, CNSD, FGD, FSD, FBD,
NB1, N B2, NB3, PI and the event that
.

caused that result while the final
simulation output displays B1, B2, B3,
ANB1,
ANB2
and
ANB3

__________________________________________________________________________
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Abstract
In this edition, emphasis has been laid on computer simulation of the impact of cigarette
smoking on the population between now and the next 50 years, if no government intervention
is exercised to control the behaviour of smokers. The statistical indices derived from the
previous article (WAJIAR Volume 4) in the series were plugged in as input to the simulation
model. The software simulation followed a statistical model. The simulation software was
developed using the internationally accepted Software Engineering Methodology – the
Structured System Analysis and Design Methodology (SSADM), coding by OOP and
packaging by Prototyping methodologies. The simulation is intended to be predictive and to
enable policy makers see the impact and dangers of cigarette smoking between now and the
next 50 years if current abuse is not controlled, that is, the number of smokers likely to
contact liver, brain and related diseases and who are most likely to die from these diseases.
The summary of the result shows that in the next fifty years, a total of 2379591 people will
likely suffer liver diseases, 2379818 people will likely suffer lung diseases, 2380297 people
will likely suffer hepatitis and 2379689 will also likely suffer Brain Damage. Generally, a
total of 9519395 people will likely suffer these four diseases caused by cigarette smoking and
most importantly, the total number of deaths is expected to be 1903880. This result suggests
that the negative impact of cigarette smoking is significant and demands immediate
government intervention to avoid further population decimation.
Keywords: Simulation, Software, Model, Population, Design.
_________________________________________________________________________________
1.0
Introduction
In the first publication which appeared
in WAJIAR Vol. 4 of Aug. 2012 we had
presented a statistical analysis of the
impact of cigarette smoking on humans. In
the present article which is a simulation of
the first, the statistical indices derived
from that research, a software model has
been developed to predict the future
impact of uncontrolled consumption of
cigarette on the population. The result of
the simulation has been summarized in

terms of the number of people who would
be affected by liver disease, lungs disease,
hepatitis and brain damage, and are
presented in the Tables 3 to 7 in appendix
A.
2.0

Methodology
The methodology adopted here in
the second phase of the study is the
Structured Systems Analysis and Design
Methodology (SSADM) and its Ob ject
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Oriented Equivalence. [1] [2] [3].The
SSADM is the standard information
system development method. It takes a
top-down
approach
to
system
development, in which a high level picture
of system requirements is built and then
gradually refined into a detailed and
rigorous system design. Its steps include:
 Problem
identification
 Feasibility study
3.0






Analysis
Design
Implementation
Post implementation
maintenance

The Object Oriented Method was used in
designing the programs while prototyping
was deployed in the packaging of the
model

Analysis of The Present System Of Nicotine Testing
Doctor’s
Lab tests

Simulation
Process

BNC
Standard
Table

Data
Base

Simulation
Reports

BNC
Test
Results

Police
Accident
Report

Government
Policy Trust

Doctor’s
Decision

Fig. 1: Preliminary Data Flow Diagram (DFD) of the Existing System
Source: Imo State University Teaching Hospital.
4.0
Data Source:
The source of the data for the work is
Imo State University Teaching Hospital,
IMUSTH, Orlu. Data were collected on
the following variable over a period of 24
months, from the records of patients
suffering from cigarette smoking-related
killer diseases.
•
•

Liver disease
Lung disease

•
•

Hepatitis
Brain damage

From the records, the total number of
deaths resulting from these diseases was
also recorded. Under the period, about 363
patients were found to be suffering from
these diseases. Information was also
collected on age of these patients. The data
collected were rearranged in Table 1 thus:
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Table 1: Number of Deaths From Four Killer Diseases
S/no

Month

No of
death

Liver x1

Lung
disease x2

Hepatitis
x3

Brain
damage
x4

Total No of
patients

1
2
3
4
5

Jan.
Feb.
March 2007
April
May

1
2
5
4
1

1
1
4
2
1

0
0
0
2
0

0
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

19
18
18
23
22

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
22
23

June
July
August
Sep.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan. 2008
Feb
March
April
June
July
August
Sept.
Oct.
Nov

0
1
2
4
3
3
2
0
4
10
1
3
5
8
5
3
2

0
1
1
1
2
0
0
0
4
0
0
1
4
6
5
2
1

0
0
0
0
0
3
2
0
0
4
1
0
1
1
0
1
1

0
0
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

11
19
18
16
20
18
19
24
10
17
16
19
17
28
12
7
6

24

Dec.

1

0

5

0
1
0
Source: Imo State University Teaching Hospital

5.0

Descriptive Statistics
A preliminary descriptive statistics
were done on the data collected for the
period of 24 months. The mean numbers
of deaths, their correlation, as well as
standard deviations were identified. The
four identified diseases caused by cigarette
smoking were analyzed separately. Below
are the computational formula used:
Y = aβx1 +βx2 +… +βxn

•

•

{1}

6.0
Objectives of the Design
The objectives of the design include:
• Take
a sample
population,
statistically analyze the number of
consumers reported to have taken
ill in the particular hospital and
determine the type of diseases
caused by Tobacco smoking, the

•

•

number of the population that
recovered and the number that
died.
Develop a computer simulation
with coefficients derived from the
statistical analysis of the sample
population that will be able,
Predict numbers of deaths that may
arise from liver disease, lung
disease, hepatitis, brain damage in
the next 50 -100 years using the
Simulation Model.
The computer model will be able to
predict the number of deaths in a
State, locality or Nigeria that may
occur from liver diseases, lung
disease, hepatitis and brain damage
in the next 50 years.
To produce timely report that will,
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•

6.1

support government policy trust on
Tobacco smoking in Nigeria.
The result from the simulation is
expected to assist
Control Centre (Main Menu)

Government to make tactical and
strategic policy on tobacco smoking
in Nigeria.

Smoke
Simulate

House

Data

Keeping

Base

Purge
End

Report

Exit

Simulate

Append

Base population

Report on location
for given number of
years

Edit

Growth Rate

Summary Report

Browse model
Fig. 2: The Control of the Simulation
Exit

End
Exit
Exit

Fig. 2 Control Centre
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Program Start – Up Procedure
start

Splash Screen

Enter user Name
Enter Password

No

Correct
?

Yes
Display menu

Select options

Fig. 3: Start up procedure
Stop

Fig.3: Program Start-up Menu
Overall Data Flow Diagram of The New System
Sendin
g
Data
from

Data
base
record

Computer
Program
π of population,
type of diseases,
death prediction

Simulate
Results
State
Nigeria

Adjusted
Governme
nt
Policy

Results
State
Nigeria

Fig.4 ODFD of the new simulation model
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6.2 Program5.8
Flowcharts
PROGRAM

FLOW CHART

START
Select Option
IF
Option
=”STATE”
Then
A
IF
Option
=”COUNTRY”
Then
B

YES

A

YES

B

NO
RETURN

B

A

Enter Country

Enter state
Enter Population Size

Enter Population Size

Enter GrowthRate %

Enter Growth Rate %

Enter Year Gap
IS
YEAR
Gap>10
?

Enter Year Gap
IS
YEAR
Gap>10
?

YES

NO

NO
YES

IS
YEAR
Gap
<10
?

YES
NO

Simulation Process

IS
THE
SIMULATION
COMPLETED
?

YES

NO

YES
Display Result
RETURN

IS
YEAR
Gap
<10
?

NO

Simulation Process
IS
THE
SIMULATION
COMPLETED
?

NO

YES
Display Result
RETURN

Fig.5: Program Flowcharts
forSimulation
operation procedure
for theFlowchart
simulation model
Fig. 5.6:
Program
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System Requirements:
These are the hardware minimum
requirements that will enable the proposed
system
operate
efficiently.
The
requirements are based on both the
hardware and software.
6.3
Hardware Requirements to run
the simulation:
Appropriate installation of the right
hardware will enhance the running of the
simulation model. Computer hardware
refers to the physical parts of a computer
and related devices. Internal hardware
devices include motherboards, hard drives
and RAM. External hardware devices
include Monitors keyboards, mice,
printers, and scanners [5]. Software runs
on computer hardware, software programs
often have system requirements that list
the minimum hardware required for the
software to run. For the effective
functioning of the simulation program, the
following should be put in place.
•
Hard disk with minimum of
.5GB free space
•
Cache of 1000KB
•
At least 1GB of RAM
•
CD Rom Drive
•
Floppy disk drive
•
Intel Processor, Pentium III or
higher
•
Keyboard
•
Mouse
•
UPS
•
Stabilizer
•
Speaker
•
Printer
•
Surge Protector
•
14" SVGA Monitor
6.4
Software Requirements:
Some software must be installed for the
designed system to work. They are:
Windows XP, 2000, Vista, Linux etc
Visual Basic 6.0

6.5 Running the Program
To run the program, the following steps
are involved
• Boot your system
• At the windows desktop
click on simulation icon and
wait for other instructions
•
Type in the user name
•
Type in the user pass word
•
Type in the state name
•
Type in the state base
population
•
Type in the population gap
•
Type in the growth rate
The program displays the output screen
6.5
System Test and Evaluation
Test and evaluation are two critical
conditions of assuring software quality [4]
.Software has been developed to
accomplish the objectives set out in
chapter one of this thesis. They are as
follows:
(a)
Take a sample population,
statistically analyze the number of
consumer reported to have taken ill in the
Imo State University Teaching Hospital
and determine the type of diseases caused
by smoking, the proportion of the
population that survived and those that
died.
(b)
Developing a simulation
model with coefficient derived from
statistical analysis of the population to
predict the long term impact of cigarette
consumption in the next 50 years.
(c)
Developing a model that
will assist government to make tactical and
strategically policy trust on smoking in
Nigeria.
Software (A) is for data entry and
collection. The test plan is that the
software captures and saves data in the
specified format. These processes are
described in Table 1. For (B), the Test
Plan: Model development with coefficients
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derived from statistical analysis of the
sample population will be detailed in
various subsections of the chapter. For (c),
the test plan will also be detailed below.
Test Plan
In spite of the assistance of the Imo
State University Teaching Hospital
Personnel, lack of proper record keeping
by the Hospital made it difficult to obtain
comprehensive data for this research.
Available data was incomplete and
inconsistent. However, data was obtained
for the following diseases.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Liver Diseases
Lungs Diseases
Hepatitis
Brain Damage

6.6

Year
2007 – 2016
2017 – 2026
2007 - 2036
2037 – 2046
2047-2056
Total

These data were statistically analyzed
using the software statistical package for
scientific studies. The following results
were obtained. The statistical indices
obtained were used in programming the
smoke simulates. The data are represented
below. The test output result is presented
in table 2.

Table 2: SUMMARY DISCUSSION ON THE RESULT
Hepatitis
Brian
Lungs
Liver
Disease
Damage
Disease
97
143
239
117
362
407
503
381
5676
5721
5817
5696
112527
112572
112668
112546
2260929
2260975
2261070
2260949
2379591
2379818
2380297
2379689

From the summary output result of the
smoke simulate in the table 2, it is
observed that a total of 9 people suffered
liver disease, 13 suffered lungs disease, 23
people suffered hepatitis and 11 suffered
Brain Damage, all resulting from cigarette
smoking, in the year 2007. It is also
recorded that the total number of 11 people
died as a result of these diseases caused by
same cigarette smoking in that year.
Similarly, in the year 2008, 9 people
suffered Liver Disease, 13 suffered lungs
disease, 23 suffered Hepatitis and 11
suffered Brain Damage as a result of
cigarette smoking and a total of 11 died
etc. it is expected that from 2007- 2016, a
total of 97 people will suffer liver diseases,
143 will suffer Lungs Diseases, 239 will
suffer Hepatitis and 117 will suffer Brain
Damage in Imo State alone. It is also

TOTAL
596
1653
22910
450313
9043923
9519395

expected that within that range of time
(2007 – 2016) a total 119 people will die
from the effects of cigarette smoking.
It is clear from the above that from 2007
– 2016 a total of 596 will suffer these
diseases, 1653 people will suffer from
these cigarette induced diseases from 2017
– 2026. A total of 22910 people will suffer
same diseases from 2027 – 2036.
Similarly, a total of 450314 and 9043923
people will suffer this disease from 2037 –
2046 and 2047 – 2056 respectively.
It is obvious from the summary output
result in the above analysis that a total
population of 9519395 people will suffer
from cigarette induced diseases. This
implies that in the next fifty years, a total
of 2379591 will suffer liver diseases,
2379818 will suffer lungs diseases,
2380297 will suffer hepatitis and 2379689
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will suffer Brain Damage. Generally, a
total of 9519395 people will suffer these
four disease caused by cigarette smoking.
This population is huge and has far
reaching
budgetary
socio-economic
implication.
The implications of this result is that in
the next 50 years, this figure, 9519395
people, that will suffer these disease is
very alarming and will lead to more
deaths being recorded if not properly
checked. Therefore smoking should be
banned in all public places as obtained in
the United States of America. It is evident
from the above results that resources that
ought to be utilized for other meaningful
economic ventures are wasted in curing
avoidable diseases. This will passive on
hospital budgets, medicine and human
resources.
The model result sample outputs are
placed in Appendix A.
7.0

Summary, conclusion and
Recommendations:
A study of the impact of Tobacco
smoking on human smokers using
systematic modeling has been carried out
for about four years. It has been found
that smoking is the main source of liver,
heart, kidney and lungs related diseases
including hypertension and death. There is
need therefore to establish some level of
control over tobacco smoking to prevent
untimely deaths of the larger population of
citizens.
7.1

Conclusions:
Continuous in-take of Tobacco can
threaten the longevity and existence of a
community and the whole nation. The
study reveals that if the ugly habit of
smoking
is
not
controlled,
the
consequences on the Nigeria population
are far-reaching and have the potential of
decimating the Nigerian population or

rendering a large proportion of the
population productively impotent. It has
the same potency like a nation in a state of
war. Decisive measures need to be taken
by government to control tobacco smoking
to avert the possibility of human
existential risk.
7.2
Recommendations
There is overwhelming evidence from
the study that the negative consequences
of tobacco smoking is enormous and
therefore requires government control
intervention. We therefore recommend
thus:
1.
There is immediate need for the
Federal, State and Local governments to
create or expand job opportunities for our
teaming unemployed youths who have
taken to tobacco smoking as the only
source of stress reduction or escape
mechanism.
2.
Knowledge of health implications
of tobacco smoking should form part of
Secondary School curriculum in Nigeria.
3.
Workshops and seminars should be
organized at both Local and Federal levels
by the Ministries of Health, National
Orientation Agency, to create the
awareness of the Social and Health
impacts of tobacco smoking in Nigeria.
4.
There is the need for the
intensification of the use of specifically
designed public enlightenment methods,
through the print and electronic media.
This will serve as a "spring board" for
improved public awareness of the impact
of tobacco smoking
5.
There is need to strengthen the
NDE to expand her skill empowerment
programs to accommodate more youths in
other for them to develop self-employment
skills. A busy mind will be less exposed to
tobacco abuse.
6.
The Federal government should as
a matter of policy implement the use of
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7.
The Federal government should
Digital Display Tobacco Tester (DDTT)
enact laws restricting the importation of
by the Federal Road Safety Commission
tobacco and local production and smoking
(FRSC) workers in all Nigerian motor
of tobacco. This will invariably reduce the
parks. In other words, the Federal
number of liver cirrhosis patients in
government should enact and enforce the
Nigeria. This is in the overall interest of
Driving under Intoxication (DUI) law and
the country.
provide strict sanctions for any driver
whose Blood Tobacco Concentration
8. There should be Federal government
(BTC) level is found to exceed maximum
policy trust on the sale and smoking of
standard for driving. Such sanctions may
tobacco at prohibited areas such as motor
include withdrawal of driving license,
parks and secondary schools environment
fines and imprisonment.
.
__________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix A – Sample Output Result
Table 3
Simulation Result

Population Proportion Result for Imo State
==================================
Base & Population Growth 2006 To 2016
Population Size: 75481358

Population Growth Rate: 1.35

Projected Smoking Disease:
Year

Population Rate

====
2007

=============
5067990

2008

Liver

Lung

Hepatitis

Brain Damage Total
=========== ====
11
55

Total Death

====
9

====
13

=======
23

===========
11

6841787

9

13

23

11

55

11

2009

9236413

9

13

23

11

56

11

2010

12469157

9

14

23

11

57

11

2011

16833362

9

14

23

11

57

11

2012

22725039

9

14

24

11

59

12

2013

30678802

10

14

24

12

60

12

2014

41416383

10

15

25

12

62

12

2015

55912117

11

16

25

13

65

13

2016

75481358

12

17

26

14

69

14

___________________________________
97

143

239

117

______________________________________

Total Number of Patients:

============
596
============

Total Death From Cigarette Smoking

============
119
============
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Table 4: Sample Simulation Result
Simulation Result

Population Proportion Result for Imo State
==================================
Base & Population Growth 2016 To 2026
Population Size: 1517670142

Population Growth Rate: 1.35

Projected Smoking Disease:
Year

Population Rate

====
2017

=============
101899833

2018

137564775

2019

Liver
====
13

Lung

Hepatitis

Brain Damage Total
=========== ====
15
74

TotalDamage
Death
Total

====
18

=======
28

===========
15

15

20

29

17

82

16

185712446

18

22

32

20

91

18

2020

250711802

21

25

35

23

104

21

2021

338460933

25

30

39

27

122

24

2022

456922260

31

36

45

33

145

29

2023

616845051

39

44

53

41

177

35

2024

832740818

50

55

64

52

221

44

2025

1124200105

65

69

79

67

279

56

2026

1517670142

84

89

98

86

358

72

___________________________________
362 407

503

381

______________________________________

Total Number of Patients:

============
1653
============

Total Death From Cigarette Smoking

============
331
============
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Table 5
Simulation Result

Population Proportion Result for Imo State
==================================
Base & Population Growth 2026 To 2036
Population Size: 30515119500 Population Growth Rate: 1.35
Projected Smoking Disease:
Year

Population Rate

Liver

Lung

==== ====
115 115

Hepatitis
=======
125

Brain Damage Total
=========== ====
113
464

Total Damage

Total Death

====
2027

=============
2048854692

===========
93

2028

2765953834

147

151

161

149

607

121

2029

3734037676

195

200

209

197

801

160

2030

5040950862

260

265

275

262

1062

212

2031

6805283664

349

353

363

351

1415

283

2032

9187132946

468

472

482

470

1892

378

2033

12402629477

628

633

643

630

2535

507

2034

16743549794

846

850

860

847

3403

681

2035

22603792222

1139 1143

1153

1141

4575

915

2036

30515119500

1534 1539

1548

1536

6157

1231

___________________________________
5676 5721

5817

5696

______________________________________

Total Number of Patients:

============
22910
============

Total Death From Cigarette Smoking

============
4582
============
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Table 6
Simulation Result

Population Proportion Result for Imo State
==================================
Base & Population Growth 2036 To 2046
Population Size: 613553955064

Population Growth Rate: 1.35

Projected Smoking Disease:
Year

Population Rate

Liver

Lung

Hepatitis

Brain Damage Total

====
2037

=============
41195411325

====
2068

====
2073

=======
2082

2038

55613805289

2789

2794

2803

2791

11177

2235

2039

75078637140

3762

3767

3776

3764

15070

3014

2040

101356160139

5076

5081

5090

5078

20325

4065

2041

136830816187

6850

6854

6864

6852

27420

5484

2042

184721601853

9244

9249

9259

9246

36998

7400

2043

249374162501

12477

12482

12491

12479

49929

9986

2044

336655119377

16841

16846

16855

16843

67385

13477

2045

454484411159

22733

22737

22747

22735

90951

18190

2046

613553955064

30686

30691

30700

30688

122765

24553

=========== ====
2070
8293

Total Death
==========
1659

___________________________________
112527 112572 112668

112546

______________________________________

Total Number of Patients:

============
450314
============

Total Death From Cigarette Smoking

============
900163
============
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Table 7
Simulation Result

Population Proportion Result for Imo State
==================================
Base & Population Growth 2046 To 2056
Population Size: 12336456875906

Population Growth Rate: 1.35

Projected Smoking Disease:
Year

Population Rate

Liver

Lung

Hepatitis

Brain Damage Total

====
2047

=============
828297839336

====
41423

==== =======
41428
41437

2048

1118202083104

55918

55923

55933

55920

223694

44739

2049

1509572812191

75487

75492

75501

75489

301969

60394

2050

2037923296457

101905 101909

101919

101906

407639

81528

2051

2751196450217

137568 137573

137582

137570

550293

110059

2052

3714115207793

185714 185719

185728

185716

742877

148575

2053

5014055530521

250711 250716

250725

250713

1002865

200573

2054

6768974966204

338457 338462

338471

338459

1353849

270770

2055

9138116204375

456914 456919

456928

456916

1827677

365535

2056

12336456875906

616831 616836

616845

616833

2467345

493469

=========== ====
41437
165714

Total Death
==========
33143

___________________________________
2260929 2260975 2261070 2260949
______________________________________

Total Number of Patients:

============
9043923
============

Total Death From Cigarette Smoking

============
1808785
============
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Abstract
A national initiative recently launched saw the Nigerian Educational Sector orient towards
integration of ICT into the learning process both as a subject and as a tool for diseminating
other subject. As Nigeria aspires for technological growth, positive changesand priority must
be assured towards educational values. Past educational theories seem not to cope with the
information, ever-changing society. The need therefore arises, to develop alternative
strategies that will help address its issues as well as develop new educational theories to
bridge the gap. The long theory of constructivism will help tteachers to realize how important
it is for them to prepare students for challenges ahead. This study thus, presents
constructivist theories with a view of ICT integration into education as an alternative
delivery in the Nigerian Educational System. It highlights requirements necessary for such
integration ranging from technical (media literacy) to claimed deeper understanding of
informatics – stressing importance of ICT as an effective means of improving education if
properly harnessed as it equips teachers for the task ahead. It also tries to bridge ICT and
constructivism, highlighting the educational processes required by teacher and students to
succeed in such new learning environment. Thus, such power shift in educational paradigm
and structures will equip students to become knowledge producer, help teachers to
emancipate students academically, in a framework that measures quality of engaged
student’s learning.
Keywords: Constructivism, Rationale, informatics, productivity, meida literacy, lifelong.

_____________________________________________________________________________

1. Introduction
“In the distant future, our children’s
grandchildren will develop a new
equivalent of our classrooms... and spend
hours in front of boxes with fires
glowing, which will posses the wisdom to
know the difference between light and
knowledge..”
Plato
(Discourse
on
learning).

The development of ICT has been
closely
featured
a
corresponding
development of its technical support
equipment – bringing about rapid
development to our society. Today’s
dynamic society is a result of the
information quest and anxiety and these
changes remain the vital contribution of
information, which aids effective decision
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making as well as improves our societal
status. Today, we deal with information as
they are applied to our everyday life and
the field of “Informatics” – deals with the
various aspects of data collection,
manipulation, storage and transfer from
one system to another in multimedia form
(via communications technology) and how
it relates to people. We note that
informatics is inseparably connected with
computers – since computers are devices
that have great capabilities for information
transformation by the action of instructions
and programs being performed on these
data items to form information [1].
The last twenty years has witnessed an
active era in the field of computer science
(education) in the form of Web-Based
Education. From our pedagogical practice,
technical achievements common to us in
our everyday life gets into the school
environment very slowly. Nowadays, in
most schools – we meet with passive and
consuming approaches to availing
ourselves of the educational opportunities
made available by information and
communication
technology
(ICT).
Examples of these are the use of radios or
watching videos both by the teachers and
students in schools during the process of
learning and teaching – bearing in mind
that they can switch off their attention at
any point in time [2-3]. The education
sector is best viewed as dynamic that
stems from a revolution triggered by
modern technology for education delivery.
These as used today in schools, continue to
affect teaching/learning as well as presents
to teachers and students, a plethora of tools
that has greatly and will continue raise the
educational standards, if properly applied.
For an effective integration of such
technologies
into
education,
the
enthusiasm of those taking part and good
technical settings is not just sufficient
enough anymore. Good knowledge,
computer literacy, awareness campaign

and staff development becomes a necessity
that must be embraced for in-service and
pre-service teachers. These programmes
must show how to integrate ICT in
education, as well teach them how to
educate themselves (the teachers) and their
students. Globally, ICT has shown
significant positive impact on our way of
life that enables governments all over the
globe to make use of it and harness the
features made available by it. [4-5] notes
that ICT is becoming a way of life in
globally (and Nigeria is not left out) – as
national policies are in place that will
contribute and stimulate the growth of ICT
integration in our educational sector. [6]
notes that if adhered, ICT will accomplish
these:
a. Present teachers with a reachout means
to more students than traditional face-toface.
b. Provide students a chance to
demonstrate their capability and selfinnovativeness
c. Change the orientation and traditional
approach of teaching to allowing the
students to be in control of their learning
process
d. Reduce teacher “wear and tear” as they
deliver their lectures without being there in
person
e. Make learning more convenient for the
students as it alleviates those rigidity that
has to do with the traditional approach of
learning
The use of ICT does not really pose as
a solution to every problem presented by
educational delivery. It brings its tows,
accompanied also by its own complexities
that can impair delivery if not properly
utilized. In much the same way, ICT will
greatly improve the efficiency of an
educational system, if it is properly
harnessed. ICT methods of education
represents any approach to instruction and
teaching, which differs from the traditional
approach that allows instructions to be
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received by a group of students and mostly
delivered by a teacher via the use of
expository methods. Over time, the
development of ICT has caused a
corresponding development in the
educational sectors with the use of
audio/video media, computer aided
instruction/learning (CAL), fax technology
amongst many others [6-7].
These are integrated in to simplify
learning as educational concept shifts from
teacher-centered to a state where student
becomes
self-motivated,
self-paced
studying and constructive. Early attempts
at integrating new technologies into the
educational sector (Nigeria in focus), was
largely unsuccessful as judged from
students’ success and completion of course
or study area and topics [8].
[8-9] as cited in [10] laments that
science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM) is not given serious
attention, as it is often misunderstood by
Nigerian educators. Thus, proper values
must be placed on the need for STEM to
help us attain the much desired
technological growth. We must shun the
misconception that STEM education
(technical related-subjects) are for those
who cannot pursue academic programmes
– and be aware that today’s great
industrialized nations employed both the
services of educated and less educated in
technological
growth.
Technological
advancement in Nigeria today, is a sad
reflection of the quality of STEM
education that still receives stigmatization
in our education system, and hinders the
expected technological progress.
2. Brief History Of Ict In Education
[11-12] highlights ICT integration globally
as thus:
2.1. The 1960s/1970s
a. First attempt to use computers in
education were done with mainframes.

b. Machine oriented approach and
electronic data processing as most of these
computers were used in mathematical and
engineering computations
c. Selected group of specialist in
mathematics, engineering and its related
fields, paid attention to developing
programs to aid their fields.
d. Computer science/studies and its
appreciation, taught only in technical
universities
e. Pedagogical education influenced by
cybernetics and manifested in an effort to
automate the educational process. This
gave rise to programmed instruction
known as Computer aided instruction
(CAI) and teaching machines. The basis of
this development was the creating a
complete guide of the student’s work,
which contain complete steps to certain
subjects, check questions and reactions by
the machine and informs the student about
the correct answer.
f. Efforts to bring computers closer to
people led to the idea that all should learn
programming languages as mainframes
and micros are used in schools.
g. Teaching
of
algorithms
and
programming languages in secondary
schools now introduced in terms and how
it applies to mathematics or other
specialized subjects of programming
h. It was discovered that teaching
programming, as a method of computer
instruction and use were not suitable as
teaching programming was taught in an
effort to provide the students with larger
freedom at work. This thus increased their
motivation to learn but the whole process
was still controlled by a program.
2.2. The 1980s/1990s
a. Computers spread amongst broad mass of
users especially due to the large usage of
software tools such as general-purpose
software
and
package
in
the
accomplishment of different tasks.
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b. Personal computers introduced with
revolutionary change of the humancomputer interface to make computers
more user-friendly.
c. Knowledge that computers were useful
even to ordinary people led to the spread
of computers even in schools at all levels.
d. Advent of computer aided instruction in
learning so that such programs were
written to be as intelligent as possible with
the ability to react to students’ responses.
New teaching instructions based on
artificial intelligence arose with advent of
MYCIN, EMYCIN, HACKER etc.
e. Teachers’ specialization and knowledge in
information machine deepens.
f. More effective and user-friendly systems
emerge as a result of good programming.
g. These computer have been interconnected
via the use of LAN/WAN to be able to
share resources both locally and globally
via networks.
h. General purpose applications get better
giving rise to the application of
multimedia techniques.
i. Schools now not the only place where
learning can take place as teachers can
meet (publicly and privately) to share
ideas and information.
j. Hypertext becomes important to education
programs and its construction arranged in
such a way that only basic data is found at
the first level and their details placed
deeper in the structure.
k. Teacher preparation consists of computer
skills and drills incorporated into their
lessons.
2.3. The Millenium 2000s
a. Use of modern ICT equipments.
b. Global networks influences our way of life
and work as ICT becomes the primary
economy on which people will live.
c. Education’s lifelong feat substantially
increases.
d. Schools via teacher must engage students
toward
transformation
with
ICT

integration into school teaching plans, a
socio-economic development.
e. Co-operation of schools among each other
and their support from industry,
foundations and financial institution, as
well as the government will find the
necessity of realizing the task with the
connection and introduction of ICT into
teaching plans of schools.
Thus, the Nigerian Educational sector
must not be left behind as it recently
launched a national initiative termed
“Computer for all Nigerian initiative
(CANi) – alongside efforts made to
incorporate ICT into the school’s teaching
plan. Information value and its amount
increases rapidly and the use of ICT,
multiplies better learning possibilities.
Even before the invention and discovery of
computers, one major objective of the
educational sector was to prepare students
to live and adapt in an information society.
Teaching cannot consist only in the
transmission of knowledge and skills,
since its basic advantage diminishes when
such quick changing information is
acquired and stored over time. Hence, for
proper development of students so that
they will be able to adapt to this
information society, ICT integration will
change and re-orient our traditional
pedagogical approach of learning, from
teacher-centered to student-initiated and
motivated activities. It therefore becomes
necessary to prepare the student’s mind for
creative work with the computer as a
media for data and information
representation. Today’s evolution of
science in education provides us with a
series of concepts regarding the design and
implementation
of
new
learning
environment that are conceived and
created from new effective ways to
education [13].
3. Alternative Delivery: Overview
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The
pprovision
of
modern
technological equipment at all school
levels varies due to the different levels of
preparedness – both of teachers and
students. A look at students’ ability in
obtaining the necessary flexibility in the
world of information closely correlates
amongst others, with the level of
information setting of schools. This will
help provide schools with information
sources in printed and electronic format,
regular updates as well as computer
networks that will provide access to varied
expanse of data as directed by experts in
the field of informatics. [14] notes that
schools are grouped under the following:
1. Traditionsl Model consists of teachers,
students and processes within an organized
environment as in figure 1. Teachers teach
varied courses and students learn as they
attend/alternate the courses via face-toface, oral method using pedagogical tools.
Traditional schools use this pattern as a
means of delivering education; The onlyvisible difference between schools is in
their
relationship,
emphasis
and
appearance, which differs at various kinds
of schools. The learning process depends
largely on the teaching means and
facilities – as some process involves
experiments that make it more accessible.
Contents of the experiment quicken
learning under condusive
facility or
environment. Thus, improves students’
understanding of knowledge received.

2.
Information Education/Alternative
Delivery: We have a limited conception of
what ICT is capable of achieving in the
Nigerian educational sector – because,
school educational programs, curricula,
standards and experts in the informatics
trade are yet to be given the oppurtunity to
express these feats as proper values must
be placed on the need for info in our
Educational System. It must be
stressed/weighed on the scale of social
knowledge. This has been totally ignored
and omitted in the teaching plan of most
institutions. Thus, people are less aware of
what value information holds as well as
that which they are dealing with. Data
(information) remains the only and final
article for transformation in this century.
Teaching has therefore ended up in a
vicious circle due to a narrow conception
of information science as applied to the
problems connected with knowledge of
handling computer techniques.
As schools begin to lose their ability to
stress on education of balanced and
versatile-developed personality, the skills
to handle data becomes the only criterion
for a person’s quality in an information
age. Some issues must be addressed with
full ICT integration in the Nigerian
education sector as the means of
knowledge transmission is changed from
direct listening to audio sounds; and from
looking at images to network transmitted
digital signals in multimedia format using
hypertext and information technology.

Teachers
Manage
Organize
Processes
Students
Figure 1 represents a school model
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Table 1: shows differences in the school systems
School Systems with Tools and Time
School systems
Teaching
Teaching Study
Study place
Material
Tool
Time
Chalks,
Traditional
BlackSchools and
Boards
Books
Phases
classroom
and other
physical
devices
InformatProjectors
Lifelong
ion/Alte-rnative
Computer
Classroom
Electronic
learning
Delivery
,
Workspace
Books, CAI
via multiwhiteboar
and Homes
and CAL
Media
ds
and
format
networks
3.1. ICT Integration Framework
ICT integration will results in great
reforms to the learning process, and
educators who advocate such reforms,
opines that such learning be informed by
constructivism [15]. Its reforms pleads the
need for students to develop high thinking
skill and the failure of the current
schooling approachs/methods to provide
such opportunities [16-17]. Thus, a critical
factor to ICT integration is constructivism,
a concept that learning takes place as the
learner completes tasks for which support
is initially required; and results in
media/computer-based learning, in which
computers are used to maintain the
learning environment and support the
learner [18]. Technology creates an ideal
learning, which [19] notes is been ignored
or implementation has failed widely, in the
past – because it creates a learner-centered,
learning environment with a belief that
they learn more from what they do/think
rather the teacher’s input. But we must
take care not to allow the dynamic nature
of technology overshadow the enduring
nature of learning and/or the everincreasing knowledge base about learning
[17, 6].

Dewey [20] notes the concept of
constructivism as one in which a learner
has the ability to actively construct
knowledge as he learns. It also emphasizes
knowledge as a construction of reality in
the learner’s mind because knowledge is a
dynamic
adaptation
towards
an
interpretation of experience. It supports
many interpretations to reality based on
knowledge constructed from experience
and media-rich class. It focuses on
knowledge construction rather than
consumption – as the learner constructs
data from experiences and mental beliefs,
interpreting events accomplished outside
the mind. We thus see the world we
describe rather than describing the world
we see. When integrated across
curriculum, it provides appropriate level of
difficulty due to its tasks that are of real
world relevance with engaged-learning
and teachers becoming knowledge guides
[21] as seen in figure 2 below.
3.2. Constructivism
Constructivism connotes the idea that
learning is learner-centered and the learner
has the ability to construct knowledge
actively as he learns instead of passively
assimilated. It emphasizes knowledge as a
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construction of reality in the learner’s
mind because knowledge is a dynamic
adaptation towards an interpretation of
experience. [20] views constructivist
learning as a one that supports varied
interpretations to reality based on
knowledge constructed from an experience
and context-rich class.
Thus, it focuses
on knowledge construction rather than
consumption – as the learner constructs
data from mental beliefs and experiences,
interpreting events accomplished outside
the mind. Thus, we do not describe the
world we see; but we see the world we
describe.
The constructivist environment has
tasks of real world relevance, integrated
across curriculum to provide appropriate
level of difficulty and learner involvement
because its instructions are anchored on a
real, world context. The learner’s ideas
and interest drives his ability in the
learning process with teachers being
flexible as knowledge guides and giver
[21]. The setting is made up of socially
mediated activities anchored on a learning
environment
where
knowledge
is
generated based on learner’s ability to
construct
knowledge
from
his
environment. [22] notes that the four
constructivist dimensions as trivial,
radical, social and cultural. Thus,
principles of constructivist learning
include:
1. Learning is active and consists of
meaning construction and constructing
system for meanings.
2. Knowledge construction is mental –
since it happens in the mind of the learner.
3. Language influences greatly what we
learn.
4. Learning is a social activity associated
with connections the learner makes with
others.
5. Learning is contextual – as learner
cannot learn isolated facts or theories in

abstract ethereal land, separate from real
world situations.
6. Motivation is a key in learning to help
us know how the acquired knowledge can
be put to use.
7. Knowledge is important – as we cannot
comprehend new ideas without some
structure developed from prior knowledge
to build on.
8. Learning is not instantaneous but
takes time – as the learners must revisit
principles, reflect on them and using them
as often as possible.
3.3. Constructivism: Issues and
Challenges
Today’s
education
has
been
transformed by new technologies – due to
the enormous data aavailable to learners.
[6] notes that studies indicates that a
technology rich class will observe the
following:
a. Shift from whole class to smaller
groups
b. Teachers coach weaker students rather
than focus on all as with traditional
settings. Coaching occurs rather than
lecture and recitation.
c. Students become actively engaged,
cooperative and less competitive
d. Students learn differently than
simultaneously.
e. Integrate visuals and verbal thinking
rather than verbal thinking primacy, as in
traditional class.
The challenges of a constructivism is
that educators, parents and learners are
suspicious of the educational practices as
it differs from what they are used. This is
attributed to the fact that the constructivist
learning removes statewide assessment
because traditional educational model
allows tests to be aligned. Learners take
standardized tests, which do not assess
what they are learning and standard report
cards with grades will pose a problem for
both teachers and learners as class
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structure will be more fragmented.
Problems abound due to lack of funds and
unclear vision to keep this systematic
change from occurring as rapid as
possible. Teachers charged with these
duties of emancipating these students do
not have a good understanding of how
these technologies work and what amount
of information is available to them. This
paradigm shift will require staff retraining
and their roles be redefined to inform them
to think about why they do what they do.
Acculturation must also take place in
schools even though the process be slow
[23].
3.4. ICT in Nigerian Schools
Traditional education continues to
change with ICT integration, as new
training system are developed and applied
with features that include [24]:
•
Open – no restriction on time at
which class is attended. This breakthrough
removes the restriction in spatial
limitations of the location of the
classrooms and schools.
•
Initiative – Students becomes
knowledge producers as they determine
how, when to learn and selecting the
learning context and methods.
•
Individuality – Students become
masters via establishment of individual
learning space as the most suitable
textbooks is applied to each individual so
that the potentials and capabilities of each
student can be fully utilized and brought
into play.
•
Communication – brings about
exchangeable study, so that students not
only learn by listening and seeing, but can
also communicate with other teachers and
students through chatting and video
conferencing. ICT has therefore become a
power for academic revolution, as the
achievement of these changes needs to be
reached step-by-step.

•
Life Long – As studying becomes
a lifelong need and requirement to work
and live in an information society and
learning will become a lifelong activity as
knowledge grows wider and wider.
•
Long Distance – People can study
at anytime and anywhere. Distance is no
longer a restriction.
With ICT integration, teaching pattern and
contents will change featute as thus:
i. Learning mode, changes from group to
individuals.
ii. Passive learning changes from
teacher-centered to self-initiating.
iii. Source of the knowledge will be
changed from simple to multiple as
provided by ICT.
iv. Periodic study will become lifelong
learning.
v. Education will have the purpose of
obtaining the ability to learn knowledge.
vi. Updating knowledge cycle will be
more quickly
3.5. Educational Approach for Info
Evaluation
For every teacher therefore that wishes to
assert himself, he must realize that lifelong
education becomes a necessity. The tasks
of schools should be, to prepare students
(on how to learn) and teachers (on
effective ways to adapt these trends of
delivery). The schools’ main task will no
longer be to primarily provide students
with specific information, but also to teach
the students on how to work
independently. Because schools will not
directly control the students’ learning
process, but only stimulate, direct and
check student’s performance and literacy
levels. Hence, the educational sector
changes from teacher-centered to studentinitiated process. This will result to
changes in student-teacher relationship,
which is expected. Teacher will have to
educate and be educated throughout their
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lives – and maybe sometimes, they will
even have to also learn from their own
students [6-7].
ICT education will aid both teachers
and students will learn how to work with
information. They will obtain technical
skills to handle programs and computer
equipments knowing the basic rules of
application and so on. They must also
learn how to look for, judge, critically
evaluate, orient themselves, summarize
and present information to all, which
means the introduction of media education
in schools; while Media education is
known as a set of activities leading to
knowledge acquisition. This in simple
terms can be viewed as the acquiring of
basic knowledge of how individual media
works such as the radio, videos and the
modern interactive media known as
hypermedia [24-25].
We must understand that if the
teachers are able to join in the information
society, then they must be able to evaluate
information, which reaches them. More
information is being transferred daily by
electronic media in electronic format in
every branch and aspect of life – so it
becomes obvious that we have a
measurement or yardstick for information
assessment. A major aim media education
is to form independent, critical approach to
media and learning the rules of their work.
It also has the usual acquiring abilities to
discern the quality of individual
information accessed. Media literacy is
and will continue to be a major part of
general teacher’s qualification. Media
education is not new but its importance is
reiterated due to the development of ICT
[26].
3.6. Issues for ICT Integration
ICT
integration
must
not
be
underestimated and [27-30] notes that as
with innovations before ICT – there are
issues surrounding it as a mean of

alternative delivery, which is largely
dependant on the environment, such as:
1. Staff Development – Teachers must be
retrained to be computer literate, to
support online learning – as studies
have shown that student self-paced
learning places heavy demands on
teachers who need to respond to
students’ needs?
2. Cost – Availability of computers
knowing the cost implication, priority
that must be placed on learning and
cost implication of being online giving
access to students from homes.
3. Curricular – Curricular restructuring
to be made available in electronic form
and what process is needed to
maintain/ update courses in time?
4. Administration – Who develops,
maintains and updates these learning
sites? Who will assume stewardship
responsibility of these sites? What
technical support are there for
teachers to use and update these sites
or will teachers and schools be
dependent
on
experts?
How
dependent are such schools on these
sites, both from the technical knowhow and staffing? Are there
alternatives for these schools if these
sites crash?
5. Equality – Will Government
reduce cost implication of onlineaccess to all students so they can have
equal access opportunities by
streamlining it into the pay package
of their parents (her employees) and
will workers not rampage bearing in
mind that salaries are not same for all
its workers? What is the fate of
student from average homes to avail
themselves of these opportunities?
6. Learning Quality – Students will
seek evidence that ensures the
learning quality and depth using such
media over the traditional classes?
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4. Rationale For Ict Integration
ICT in Eeducation must lead to a system
that decides what students, teachers and
the school aims to achieve. [25-27, 31]
notes that there are three (3) main
rationales for ICT integration is:
1. Education Productivity – is a ratio of
output over input, viewed as the
quantity and quality of learning
demonstrated by the student over cost
of materials. With the proper selection
of input by teachers, learning is
optimized with increased outcome.
Productivity cannot be based on the
fact that ICT media are expensive to
install because cases may arise in
which technology must be used
because it solves a problem – if that
part of the curriculum is not completed
due to lack of technology, its
associated outcome is zero and
productivity is zero.
2. Technological Literacy – ICT helps
address problems in curriculum (rather
than fit ICT into the curriculum).
Education technology is selected on the
basis that it has best feature for
implementing the curriculum – as there is
always a two-way relationship between
curriculum and educational technology.
Firstly, policy makers decide what to learn
(curriculum), after which technology and
the method to be used is determined by the
intended curriculum. Secondly, new
technologies in one case, adds new
contents to curriculum; while making
some contents obsolete in another case.
3. Student’s Learning Support – There
are much potential for the use of
computers in learning but whatever the
rationale, requires a critical evaluation on
the part of students. We must bear in mind
these criteria to be met on the learner’s
part: (a) managing high quality educational
programmes requires large amount of data,
which teachers must effectively help

students manage, (b) Access to resource
materials linked to teaching and learning
(online and offline), and (c) computer
literacy.
5. SUMMARY
This study contributes in 4-broad ways:
(1) its outcome describes individual, group
and organizational adoption of technology
for teaching/learning across various
schools/educational
levels
in
its
implementation, (2) images exemplary
practices for teaching, learning and
research; and (3) links technology
integration, engaged students learning and
staff development. Its significance is both
theoretical and practical as:
a.
It increases diffusion of innovations
and application of ICT theories –
showcasing the potential challenges with
widespread encouragement and adoption
of ICT integration in education to
implement such outcome curricular across
subject areas in schools.
b. It highlights systematic documentation
of adoption pattern and characteristics
of administrators and teachers willing
to integrate ICT with the support of
network facilities. The result of the
investigation shows that the use of
shared instrument for access of
widespread information by both
teachers and students alike based on
the scale of engaged student learning
and the stages of technology adoption,
will form the foundation for the next
step
in
the
planning
and
implementation processes at each
school. A useful info to all
stakeholders in educations.
c. Teaching/learning mode in practice
will provides the needed images of
how ICT integration will be used for
meaningful
students
learning
outcomes. Such knowledge is useful at
organizational and individual level for
staff development in technology
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integration and further research in such
.
6. Recommendation
The recommendations are as follows:
a. Government must fund ICT integration
in our educational system and provide
support and infrastructures – knowing
educational reforms is not just the
provision of ICT equipments.
b. Staff development scheme organized
to equip and redirect teachers’ focus to
help emancipate their students. The
schemes
provide
opportunities
to
effectively support alternative delivery.
c. Educational reforms must reflect ICT
integration into curricular with reviews to
Government for proper assessment and
implementation.
.

areas

d. School administrator should provide
training plans to aid teachers better
understand their new role and expected
outcome as well as how they can navigate
ICT as fully integrated into school
curricular. Also Administrators and
teachers, having gained insight to some of
the issues of such integration, must equip
themselves and make decision that will
help alleviate these problems as they hold
the keys to students success in this new
education plan
.

___________________________________________________________________________
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Figure 2 shows concept map indicating relationships between the learning environment and external entities
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Abstract
The reinvention of knowledge with the advent of computers is exponentially changing our life
options as well as the kind of educational processes (teaching/learning) required for students
to succeed in this new knowledge environment. To thrive therefore in such in a changing
world where science and technology have made changes to the way we live and so forth,
teachers and students alike must also try to learn and adapt to new ways to teach/learn, how
to think and be creative as well as understand how these technologies works. With the advent
of these new technology, our schools are populated today, with students who have better
understanding of the performance capabilities of these information and communication
technologies (ICT) than the many adult teachers charged with the duty to impact knowledge
and teach them. Teachers are therefore faced with the formidable task of reinventing
schools/classroom for a society and world transformed by ICT – because most of these
children have grown with this technology as a natural part of their landscape. The forceful
impact of technology which is related to the shift in power structures in schools alongside
changing the teacher/student roles have brought about great widespread access to electronic
information and knowledge.
Keywords: Constructivism, Rationale, informatics, productivity, meida literacy, lifelong.
___________________________________________________________________________

1.

Introduction

Technology is today, an integral part
of our culture – in that actualizing our
current societal goals and those of our
generations ahead will be a mirage unless
we have excellent understanding of it. [1]
notes that science and technology have
become our heritage and mankind’s hope.
Thus, the mission of today’s education
must ensure students are scientifically

literate to cope with technological changes
of the data age. [2] notes goals of science
and technology as:
(a) to provide preparation for training
in science and mathematics,
(b) to provide basic mathematics and
science literacy for everyday living,
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(c) to provide basic skills and attitude
to prepare us for technological growth and
developments, and
(d) to help stimulate and enhances
creativity.
Education is the art of transferring
knowledge from a teacher to learner within
a physical environ (called school with
classroom) and interrelationship that [3]
calls a system of factors, which jointly
affect learning individuals of cultural
differences. The classroom provides the
structure in which learning is organized
and the school has three major components
namely: learner, teacher and administrator.
There are basically two styles of education
delivery namely Traditional (a teacher
employs face-to-face, oral method in
which the teachers pass knowledge to a
learner), and Alternative Delivery (learners
can construct new knowledge and meaning
from previous concept/beliefs with
methods and strategies that involves media
literacy. Thus, Alternative delivery is more
concerned with what a learner understands
as well as does with what he understands
rather than the teacher’s input; and the use
of equipment becomes focus of study
(technology education) and the educational
support (educational technology) as seen
in figure 1 [2,4].
Computer System
Hardware/Software

Non-Interactive
Technology

Students

Teachers
Traditional
Classroom

Physical Features
of a Classroom
Curriculum

Figure 1 shows a constructivist-class model

The awareness of information and
communication technology (ICT) and its
integration into education is increasing.
Despite the availability of such
technological infrastructures and online

resources, there is no professional
development adopted by the government
for teachers, as many teachers have not yet
adapted to these new educational reforms
for effective learning and teaching in
Nigeria. This investigation aim at
uncovering the compelling reasons why
technology integration have become a
desired goal as well as consider its impact
on student learning with teachers taking
advantage of these new technologies for
their teaching task. The teachers concern is
not whether integration will yield better
teaching results than the traditional
processes – because, many research have
focused and outlined that even though eEducation is still at its infancy with a few
side effects, its benefits can never be
overestimated (Vosniaduo, 2004 and Zhi,
2005 ).
The intent of ICT learning outcomes is
that students should have a knowledge
skill and attitude that will serve then well
for entry level, further studies and lifelong
learning that will aid them to strive to
become inquisitive, discerning and caring
persons (Alberta Learning, 2005). Students
must be prepared to understand, use and
apply ICT in effective, efficient and ethical
ways because technology integration into
the Nigerian Educational System must be
cross-curricular and not to be treated as an
introductory course, topic in/of itself, since
the role of ICT in schools at its best in
practice – is receiving a great deal of
attention (Ojugo, Aghware and AbalaOdibo, 2006).
ICT requires a considerable change that
will enable students take advantage of
unregulated online resources, which they
can to contribute and extend they share
their knowledge with the rest of the
society. Leaping into the knowledge age is
not all about technology integration; but
more about changes made in the
teaching/learning methods as enabled and
required by the new medium – ICT. It also
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requires thoughtful teachers to face
fundamental issues and ask questions such
as: nature of literacy and awareness of
these teachers in this new hypermedia
environment, how do teachers negotiate
this new technology and what are their
expectations.
The integration of ICT into the
educational system has brought about
power shift in teacher/student structures
equipping students to become the
producers of knowledge instead of
knowledge-consumers. The issue as for
teachers is not whether or not ICT offers a
better way of teaching and learning –
because ICT integration questions the
traditional method of education. ICT has
changed forever how people manage
process and share information (GoldmanSegall, 1998). Its integration does not
eradicate the presence of classroom
teachers – but rather stresses an ever
increasing, importance of teachers to take
advantages of the unique capabilities of
ICT to help enfranchise and emancipate
their students, because the framework for
measuring the quality of engaged student’s
learning is grouped into eight categories
namely: vision of learning, tasks,
assessment, teacher roles, instruction,
grouping, learning context and students’
roles (Jonassen, Peck and Wilson, 2000;
Males, 2006; Ojugo et al, 2006).
For more than a century now and in
2003, Nigeria launched the CANi
(computer for all Nigerian initiative)
project. Then Microsoft and Intel in the
same year were to establish five hundred
(500) e-schools in Africa. A result of the
societal shift/changes made in response to
such new medium as it has become a fast
emerging force for leveraging educational
reforms. Hence, knowledge and learning in
the current past share dominant
characteristics making it sequential,
hierarchical, externally determined and
controlled, and compulsory for all (IT

digest, 2006; Jonassen et al 2000; Males,
2006). This integration will allow students
access to a wide range of information and
expertise via the Internet – such that the
only for school boards to regain control
over the kind and amount of information
that students access is via the use of
security software. But this on the other
hand, makes the Internet access useless to
students and teachers (Clifford, Friessen
and Jacobsen, 2007).
2.

Ict Framework In Education
The pprovision of modern technological
equipment at all school levels varies due to
their various levels of preparedness – both
by teachers and students. A look at
students’ ability in obtaining the necessary
flexibility in an information age correlates
amongst others, level of information
setting of schools. This helps to provide
schools with various expanse of data in
printed cum electronic forms via updates,
networks and via experts in the informatics
field.
ICT integration into education results in
great reforms to the learning process; And
educators who advocate such reforms,
opines that such learning is informed by
constructivism [6] – which pleads the need
for students to develop high thinking skill
and the failure of the current schooling
methods to provide such opportunities [78]. Thus, a critical factor to ICT
integration is constructivism, so that
learning takes place as the learner
completes tasks for which media support is
required and used to maintain such
learning environment and learners [9].
Technology creates ideal learning. Thus,
[10] notes it has been ignored or its past
implementation has failed widely – as it
creates a learner-centered, learning
environment with a belief that they learn
more from what they do/think rather the
teacher’s input. We must take care, not to
allow the dynamic nature of technology
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overshadow the enduring nature of
learning and ever-increasing knowledge
base about learning [7, 4].
[11] notes the concept of constructivism
as one in which a learner has the ability to
actively construct knowledge as he learns.
It also emphasizes knowledge as a
construction of reality in the learner’s
mind because knowledge is a dynamic
adaptation towards an interpretation of
experience.
It
supports
many
interpretations to reality based on
knowledge constructed from experience
acquires

Student

and media-rich class. It focuses on
knowledge construction rather than
consumption – as the learner constructs
data from experiences and mental beliefs,
interpreting events accomplished outside
the mind. We thus see the world we
describe rather than describing the world
we see. When integrated across
curriculum, it provides appropriate level of
difficulty due to its tasks that are of real
world relevance with engaged-learning
and teachers becoming knowledge guides
[12] as seen in figure 2.
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Figure 2 shows the concept map indicating the relationship between the learning environment entities and external entities

Today’s education is transformed by new
technologies that provides large amount of
data to learners, coupled with the fact that
knowledge doubles at increasing speed
requiring a transformative method to
education. Its challenge is that educators
and learners are suspicious of the
educational practices as it differs from

what they are used – as constructivism
removes statewide assessment, which
traditional model promotes by aligning
tests. The issues of fund shortage, unclear
vision to keep the change from occurring
rapidly as well as teachers not having a
good understanding of how ICT works as
they are charged with the duty of
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emancipating students, are in continual
resolution.
This paradigm shift will require teachers
to be retraining, role redefinition as well as
acculturation to put this systemic change
in place – even though it be slow [13].
[14] some known constructivist
principles are:
•
Learning is active and consists of
meaning
construction and
constructing
system
for
meanings.
•
Language influences greatly what
we learn.
•
Learning is a social activity
associated
with
connections
the
learner
makes
with others.
•
Learning is contextual – as learner
cannot
learn
isolated facts or
theories in abstract
ethereal
land,
separate from real
world situations.
• Motivation is a key in learning to
help us know how the acquired
knowledge can be put to use.
• Knowledge is important – as we
cannot comprehend new ideas
without some structure developed
from prior knowledge to build on.
earning is not instantaneous but
takes time – as the learners must
revisit principles, reflect on them and
using them as often as possible.
• Knowledge construction is mental
– since it happens in the mind of the
learner.
3. New Paradigms: A
Constructivism Class
Education, transformed yields the
following:

•
Shift from whole class to
smaller groups
•
Teachers coach weaker
students rather than all.
•
Students become actively
engaged, cooperative and less
competitive
•
Students learn differently
than simultaneously.
•
Integrate
visual/verbal
thinking rather than primacy of
verbal thinking as in traditional
class.
Stakeholders may become suspicious
of the educational practices as it differs
from what they know – because
constructivist learning removes statewide,
aligned assessment. Thus, learners will
take standardized tests, which does not
assess what they are learning but what new
meaning they derive of concept. Class
structure will become more fragmented
and problems will abound due to lack of
funds and unclear vision to keep this
systematic change from occurring as
rapidly as possible.

d.

Statement of Problem
This investigation seeks to uncover the
reasons for technology integration in
schools, which has become a desired goal
as well as consider its impact on student
learning as teachers take advantage of
these new technologies for their teaching
task.
e.
Research Question
The research question developed to guide
the researcher is as follows:
• Is there adequate facilities/funding by
the government to aid ICT integration?
•
•
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Table1:Technology Integration and Educational
Reforms

Items
1.

Awareness of ICT projects (NEPAD,
CANi) by government alongside
introducting e-schools in Nigeria and/or
Africa at large with her launch in 2003.
2.
Teachers awareness of technology
integration’s expectations
3.
Willingness and adaptation to the new
scheme by teachers

Yes
40%

g.

Data Analysis And Findings
Below we discuss the following
research questions:

Are there educational reforms as well
as curricular restructuring to cater for
these changes?
Are there technological roadblock
towards the achievement of ICT
integration?
What
professional
development
programs are put in place to equip
teachers of the vast advantages of ICT
media when integrated?

Hypothesis 1: Is there adequate facilities
and funding provided by the government
to aid and cater for ICT integration?
From respondents made up of teachers
and administrators, result findings showed
that 40% of the respondents are aware of
such ICT project plans for technology
integration into schools launched in 2003
as well as introduction of e-schools in
Nigeria and Africa at large. 45% claimed
to have knowledge of what government
expectations are on them with the
technology integration in schools; while
88% indicated willingness to adapt to the
new scheme.

f.
Methodology
The research methodology adopted will be
viewed under the following headings
namely:

Hypothesis 2: Are there educational
reforms and curricular restructuring are in
place to cater for these changes and ICT
integration?

•
•
•

45%
88%

1.

Sample Population
For understandability and reliability of
information
retrieved
from
the
respondents, the investigation was limited
to the twelve (12) tertiary institutions in
Delta state. From this entire total
population, samples were randomly
selected from science, social science,
business and arts related fields or courses.
Two hundred and forty (240) teachers and
administrators were selected for the study,
to help alleviate falsehood of results
obtained as well as be able to give a fair
picture of the entire population.
2. Instrument
Interview and questionnaires were
administered to help with collection of
data. This was analyzed using a simple
majority – to give the investigation true
and clear picture.

Table 2: Curricular-restructuring
Items
1. Awareness of the educational reforms
to aid ICT integration
2. Development of informatics lessons to
meet with new scheme
3. School board, administrators, teachers
and IT experts responsible for curricular
restructuring
4. Alternative to site breakdown
Result findings showed that 40% of the
respondents are aware of educational
reforms (this proceeded from the
introduction of ICT projects for
technology integration into the Nigerian
educational system and introduction of eschools launched in 2003). 92% made their
observations clear of their awareness that
government must develop new lessons on
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Yes
40%
92%
90%

38%

informatics to be restructured into the
curricular to meet specifications by the
new scheme and technology integration.
90% indicated that ICT experts, teachers,
school board and administrators must be
involved in the restructuring of school
curricular; while 38% stated the need for
alternative measures in case the sites crash.
Hypothesis 3: What staff professional
development programs are put in place to
equip teachers of the vast advantages of
ICT media when integrated?
Table 3: Staff Professional Development
Plans
Items
Yes
1. Teacher’s Role awareness with 44%
technology integration.
2. Computer
Awareness
and 93%
appreciation by teachers in the
aspects of programming and other
concepts/applications.
3. Professional in-service time and 87%
funding
4. Job satisfaction with the new 75%
scheme
5. Quality of learning
90%
Result findings showed that 44% of the
respondents are aware of teachers’ role
with the new educational reforms and they
are aware of what the government/society
expects from them – especially with the
misrepresentation/misunderstanding
of
them that they taught technology
integration into educational system will
make their roles as teacher insignificant.
For this reason, 93% of the respondents
have undergone computer literacy and
awareness training, which has prepared
them towards the integration of technology
into education. 87% have already made
plans towards purchasing of new
computers equipment amongst other
facilities to aid them fully harness and
integrate fully into the new scheme – as

government has also started training
teachers to aid with the scheme. 75%
noted their assurance in that the new
scheme will grant better job satisfaction
than
the
traditional
method
of
teaching/learning – though it is a little-bit
more tasking than the conventional,
traditional approach of education. 90%
also indicated that technology integration
into education assures a more engaged
quality of students learning.
Hypothesis 4: Are there technological
roadblocks to be expected during this
transition?
Table 4: Technological Roadblocks.
Items
Yes
1. Enough time for planning and 92%
development
of
informatics
lessons with the integration of ICT
in schools
2. Adequate technical support for 54%
ICT integration
3. Expertise level required for 94%
integration
and
expert’s
expectations

Result findings showed that 92% of the
respondents agreed that there was always
time for planning and development of
informatics lessons to aid the technology
integration. 54% stated that there are
adequate technical supports to aid this
integration; while 94% responded that they
were aware of the expectation on the part
of experts that will be required. In
addition, respondent were asked to rate
which were of utmost importance and their
result were:
(1) Staff professional development,
(2)
alleviation
of
technological
roadblocks,
(3) Curricular restructuring, and
(4) Educational reforms. Most of the
respondent indicated that the fact that that
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government has provided the equipment to
aid technology integration does not bring
about reforms in educational policies.
h.

Summary
A growing number of teachers are very
enthusiastic about adopting ICT, though
not all of them are aware of its implication
but they are quite sure it will equip them
well enough with the will-power required
to help emancipate their students
academically, due to the potentials of these
ICT tools. The type of professional
development available for teachers who
wish to develop their technology
integration capacity has undergone some
changes overtime. The first effort is to
focus on machine and learning technology
skills, which will equip the teachers to
move to the next stage.
The second effort is the realization
that technology integration has less to do
with technology itself; but deals rather
much more, with the approaches to
education. Hence, workshops on teaching
with technology will help bring about
skills development and also account for
large-scale transformation in teaching
practices – bearing in mind that teachers
are being asked to risk two major changes
to their practices of teaching and learning
namely:
(1) Reformed traditional teaching
approaches and roles, and
(2) Technology integration.
The Third effort is in staff
professional development consisting of
online mentorship and support that
responds to teachers’ individual needs as
focused on the present case study, the
Nigerian educational system.
i.

Conclusion
This study contributes to knowledge in
four broad ways namely:
(1) its outcome gives a full description of
individual, group and organizational

adoption patterns of technology for
teaching and learning across disciplines at
the various school and educational levels,
showing the way it can be implemented
(2) it shows some case histories of
adoption decisions and experiences of
individual teachers,
(3) it images exemplary practices for
teaching, learning and research; and (4)
shows evidences linking technology
integration, engaged students learning and
staff professional development.
The significant contribution to
knowledge by this investigative study is
both theoretical and practical as follows:
•
It
increases
the
understanding/diffusion
of
ICT
innovations as well as the application of
its theories and conceptual models in
education – showing its potential
challenges with the encouraging of
widespread adoption of ICT integration
for teaching/learning to implement
technology outcome curricular across
subject areas in schools.
•
It
highlights
a
systematic
documentation of adoption pattern and
characteristics of administrators and
teachers wiling to integrated ICT with
the support of network facilities. The
result of the investigation shows that the
use of shared instrument for access of
widespread information by both
teachers and students alike based on the
scale of engaged student learning and
the stages of technology adoption, will
form the foundation for the next step in
the planning and implementation
processes at each school. This
information is useful to all stakeholders
in educations.
This mode of teaching and learning in
its best practices provides the muchneeded images of how ICT integration will
be used efficaciously in education for
meaningful students learning outcomes –
because knowledge of this kind will be
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useful at the organizational and individual
level
for
the
staff
professional
development in technology integration as
well as for further research in such areas.
j.
Recommendations
During the course of this research, some
recommendations that were observed and
made by the researchers are as follows:
• Government
should
develop
strategies to help fund ICT
integration in the Nigerian
educational system such as CANi
as well as provide information and
infrastructures of these new
technologies – bearing in mind that
educational reforms do not come
about with just the provision of
ICT equipments such as computers
in schools.
• Staff professional development
programs should be organized as
we are often and sometimes caught
up in “blame the teacher”
syndrome – even when adequate
schemes
for
professional
development have not been put in
place to help equip these teachers
as well as redirect their steps
towards the emancipation of these
.

•

•

students. Most teachers are
mentally prepared to take the
student to the next level and these
schemes will provide them the
opportunity that wills effective
support
the
new
ICT
teaching/learning process.
Educational reforms must be made
that to reflect integration of ICT
into school curricular. Reports and
reviews are to be presented to the
government for proper assessment
and implementation.
School boards and administrator
should
provide
professional
development plans and training to
aid teachers better understand their
new role and what is expected of
them as well as how they can
navigate the system as ICT is fully
integrated
into
the
school
curricular. Also Administrators and
teachers alike having gained
insight to some of the problems
that must arise with this
integration, must equip themselves
and make decision that will help
alleviate these problems as they
hold the keys to students success in
this
new
education
plan

________________________________________________________________________
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the challenges as limitations to the current electoral
system in Nigeria’s democracy, proffering possible way forward. The flawed electoral
process of the last two Presidential elections equally calls for technology- enabled solutions
to this social malaise which could lead to chaos and anarchy if nothing is done to forestall
these electoral menace in future elections.. Electoral fraud perpetuated in the cause of
political activities including pre-election and post-elections periods such as multiple
registration, invalid voter’s register, multiple voting, poor organization of electoral process,
violence, ballot stuffing and snatching, logistic and administrative constraints. This paper
takes critical steps to addressing these numerous elections vices in Nigeria’s electoral
system, with the aim to provide a viable option that would ensure credible, fair and genuinely
acceptable elections in the country, in the foreseeable future. An IT-driven voting, otherwise
known as e-voting has been developed for implementation in this paper..
.
Keywords: Elections, Electoral Process, Commission, Database, Election Violence and
Voters
__________________________________________________________________________

Introduction
According to Igbuzor, [8] there is
consensus
among
theorists
and
development practitioners that one of the
greatest challenges to the development of
nations is political leadership. The
progress, development and fortunes of
many nations are tied to the type and
quality of political leadership that they
have had and continue to have. Several
scholars have argued that the greatest
problem confronting Africa is the political
condition underscoring the importance of
political leadership. Otive Igbuzor quoted
Claude Ake thus :Many factors have been
offered to explain the apparent failure of
the development enterprise in Africa: the
colonial legacy, social pluralism and
centrifugal tendencies, the corruption of
leaders, poor labour discipline, the lack of
entrepreneurial skills, poor planning and

incompetent management, inappropriate
policies,
the
stifling
of
market
mechanisms, low levels of technical
assistance, the limited inflow of foreign
capital, rising commodity prices at home
and falling commodity prices of export
products and unfavorable terms of trade,
and low levels of saving and investment.
These factors are not irrelevant to the
problem, alone or in combination they
could be serious impediments to
development. However, the assumption so
readily made that there has been failure of
development is misleading. The problem is
not so much that development has failed as
that it was never really on the agenda in
the first place. By all indications, political
conditions in Africa are the greatest
impediment to development.
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It has been established that the best
approach for the emergence of political
leadership in modern world is through the
electoral process. Many countries all over
the world are therefore constantly refining
their electoral processes to ensure the
emergence of the right kind of political
leadership. In Nigeria, the process of
refining the electoral process has been a
recurrent one. Since the return to civil rule
in 1999 after many years of military rule,
the electoral law guiding the conduct of
elections has been amended after every
election leading to the enactment of the
2001, 2006 and 2010 electoral acts.
The bigger problem with our electoral
system however, and what constitutes the
Nigerian tragedy, and the raison d’être for
this paper is that even if we do get free,
fair and credible elections, we will still end
up with predominantly bad leaders. This is
because most of the candidates presenting
themselves for elective offices are corrupt
or corruptible, lack a track record of
excellence or achievements, are unpatriotic
and are only seeking office for selfish
reasons.
Ugiagbe [12], analysis of Electoral
Violence in Nigeria: Implications for
Security, Peace and Development.
Election violence has remained a feature
on Nigeria’s political landscape, and a
review of the problem suggests a number
of reasons such as poverty, a culture of
impunity, weak penalties, a lack of
effective governance, and small arms
proliferation, amongst others. It also looks
at the effects of instability and violence in
Nigerian society and proffers a number of
solutions ranging from sustainable
development, security sector and electoral
reforms, and anti-corruption measures.
Elections are the acceptable means of
effecting changes in government in
contemporary democracies. An election is
“an organized event at which somebody is
chosen by vote for something, especially a

public office. Electoral is defined as
“relating to or involving elections, electors
or voters” while violence is “the use of
physical force to injure somebody or
damage something.” According to Tafa
Balogun in Ugiagbe [12], “all forms of
violence that emanate, at any stage, from
differences in views, opinions and
practices during the process of elections,
could be regarded as electoral violence.”
Electoral violence has regularly been
reported in Nigeria and manifests in the
three (3) electoral stages, namely preelection, during election and post-election,
in various forms. Electoral violence in
Nigeria has two broad dimensions,
physical and psychological. Electoral
violence ranges from acts of assault, arson,
ballot box snatching and stuffing to
murder/assassination. Electoral violence
amongst other forms has reportedly
claimed thousands of lives in Nigeria
between 1999 and 2006.
Over View of Elections In Nigeria
There are a lot of challenges with the
conduct of elections in Nigeria from the
1966 election to the 2011election. It has
been documented that elections in Nigeria
are constant tales of violence, fraud and
bad blood. The challenges include among
other things irregularities which put the
credibility of the entire electoral process in
doubt; problems with the legislative
framework which puts constraints on the
electoral process; several organizations are
not playing their roles to ensure credible,
free and fair election; the electoral system
does not give room for inclusiveness; lack
of independence of electoral commissions;
long process of election dispute resolution;
irresponsible behavior by politicians and
followers manifesting in thuggery and
violence; lack of effective democratic
institutions and monetization of politics. It
has been documented that money not only
determines who participates in electoral
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politics but that money drowns votes and
voices in Nigeria as ‘godfathers’ openly
confess about shady deals, funding or
sponsoring elections for ‘godsons’ and
purchasing electoral victory. The end
result of the challenges is that the votes of
the citizens do not count.
Nigerians seems to have acquired a
culture of political/electoral violence.
Violence has become part of the political
culture in Nigeria such that all elections
since independence are virtually violence
ridden. Nigeria has conducted eight
general elections since independence in
1960. The elections were held in 1964,
1979, 1983, 1993, 1999 and 2003, 2007,
2011. All of these elections were
substantially marred by various types of
electoral violence or violence associated
with party politics and conduct of
elections. Thus, one of the major
challenges of managing the electoral
systems in Nigeria is how to prevent pre,
during and post election violence.
Electoral violence in Nigeria is
characterized by a number of factors.
These include poverty and unemployment,
ineffectiveness of security forces/culture
of Impunity, weak penalties, bad
governance and corruption, lack of
database systems as well as small arms
proliferation. The army of unemployed
youth being used as tool for electoral
violence underscores the need for a vibrant
national economy. The culture of impunity
occasioned by the ineffectiveness of
security agencies justifies the need for
security sector reforms.
The problem of electoral violence is
compounded by the weak provisions of the
penal code on electoral offences which
demand a review of extant laws. Electoral
violence is further fuelled by the issues of
bad governance and corruption as well as
small arms proliferation. Amongst other
effects, political instability, insecurity,
underdevelopment and cycle of violence

were identified and their impacts on
human security, social and economic
development highlighted.
The problem of political instability
demands that accountability, social justice,
transparency, rule of law, gender equality
and due process must guide governance
and leadership; and underpins the role of
the media and civil society groups in
ensuring that a desirable state is achieved
Electoral violence and rigging during
elections affect the credibility of the
electoral system, the democratic system
and the rule of law. The nature, extent and
magnitude of violence associated with
elections and rigging in this country are
posing serious threats to the national quest
for stable democratic transition, as well as
to the attainment of the long term goal of
consolidated democracy. Unless serious
work is done to deal with these problems,
at this early stage, they could grow and
assume monstrous proportions, such as
could derail not just the Nigerian
democratic process but also the Nigerian
national project. Apart from the general
negative impact on the democratic process,
electoral violence also has direct negative
physical and emotional/psychological
impact on Nigerians. The physical impacts
are the ones well known which consists of
attacks and assaults by one group of
partisans on another resulting in injuries
and at times in death. Candidates often
recruit and arm gangs of youths, ostensibly
for protection against the scheming of the
opponents, but in reality often used for
premeditated attacks on opponents. The
psychological dimension of election
violence is inflicted on people by the
aggressive, abrasive and anarchic conduct
of candidates and their thugs and
supporters during campaigns and during
and after elections.
At the centre of electoral violence and
rigging in Nigeria are youths who are used
as party thugs, party workers(drivers etc)
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and who are made to form youth wings
used by party henchmen for political
violence and criminal activities for token
sums . Youths’ involvement in electoral
violence contributes to a substantial level
to the existing culture of political violence
in the country which is currently eroding
people’s confidence in the electoral
system, our nascent democracy and the
rule of law. Apart from these, the youths
themselves are being destroyed in two
main ways. One, many are wounded and
even killed in some of these violent acts.
Two, the future of our youths are
negatively affected. Instead of being
engaged in productive ventures that would
prepare them for future leadership and
productive adult lives they engage in
destructive violent activities that could
destroy them. Third, electoral violence and
rigging erode credibly in the rule of rule
and impact negatively on the democratic
activities. By engaging in electoral
violence and rigging, the youths are
helping to erode confidence in the system
and thus working against the current
campaign to make Nigeria a truly
democratic country for the benefit of
all.[10]
This
violence
negates
peaceful
coexistence, law and order. In addition to
security concerns, it militates against the
consolidation of democracy. This in turn
impact on the social and economic well
being of the nation and creates imbalances
or instances of structural violence.
Root Causes of Electoral Violence
Election Material Supply Problems:
Nigerian elections materials meant for
elections are not always made available as
when due for elections.
Poverty and unemployment: Poverty is
the state of being extremely poor. It is a
situation whereby an individual cannot
meet the basic needs of life Maslow [7].

Such a person is more likely to participate
in violence than a rich person in line with
the relative deprivation theory Gurr [3].
When the situation is compounded by a
“youth bulge,” the propensity for violence
increases. The crumbling of nation-states
in future has been attributed to
demography and environmental factors
Kaplan [5], This assertion aptly captures
the situation in Nigeria, where an ‘army of
unemployed youth’ has become a tool for
electoral violence. The 2002 killing and
bombing in Kwara State of Nigeria was
traced to this problem.
Ineffectiveness of Security
Forces/Culture of Impunity: The
ineffectiveness
of
security
outfits
(especially the Police) is another factor
that has encouraged electoral violence.
During the pre-election stage of the 2003
Elections for example, a number of
politicians were murdered. The Police
have been unable to get to the root of these
killings. This failure seems to be creating a
culture of impunity and motivation for
recurrence of the crime. It could be argued
that the centralized control of the police by
the Federal Government contributes to the
laissez-faire attitude of the police. This is
because the Federal Government seems to
tolerate the inefficiency as far as the Police
do its bidding.
Weak Penalties: The criminal or penal
code of a nation spells out crimes and the
penalties or punishment for violators of the
code. Penalties or punishment are intended
to achieve correction, retribution and
deterrence. In Nigeria, there are no
specific legislations against certain
electoral offences, only for associated acts
like arson, assault and murder. The laws
for example, have no provision for the
snatching of electoral boxes from polling
booths (a common crime during elections).
Moreover, the penalties for acts associated
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with electoral violence like assault and
arson, are generally weak; a few years
imprisonment at most. This has
contributed to the culture of impunity and
underscores the need to review the extant
laws.
Weak Governance and Corruption:
Weak governance and corruption are some
of the causes of structural violence
Galtung [2] in Nigeria, as they exacerbate
the effects of poverty and make people
desperate enough to seek any means
including crime and violence just to
survive. This situation seemed to have
created a ‘runaway norm’ Pruitt and
Kim[6] of ‘tolerating corruption’ at all
levels of government. An average of $4
billion to $8 billion per year was
reportedly lost to corruption between 1999
and 2007. Corruption is closely entwined
with political violence in Nigeria. Public
revenues are not only stolen, but are often
used to pay for the services and weapons
used for electoral violence. Amongst
others, lack of accountability and dearth of
social security could be adduced for the
level of corruption. The Economic and
Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) set
up to fight corruption have achieved some
success but more need to be done
especially as regards former corrupt top
political office holders.
Small Arms Proliferations: Another
contributory factor to electoral violence is
the proliferation of small arms in the
country. There were over one million
illegal small arms reportedly in circulation
in Nigeria as at 2004. These weapons
perpetuate violent conflict and create new
cycles of violence and crime. The weapons
also undermine the work of humanitarian
and relief organizations and militate
against sustainable development. Dr
Aribisala [1] averred that “above all, small
arms threaten peace and development,
democracy and human rights.”

Electoral violence has also been linked
to the proliferation of these arms. The
violence that erupted during election must
be condemned in totality because it does
no one any good. Election is akin to games
where winners and losers must emerge and
also people must accept the victory and
defeat as part of the game. Ugiagbe[12]
Political Solutions
The ways for the series of crisis that
can be curbed is for our leaders to be
transparent and accountable in all their
actions
and policies. Employment
opportunities must be created for the youth
that are being used for violence by these
politicians. The youth if gainfully
employed, will not participate in the
unwarranted destruction of lives and
properties.
Proper
education
and
enlightenment on the need to shun
violence could also go a long way in
avoiding unnecessary wastages recorded
during the crisis. Over ambition by
politicians to subvert the will of the
electorate is largely responsible for the
crisis. And this over ambition shows that
their intention to get into power is not for
the people they claim to be representing.
Rather, it is for their selfish interest, which
defeats the purpose of leadership. Security
alertness to flash point with adequate
logistics and equipments could also help to
contend any eventuality. Parents and
guardian should be held responsible for
any misconduct of their wards.
Ant-Corruption, Economic and Social
Development. Corruption affects every
facet of life in Nigeria; therefore any
meaningful developmental effort must
incorporate anti-corruption. This could be
achieved by emphasizing accountability
and prosecuting former corrupt political
office holders to serve as deterrence. The
problems of poverty/unemployment and
underdevelopment could be addressed by
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pragmatic steps by government towards
national economy revival.
Security Sector Reforms: The Police
have a crucial role of ensuring law and
order in any society. To do this effectively
however, it must be well trained,
structured, equipped and motivated. The
Nigerian Police likewise need to be
restructured, re-equipped and motivated to
play its role in ensuring the consolidation
of Nigeria’s democracy. It is important to
properly educate Nigerian youths on their
roles as future leaders of the country, and
also on the dangers of election violence to
them, their community and Nigeria.
• Youth leaders should champion the
campaign against election violence in their
communities, schools, churches, mosques
and among their groups.
• Youths should show deep interest
in election activities and should work with
other groups within their communities to
protect their mandate
• Governments at all levels should
collaborate more proactively with the
private sectors to create more jobs for our
youths so as to reduce their vulnerability to
engage in election violence.
• That sensitization and education
programme should be carried out to the
grassroots to educate them on the dangers
of their action.
• The Government should motivate
and empower the youths both morally and
financially by providing soft and short
term loans to pave way for self
employment (ICT Training).
• The federal and state governments
should established more mechanisms for
reducing the proliferation of arms in the
country because availability of arms fuels
election violence (Report of the workshop
on Youths, 2006).
Good Governance and Electoral Laws
Reforms: The underlying problem of
political instability is the lack of good

governance. Hence, to resolve political
instability, accountability, social justice,
transparency, rule of law, gender equality
and due process must guide governance
and leadership. The media and civil
society groups have a role in this regard to
advocate for these qualities until a
desirable state is achieved. Electoral laws
reforms would also be necessary, as
buttressed by the Electoral Reform Bill,
(2010).
(1)
An independent judiciary to
interpret the electoral laws.
(2)
An honest, competent nonpartisan electoral body to manage the
elections.
(3)
A developed system of
political parties.
(4)
A general acceptance by the
political community of the rules of the
game.
Electoral standards which contribute to
uniformity,
reliability,
consistency,
accuracy and overall professionalism in
elections should have these standards:
1. Constitutional provision that
provide the foundation for the key
elements of electoral frame work
including electoral rights and the
basic principles of the electoral
system.
2. Electoral law that guides the
conduct of the elections including the
powers of the electoral management
bodies and governmental bodies.
3. The election administration must
demonstrate respect for the law; be
non-partisan and neutral; transparent;
accurate, professional and competent
and must be designed to serve the
voters.
4. The electoral management bodies
are established and operate in a
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manner that ensures the independent
and impartial administration of
elections.
6. Voters registers are maintained in a
manner that is transparent and
accurate and protects the rights of
qualified citizens to register, and
prevents the unlawful or fraudulent
registration or removal of persons
through the use of ICT TT2]. Despite
the political reforms of the
government, there are other variables
that will allow for the wholesale
implementation of credible, free and
fair elections, we propose that the
information technology will act as
solutions to this problem.
Information Technology (IT Solutions
and The Way Forward
Automating an election process, while
relying on state-of-the-art in computer and
ICT technologies, can significantly
mitigate many of the factors that would
hamper a healthy progress of a given
election process. For automated eregistration processes to be fully
acceptable worldwide, several issues must
be
authenticated/validated,
Security,
robustness, performance and correctness.
Given the short history of e-registration

systems across the world and the inherent
limitations in the scope of implementation,
it is very difficult to measure the success
or failure of any or all of the issues
mentioned above. In addition, any voting
process is bound by regulations and
cultural values that characterize the
different casualties involved. Hence, the
example of one country may not directly
suit the example of another. As a result, it
is highly recommended to build a
simulation model whereby an eregistration system can be evaluated and
various attributes adequately assessed
before one is deployed.
According to Mohammed, Khwasaneh,
Omar Al-jarrah and Barakat in their work,
they introduce a simulation model, where
the main factors which directly contribute
to the success of a registration process are
discussed. The simulation parameters can
be changed based on the peculiarities of
any entity. The main components of the
architecture of the model are shown in
figure 1. This is a client/server webenabled architecture.

Fig.1 :Client and Server-side software systems
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The server side hosts the central database
for the voting as well as the candidate
population (registration). The server also
collects basic statistics related to an
ongoing election process (some statistics
can be turned on or off based on the needs
and requirements of each election unit).
Besides the main functional properties of a
registration| voting system, the e-voting
system must cater for several essential
non- functional requirements. Of utmost
importance are the requirements for
correctness,
robustness,
coherence,
consistency, performance and security.
The client side represents a voting
station, where voters cast their votes. Note
that the hardware on the client side
includes 10 devices for verification and
authentication (e.g., images scanners, ID
card readers, finger print reader, etc.) In
addition to that, two more requirements are
necessary. In order to reduce the traffic
rate on the network links, a local database
at the client side is required to host the
data which pertains to the local voting
center. This database (DB) is a rather
dynamic one, in the sense that the data
stored in its tables may vary over the
election time period. The size of the local
DB at any voting center is only a small
fraction of the global DB at the server side.
The use of a local DB enhances the
performance of the voting process.
However, this approach creates a
synchronization problem, which he also
addressed in this work. The alternative is
to use one centralized DB. The voter does
not have an insight on how his/her vote is
translated and/or tallied. In a paper-based
election, the ballot is filled out by the voter
and dropped into a sealed box by the voter
himself/herself. Voters are counted in the
presence
of
candidates
or
their
representatives.

The identification of a voter is done via
a card reader which reads off his/her
official ID card and retrieves the voter
record from the local DB (on the client
side) or loads the record from the central
DB if it is not already in the local one.
Records are loaded dynamically from the
central DB to the local DB’s either on
demand or on a pre-fetch basis. The voter
record includes, amongst others, a
biometric description of the voter in
question. This could be fingerprint
authentication method (other methods can
be added to the mode). The voter will be
rejected if his /her fingerprints do not
match the stored record. In order to reduce
false rejections, we store for each voter
several copies of his/her fingerprints are
stored as an encoded text in order to
reduce false rejections, we store for each
voter several copies of his/her fingerprints
taken at
different
time periods.
Fingerprints are stored as an encoded text
in order to reduce storage consumed by
images. This dual process should
guarantee that no voter can falsely
impersonate another. Note that the use of
fingerprints or any other scanned image
directly impacts the message size and
hence the performance of the network.
Hence, a distributed database approach is
preferable over a centralized approach.
The accuracy and correctness of the evoting process can be further jeopardized
if the same voter casts two or more voters,
or a vote is not properly added to the
overall count of the right candidate. Such
mishaps may come about as a result of
synchronization conflicts at the central DB
level. In order to prevent two or more
voters per voter, we use a “voting status
flag” in the voter record. This flag is
initialized to FALSE. The voting status
flag is set to TRUE in the central DB
whenever a voter identity is verified
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(before authentication takes place). If the
authentication fails, the flag is reset to
FALSE. If the voter leaves the station
without completing a vote, the flag is also
reset to FALSE; thus allowing the voter
another chance to try again and cast his/her
vote. If the voter successfully completes
the voting process, the flag remains set to
TRUE. Note that even if the result of the
vote is not committed to the central DB in
due time, the flag in the voter’s central
record is set to TRUE, thus eliminating the
possibility of another attempted voting by
the same voter, or by someone who carries
a counterfeit ID card. This requires that
whenever the record of a voter is accessed
for identification, even when the record is
found at the local DB, the flag on the
central record must be checked. If it has
already been set to TRUE, the voter is
denied access and his/her attempt fails to
go through. If two people carrying the
same ID card (one is authentic while the
other is counterfeit) attempt to vote
simultaneously, the first one to access the
record will set the flag to TRUE, load the
record and prevent the other one from
accessing the record. Of course, if t he one
with the counterfeit card obtains the record
first, the vote cast will fail at the next
authentication step. It is possible that a
record gets loaded into two different
voting centers due to block transfer from

the central DB into local DB’s. When a
voter attempts to access the record from
any of the stations, the client will verify
the central record flag. If it has been set to
TRUE, access is denied; otherwise it sets
the flag to TRUE and access is granted.
Note that simultaneous requests to the
same record will be synchronized by the
DB query serialization process (only one
query may access any table at any given
time). This mandatory check of the flag in
the central DB will add extra overhead on
the network. This overhead is already
included in reflected into the ensuing
simulation.
Another synchronization resolution is
required when a vote is to be tallied into
the record of a candidate. If candidates are
being selected by several voters at the
same time, then a certain assignment plan
needs to be put in place so that all votes
will be tallied (no misses) and added to the
candidate’s record. Again, we use a
“COUNT” flag/muted for the candidate’s
record. The COUNT flag is initially set to
FALSE. When the record is selected by a
voter, the flag is set to TRUE until the
record count is updated, then the flag is
reset to FALSE. All votes for the same
candidate will be queued until the flag is
reset to FALSE. In order to improve the
‘hit’ performance, a counting semaphore
COUNT can be used instead.
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Fig. 2: Voting Process Flow Chart
A copy of the vote will be printed only
when the vote is successful and the
candidate’s record is updated. This
requirement,
initially
made
for
transparency purposes, provided a final
test for the accuracy and correctness of the
process, especially in the presence of
thread hang-ups. Figure 2 shows a
flowchart of the voting model.
Communication using computer has
brought a revolution in the world of
information technology, particularly in the

field of personal computer (PC). A
Network is a way or means of transmitting
or receiving (exchange) information from
one or more sources. It provides the means
for locating and transporting information.
In computer networking, the origin of
information request utilizes the services of
a network to locate and return the
information. This is done with addresses.
The address identifies the network
resources. There are two popular
architectures for networking, hierarchical
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and peer. The entire computer network can
be classified into two broad categories
(however, elaborate categorization exists),
they are LAN (Local Area Network) and
WAN (Wide Area Network). The benefit
of computer networking includes, but not
all; file sharing, sharing of peripheral
devices such as printers, fax machines and
scanners, manufacturing process control,
data management, web browsing as well as
voice and video communication.
This means that data can be used by all
INEC applications. Data is input only
once, thereby eliminating input errors from
multiple entries of the same data. The

INEC server should be installed at the
INEC Headquarters (Abuja Server) which
link to the units, wards, local government
and states. The diagram below show the
major areas of INEC e-Voting system
Sequel to these lapses and setbacks
associated with manual registration
system, that triggered my interest to
develop or devise an electronic registration
and voting system that will reduce to the
barest minimum (if not eradicate) election
rigging and other related electoral
malpractices.ice, e-registration and evoting is only practice in Nigeria by the
media that is virtual.

Fig. 3: Architecture of the E-voting System
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•

The IT-Based solutions; we introduced an
e-voting system that controls the
following:
•
Central, In-house database
•
Data is input only once
•
Real-time
reporting
of
all
transactions from various units, wards,
local governments and states
•
Direct availability of all data to
external
applications
via
web
programming. Every transaction made in
the system is summarized and place into a
transaction log. You can view every time
in the same details it was input into the
system.
The relational database is common to all
INEC applications and locations in the
thirty six states of the federation

Summary and Conclusion
The Government of Nigeria should do the
following:
a) Emphasize accountability and prosecute
former corrupt political office holders.
b) Remove the ‘immunity clause’ from the
Constitution and institute a viable social
security regime.
c) Ensure capacity building for the Police and
other security agencies as well as
increased cooperation in the area of small
arms proliferation.
d) Ensure the Electoral Reform Bill is review
again to see the grey areas before 2015
Elections.

e) The International community should
pressure Nigeria to intensify the anticorruption fight by avoiding selective
justice.
f) The media and civil society groups should
pressure Nigerian government to ensure
that
accountability,
social
justice,
transparency, rule of law, gender equality
and due process are adhered to.
g) Proper education on the use of ICT tools to
fore stall riggings, multiple votes etc
Conclusion
Nigeria is in a critical dilemma in its
political history. The country has
witnessed poor political leadership as a
result of flawed elections. The electoral
standards which contribute to uniformity,
reliability, consistency, accuracy and
overall professionalism in elections have
been abandoned in Nigeria elections. But
there is now a real possibility to conduct
credible, free and fair elections in Nigeria
with the new elections electoral law and a
credible, respected and radical leadership
of Commission (INEC). INEC has a
responsibility to rise up to the challenge by
keeping faith with its vision, mission and
principles. In addition, all stakeholders
including citizens must perform their roles
to make Nigeria the actual giant of Africa
that is worth emulating.
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Abstract
This study investigated the effect of monetary policy development on equity prices in the
Nigerian Stock Exchange Market using annual data from 1985 to 2010. The ordinary least
square regression (OLS) was run using five monetary policy variables including minimum rediscount rate, treasury bill rate, interest rate, exchange rate and consumer price index (proxy
for inflation) on the equity prices (proxied by all share price index). The first investigation of
this study is that minimum rediscount rates and Treasury bill rates are highly correlated and
cannot be applied simultaneously in monetary policy management. As a consequence, the
Treasury bill rates were dropped in the course of further analysis. The general result of the
analysis showed a weak correlation between monetary policy and equity prices. This
reflected in the explanatory variables which accounted only 15.6% in the changes of equity
prices in Nigeria. All the explanatory variables are negatively and insignificantly related to
equity prices, except the consumer price index that has insignificant positive relationship
with equity prices. The study has revealed that monetary policy has not made significant
influence over the prices of ordinary equities in Nigeria. What this means is that the equities
market has not significantly absorbed the monetary policy impulses and therefore cannot be
taken as being a good transmission channel for monetary policy implementation in Nigeria
until the distortion in the financial system caused by huge fiscal spending is corrected. This
study therefore recommends that policy makers should be aware of these weak monetary
policy impacts on equities market, and make their decisions in a more effective manner that
can link monetary policy to the equities market to ensure price stability and encourage
investors.
Key words: Monetary Policy, Equity prices, transmission channels, Multi-collinearity test
__________________________________________________________________________

1.1 Introduction
The issue which has occupied the
investment consciousness of investors in
the Nigeria capital market is the
effectiveness of the monetary policy
changes in influencing equity prices.
Questioning how the same monetary
policy could influence macro economic

variables, Udegbunam, [1] opined that
despite the lack of consensus among
economists on how it actually works, and
on the magnitude of its effect on the
economy, there is remarkable strong
agreement that monetary policy has some
measure of effects on the economy.
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According to Li et al,[2] stock markets are
notoriously sensitive to changes in
monetary policy. But this sensitivity may
vary across different economies. On the
other hand, Rigobon and sack [3] uphold
that movements in the stock market can
have significant impact on macro economy
and are therefore likely to be an important
factor in the determination of monetary
policy.
The above notwithstanding, the study on
the link between the changes in monetary
policy on equities performance of several
economies have been examined by many
financial economists. Among the recent
empirical studies in this subject include
Okpara,[4] Osuagwu,[5] Bordo et al, [6]
Ioannidis and Kontonikas [7]. Those of
similar studies carried out with evidence
from Nigeria did not involve the periods of
boom in the stock market and global
economic crises.
Accordingly, monetary policy could be
expressed as the process by which the
monetary authority of a country controls
the supply of money. The official goals
usually include relatively stable prices and
low unemployment level. In the words of
Okpara [4], monetary policy is a measure
designed to influence the availability,
volume and direction of money and credits
to achieve the desired economic
objectives. Actually, monetary policy
attempts to achieve a set of objectives that
are expressed in terms of macroeconomic
variables, such as inflation, real output and
unemployment.
On its own, stock market encourages
capital formation and generates liquidity
for the expansion of industries, the impact
which is seen in the real output of a
country. According to Durham8, financial
economists have given reasons why
changes in the discount rate affect stock
returns. He posits that discrete policy rate
changes influence forecasts of market
determined interest rates and equity costs

of capital. Waud [9] stressed that changes
in the discount rate possibly affect
expectations of corporate profitability.
However, the relationship between
monetary policy and equity market has
been linked to the transmission
mechanisms of monetary policy. Similarly,
Goodhart and Hofmann [10] see stock
market as a transmission mechanism of
monetary policy actions that affect stock
prices which themselves are linked to real
economy through their influences on
consumption spending (wealth effect
channel) and investment spending (balance
sheet channel). Napolitano [11] posits that
several proposed transmission mechanisms
link changes in central bank policy to
stock market which in turn affects output
via consumer expenditure as well as
investment spending. Bordo et al [6]
expressed that policy markers and others
often link the performance of the stock
market to changes inflation and monetary
policy, especially during extended periods
of rapid appreciation or decline in real
stock prices. All these scholars seem to
believe that that the stock market is a real
transmission mechanism for monetary
policy.
In different economies of the world,
monetary policy effect on stock market
vary according to peculiarity and
prevailing economic conditions as well as
efficiency of the stock market in response
to new policies and inflationary trend. As a
result of the above, the transmission
mechanism may differ. It is believed that
the
operations
of
the
monetary
transmission
channels
may
vary
systematically across countries due to
differences in the extent of financial
intermediations, i.e. the size, concentration
and health of the banking system, the
development of the capital market and
structural economic conditions, the effect
of the monetary policy tools on stock
prices may vary equally across countries.
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Nigeria stock market being an emerging
market exhibits its own behavior due to the
changes in the structural economic
conditions in Nigeria economy.
Just like high inflation level is the
consequence
of
poor
monetary
management in an economy, it occurs
Policies which include the monetary
policy.
Furthermore, reasonable number of
financial researchers has argued the
possibility of distortion in equity prices
with changes in monetary policy rates.
Whether monetary policy influences the
stock market performance has become an
issue of continuous debate and controversy
in financial literature.
Though,
monetary
policies
are
implemented through financial institutions
of which the stock market is one. The high
liquidity generated on daily basis at the
stock exchange market has poised the
central bank and monetary policy
managers to believe that the capital market
is an appropriate avenue for monetary
policy implementation in order to bring
stability in the economy. Whether this
believe is correct, has also become a
2.1 Monetary Policies and the Stock Market.
According to Ioannidis and Kontonnikas
[7]
the present value or discounted cash
flow model offers useful insight on the
stock market effects of monetary policy
changes. As expressed in the widely used
:

where Et is the conditional expectations
operator based on information available to
market participants at time t, R is the rate
of return used by market participants to
discount future dividends, and K is the

when there is upward movement in the
average level of prices of goods and
services. There is a level tolerable in the
economy. The stock market therefore is
expected to establish the prices of the
financial assets by adjusting too, to many
economic conditions and government
matter of concern to financial researchers
and can only be supported by an empirical
research finding to possibly establish how
equity prices react to changes in monetary
policy rates.
Similarly, it is arguable that monetary
policy should exert significant influence
on stock market. This, as a matter of fact
should also manifest in the behavioral
relationship of equity prices movement
and monetary policy rate adjustment in the
economy. Therefore the uncertainty in the
adjustment of monetary policy rates affects
investors’ returns in financial asset
investment. This uncertainty of the
behavioural pattern, of course, has pushed
this study to investigate their relationship
jointly with a view to determining whether
the changes in monetary policy rates
significantly influence the equity prices in
Nigeria.

model, the stock price (St) is the present
value of expected future dividends (Dt+j).
Under the assumption of constant discount
rate (R), it can be shown as thus

investor’s time horizon (stock holding
period). The standard transversality
condition implies that as the horizon K
increases the second term in the right hand
side Eq. (I) vanishes to zero (no rational
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stock

price

bubbles)

Ioannidis

and

Kontonikas [7]:

Thus, we obtain the familiar version of present value model

Equation 3 indicates that a change in
monetary policy can affect stock returns in
a dual manner. First, there, is a direct
effect on stock returns by altering the
discount rate used by market participants.
Tighter monetary policy leads to an
increase in the rate at which firms’ future
cash flows are capitalized causing stock
prices to decline. The underlying
assumptions are that, first, the discount
factors used by market participants are
generally linked to market rates of interest
and second, the central bank is able to
influence market interest rates.
Second, monetary policy changes exert
an indirect effect on the firm’s stock value
by altering expected future cash flows.
Monetary policy easing is expected to
increase the overall level of economic
activity and the stock price responds in a
positive manner (expecting higher cash
flows in the future). Patelis [12] advanced
that stocks are claims on future economic
output, so if monetary policy has real
economic effects then stock markets
should be influenced by monetary
conditions.
In the above equation 1, there is an
assumption that an investor has two
alternative investment opportunities over a
one period of time: either a stock with
expected gross returns Et (St+1 +Dt+1] /St, or
a risk-free bond with constant nominal

gross return 1+R. Arbitrage opportunities
imply that, for the investor to be
indifferent between the two alternatives,
they must yield the same expected return.
Monetary policy is a forward looking
economic reform tool especially applied to
expand or contract money supply or
liquidity in the economy with the aim of
achieving price stability. In the other hand,
stock market is a market for equities and
financial assets. Corporate organizations
raise capital in the stock market to finance
their businesses.
As a matter of fact, the relationship
between stock prices and monetary policy
has received attention in different
countries. Because no economy is static, a
study of this nature should be carried out
from time to time in order to follow up the
changing behavior of these variables. This
is very important because of the
implications the recent findings on the
effect of monetary policy may have on
investors’ portfolio formation. Central
banks and stock market participants should
be aware of the relationship between
monetary policy and stock market
performance in order to have a good
understanding of the effects of policy
shifts. Napolitano [11] posits that the
empirical relationship between central
bank policy and stock market returns can
be relevant under two critical conditions.
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According to Loannidis and Kontonikas
, monetary authorities in particular face
the dilemma of whether to react to stock
price movements, above and beyond the
standard response to inflation and output
developments. This is the reason while
studying monetary policy and stock market
performance the issue of inflation should
be taking care of because of its responds to
their actions, if left behind will not augur
well.
Prior researches have found out that the
impact of monetary policy actions on stock
returns have varied over time with changes
in market conditions. Osuagwu [5]
observed in his study that a change in
stock market index is largely influenced by
monetary policy variables both in the long
run and short run. Waud [9], Smirlock and
Yawitz [13], Cook and Hahn [14], Rigobon
and Sack [3] posit that changes in monetary
policy affect short run stock returns in the
United States. Chen15 in his study while
observing bear and bull markets conditions
find out that monetary policy shocks have
a large impact on market returns especially
in bear market and that contractionary
monetary policy increases the chances of
the market moving to a bear market state.
Bordo,6 used the hybrid QualVar/dynamic factor model to estimate the
effects of output, inflation and other
shocks on real stock prices and reported
that unanticipated changes in inflation and
interest rates have played important roles
in major movements in the United States
stock market since world war 11. Specific
findings include that inflation and interest
rate shocks have large negative impacts on
stock market conditions, apart from their
effects on real stock prices. Geske and
Roll [16] explain the negative linkage
among stock returns and inflation. Using
post-war data for the US, Canada,
Germany and the UK, Kaul [17] explains
the relationship between stock returns and
unanticipated changes in expected
[7]

inflation under alternative monetary policy
regimes. He finds that in countries where
there is no change in the policy regime,
there exists a negative relation between
stock returns and changes in expected
inflation.
Furthermore, Jensen and Johnson [18]
while studying the long run monthly as
well as quarterly performance of monetary
policy using U.S. data find out that
expected stock returns are significantly
greater during expansive monetary periods
than restrictive periods. In all, they posit
that monetary policy developments are
associated with patterns of stock returns.
Ioannidis and Kontonikas,[7] in a similar
study expressed that in a majority of
countries sampled; the results suggest that
stock returns are generally higher in an
expansive monetary environment than they
are in restrictive environment. The
implication of the above is there is an
association that exists between monetary
policy development and stock returns. In
his own study, Thorbecke [19] used
alternative methodologies to examine the
relationship between monetary policy and
stock prices in the United States. Applying
VAR system, he finds that monetary
policy shocks measured by orthogonalized
innovations in the federal funds rate have a
greater impact on smaller capitalized
stocks. Thorbecke [19] supported the
finding that expansionary monetary policy
exerts a large statistically significant
positive effect on monthly stock returns.
Okpara [4] posits that monetary policy is a
significant determinant of long run stock
market returns in Nigeria. In his words,
long run behavior of stock market returns
is influenced largely by monetary
variables.
Mishkin [20] suggests that lower interest
rates increase stock prices and therefore
decrease the likelihood of financial
distress, leading to increased consumer
durable expenditure as consumer liquidity
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concerns abate. Bosworth,[21] posits that
high stock prices lower the yield on stocks
and reduce the cost of financing
investment spending through equity
issuance.
Durham [8] expressed that several
purported
monetary
transmission
They showed that long term stock returns
following discount rate decreases are
higher and less volatile than returns
following rate increases.
However, the choice of discount rate as
proxy for the stance of monetary policy
follows from the view that the discount
rate is typically regarded as a signal of
monetary
and
possibly
economic
developments. This argument is based on
Waud’s [9] suggestion that discount rate
changes affect market participants’
expectation about monetary policy since
rate changes are made only at substantial
intervals; they represent a somewhat
discontinuous instrument of monetary
policy.
In another study, Jensen et al [22]
extended the Fama and French [23] analysis
by expressing that monetary environment
affects investors’ required returns. Jensen
et al find out that predictable variation in
stock returns depends on monetary as well
as business conditions, with expected
.
.
2.2 Monetary Policy Design in Nigeria
The direct approach of monetary policy
management was the main technique of
monetary policy implementation in
Nigeria before the introduction of the
structural adjustment programme (SAP).
Between 1986 and 1993, the CBN made
efforts to create a new environment for the
introduction of indirect approach to
monetary management.
A major action taken as part of the
monetary reforms programme was the
initial rationalization and eventual
elimination of credit ceilings for selected

mechanism link changes in central bank
policy to the stock market, which in turn
affects aggregate output through consumer
expenditure as well as investment
spending. Jensen and Johnson [18] also find
that monetary policy developments are
associated with patterns in stock returns.
stock returns being higher in tighter money
periods than in easy money periods. Booth
and Booth [24] using federal funds rate and
discount rate have confirmed that
expansionary monetary policy increases
stock returns. They concluded that
monetary policy has expansionary powers
in forecasting stock returns
In a different study, Ogbulu [25], whose
study looks at the dynamic long run
relationship between stock returns,
inflation and interest rates in Nigeria,
found that there is positive long run
dynamic significant relationship between
Inflation and stock returns, and negative
long relationship between significant
relationship between inflation and stock
returns and a negative long run
relationship between interest rates and
stock returns in Nigeria. The reason for
reference to this study is that the study
uses monetary policy variables against the
stock market index which this study
extended in a broad manner..

banks that were adjusted to be sound.
After the initial test run of the indirect
monetary
management
approach,
monetary management shifted to the
indirect approach in which open market
operations (OMO) was the principal
instrument of liquidity management.
Since the introduction of the indirect
approach, the primary and secondary
markets for treasury securities have been
developed to take advantage of
liberalization introduced through the
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reforms. Discount houses, banks and
recently some selected stockbrokers are
now very active in primary market for
treasury bills.
According to Allen, [26] indirect methods
of monetary control in their most idealized
form, allow the state no role at all in the
relationship between commercial banks
and their customers. In the idealized
model, the state in the guise of the central
bank, deals only with commercial banks
and perhaps some principal institutions.
The role of the central bank is purely to
supply central bank money to the financial
system in such a way as to enable the
objectives of monetary policy to be
achieved (Allen)[26].
Therefore, the decisions about how
much credit to extend to non bank
borrowers, and at what interest rate, and
about what interest to pay to depositors,
are all left entirely to the private sector.
2.3 Monetary Policy Transmission
Mechanism and Impact on the General
Economy
Monetary policy is deemed to have a far
reaching impact on the financing
conditions of an economy. This is among
the reason why monetary authorities
embark on the policy. The impact is not
only on costs but also the availability of
credit or banks’ willingness to assume
specific risks and its influence on
expectation about activity and inflation [47].
In general, monetary policy can affect the
prices of goods, asset prices, exchange
rates as well as consumption and
investment. Therefore, the process through
which monetary policy decisions impact
on an economy in general, and the price
level in particular, is known as the
monetary policy transmission mechanism.
But the individual links through which
monetary policy impulses proceed are
known as transmission channels. Every
monetary policy impulse (e.g. Interest rate

by central bank, change in the monetary
base resulting from changes in the
minimum reserve rate) has a lagged impact
on the economy [47]. This bank posits that
it is uncertain how exactly monetary
impulses are transmitted to the price or
how real variables develop in the short and
medium term. However, Chami et al [27] in
their study which examined the possibility
of the stock market to be one of the
monetary policy transmission channels in
addition to money and credit channels
concluded that the stock market is a
channel for transmitting monetary policy.
Monetary
policy
transmission
mechanism varies in details between
economies because it depends partly upon
the institutional structures. However, these
differences are small and involve the
relative importance of different channels
rather than the existence of the channels
themselves (AJayi) [28].
Now, it could be believed that the
individual transmission channels of
monetary policy can include the interest
rate channel, credit channel, exchange rate
channel and wealth channels.
The interest rate channel expands and
reduces money supply. The expansion of
money supply by the central bank feeds
through a reduction of short term market
interest rate. As a result the real interest
rate and capital costs decline thereby
raising investment.
The credit channel in effect breaks
down into two different channels. i.e. the
banking lending channel and the balance
sheet channel. With the banking lending
channel, the central banks’ monetary
policy decision influences commercial
banks refinancing costs; banks are inclined
to pass the charges on to their customers.
If financing costs diminish, investment and
consumer spending rise, contributing to an
acceleration of growth and inflation.
However, following an increase in interest
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rates, the risk that some borrowers cannot
pay back their loans in due course may
increase so much that banks will not grant
loans to these borrowers. As a result,
borrowers would be forced to cut back on
planned expenditure.
In the balance sheet channel, monetary
policy effect can be seen in corporate
balance sheet. This is because monetary
policy may have a direct impact on
corporate policy. Companies may borrow
to improve return on equity as long as the
returns on debt – in effect the lending rate
– are lower than the return on assets.
Hence, the return on assets is weighted
arithmetic mean of the return on equity
and the lending rate, which are
respectively weighted by the share of
equity and debt in total assets.
Consequently, lower interest rates improve
the return on equity. For this reason, non
profitable enterprises may show a
profitable return on equity. However, this
may re-enforce the influence of interest
rates on investment behavior, which is
referred to as the financial acceleration
effect [47].
Also, expansionary monetary policy
affects exchange rate because deposits
denominated in domestic currency become
less attractive than deposits denominated
in foreign currencies when interest rates
are cut. As a consequence, the value of
deposits denominated in domestic
currency declines relative to that foreign
currency denominated deposits and the
currency depreciates. This depreciation
makes domestic goods cheaper than
imported goods causing demand for
domestic goods to expand and aggregate
output to augment. This channel does not
operate if a country has a fixed exchange
rate; conversely, the more open an
economy is, the stronger this channel is.
Through the wealth channel, monetary
policy impulses are also transmitted
through the prices of assets such as stock

and real estate. Fluctuation in the stock or
real estate markets that influenced by
monetary policy impulses have important
impacts on the aggregate economy.
Expansionary monetary policy effects of
lower interest rates make bonds less
attractive than stocks and result in
increased demand for stocks, which bids
up stock prices. Conversely, interest rates
reductions make it cheaper to finance
housing, causing real estate prices to go
up. There are three types of transmission
mechanism involving asset prices. This
includes investment effects, wealth effects
and balance sheet effects.
Having looked at the existing literature
so far, the inference that could be drawn is
that studies centered on monetary policy
and stock returns or its performance have
different objectives as specified in their
models. Even, the variables for the
measurement differ from scholar to
scholar. Furthermore, previous researches
support the view that various monetary
policy actions on equity prices have varied
over time with changes in market or
economic conditions. However, what
should be discussed is whether proactive
measures or reactionary measures should
be adopted by monetary policy managers.
And to investors in equities, how they
should be bothered with adjustment to
policy changes in order to maximize their
investment. Although, Ioannidis and
kontonikas [7] have expressed that despite
the difference in the timing of the reaction,
both approaches effectively assume that
the monetary authorities can affect stock
market value. It is this assumption that we
are investigating for good monetary policy
formulation with a view to bringing
stability in the Nigerian economy.
3.1 Research Methodology
Here, we extended the literature to
empirical examination to ascertain the
relationship between monetary policy and
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equity prices by utilizing a more up-todate data set by checking the robustness of
the empirical findings and analyze the shift
in the changes in monetary policy rates
proxied by minimum rediscount rate,
Treasury bill rates, interest rates, exchange
rate and inflation. The contemporaneous
relationship is examined using the
regression model below in a context of
multiple regressions and correlation
coefficient.
3.2 Sources of Data and Data Collection
To achieve the set objectives of this
research, secondary were data sourced and
extracted from the central bank of Nigeria
(CBN) statistical bulletin, Nigerian stock
market fact book and the annual bulletin of
the National Bureau for Statistics for the
period 1985-2010. The period of the study
covers periods of shocks in the economy
including structural adjustment programme
(SAP) and economic meltdown and boom
in stock prices.
To estimate the effect of monetary
policy on equities market performance
some monetary variables have been
identified to capture the impact of the
various transmission channels. These
include the minimum rediscount rate, the
Treasury bill rate, the interest rate the
exchange rate and the consumer price
index. For the exchange rate transmission
channel, the official exchange rate of the
naira against the US dollar is used. Also
the consumer price index is adopted to
estimate the impact of on inflation. To
capture the impact of monetary
transmission through the interest rate, the
minimum rediscount rate was chosen. The
treasury bills rate is also chosen in addition
to represent the interest rate for the money
market which serves as an opportunity cost
for
capital
market
investment.
Nevertheless, the quarterly interest rate is
also used to capture the cost of borrowing
from banks for investment.

3.3 Data Analytical Technique and
Procedure
The data for this study is time series
data. The study applied annual-rate-ofchange analysis to find out the rate of
change of the variables for the relevant
years. For Example; data 1986 = (19861985)/1985 etc. This was done in order to
improve on the data quality in order to
reduce the incidence of spurious
regressions and also make the test result
more meaningful for acceptance.
The Pearson correlation coefficient and
multiple regressions analytical methods
were adopted for the analysis on the
converted data. These variables are
denoted as X and Y variables. The rate of
change in share prices captured in the all
share index is the dependent variable,
while the rates of change in monetary
policy variables are the independent
variables i.e. Minimum rediscount rate
(MRR), the Treasury bill rates, interest
rates, exchange rates and Inflation proxied
by consumer price index (CPI).
3.4 Model Specification
The model/equation specified below is
based the assumption that the all share
index as earlier and briefly introduced can
be explained by the linear combination of
values of monetary policy and related
variables. The models are estimated as
thus:
∆ASI = {∆MRR, ∆TBR, ∆INTRATE,
∆EXR,
∆CPI,
µt)
(4)
Eqn. 1 could be expressed more explicitly
as
∆ASI = a0 + β1∆MRRt + β2∆TBRt + β3∆INTRATEt +
β4∆EXRt + β5∆CPIt + µt)
( 5)

where:
∆ASI = Change in Annual All Share Index
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∆TBR = Change in annual Treasury bill
rate
∆MRR = Change in annual minimum
rediscount rate
∆INTR = Change in annual interest rate
∆EXCHR = Change in annual Foreign
Exchange rate
∆MS = Change in annual consumer price
index
µt
= Stochastic or Error term
Pearson Correlation CoefficientE
(6)

In a nutshell, what the models above
intend to achieve is to verify whether
changes in equity prices can be associated
with changes in monetary phenomenal
variables. As stated by Okpara [4] (2010),
a change in the CBN rediscount rate can
trigger off a chain of events that will affect
other short term interest rates, long term
interest rates, foreign exchange, and stock
prices. But this study looks from the other
way round and contend that changes in the
stock prices are triggered off mostly by
CBN controlled monetary variables such
as Minimum rediscount rate, Treasury bill
rate, , interest rate, exchange rate and
inflation.

Data and Analysis
The tables (1-3) below present the data and analysis of this study
TABLE 1: Time Series Data
Year
ASI
MRR (%) TBR (%) INTR (%) EXCHR(N)

CPI

1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

1.9
2.1
2.4
3.8
5.5
5.7
7.0
10.4
16.8
29.7
45.0
51.5
56.7
63.5
63.6
72.9
84.9
95.9
95.2
117.9
129.7
144.7
157.1
167.4
192.6
161.43

127.3
163.8
190.9
233.6
325.3
513.8
783.0
1107.6
1548.8
2205.0
5092.2
6992.1
6472.1
5889.9
5397.9
8111.0
10963.0
11740.8
21222.8
23844.5
24085.8
33189.3
57990.2
31450.8
20827.2
24910.5

10.00
10,00
12.75
12.75
18.50
18.50
14.50
17.50
26.00
13.50
13.50
13.50
13.50
14.31
18.00
13.50
14.31
19.00
15.75
15.00
13.00
12.25
8.75
9.81
7.44
6.25

8.50
8.50
11.75
11.75
17.50
17.50
15.00
21.60
26.90
12.50
12.50
12.25
12.00
12.95
17.00
12.00
12.95
18.88
15.02
14.21
7.00
8.80
6.91
9.55
6.13
7.47

9.25
9.25
14.90
13.40
18.90
19.60
15.71
20.80
23.60
15.00
13.62
12.94
7.04
10.20
12.68
10.60
10.20
16.31
14.31
13.69
10.53
9.75
10.29
11.95
13.30
4.63

0.8938
2.0060
4.0179
4.5367
7.3916
8.0378
9.9095
17.2984
22.0511
21.8861
21.8861
21.8861
21.8861
21.8861
92.6934
102.1052
111.9433
120.9702
129.3565
133.5004
132.1470
128.6516
125.8331
118.5669
148.9017
150.2983

Source: CBN Statistical Bulletin, the Stock Market fact-book, and Bureau on Statistical
bulletin (various issues covering 1985-2010).[29]
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Table 2: The Converted Data (i.e.) Using Rate oF Change in Annual Figures of
Variables
YEAR

ASI

MRR

TBR

0

CPI

0

0

1986

0.286724

0

0

0

1.304766

0.105263

1987

0.165446

0.275

0.382353

0.610811

0.950437

0.142857

1988

0.223677

0

0

-0.10067

0.129172

0.583333

1989

0.392551

0.45098

0.489362

0.410448

0.629218

0.447368

1990

0.579465

0

0

0.037037

0.087424

0.036364

1991

0.523939

-0.21622

-0.14286

-0.19847

0.232862

0.22807

1992

0.414559

0.206897

0.44

0.323997

0.745638

0.485714

1993

0.398339

0.485714

0.24537

0.134615

0.274748

0.615385

1994

0.423683

-0.48077

-0.53532

-0.36441

-0.00748

0.767857

1995

1.309388

0

0

-0.092

0

0.515152

1996

0.3731

0

-0.02

-0.04993

0

0.144444

1997

-0.07437

0

-0.02041

-0.45595

0

0.100971

1998

-0.08996

0.06

0.079167

0.448864

0

0.119929

1999

-0.08353

0.257862

0.312741

0.243137

3.235263

0.001575

2000

0.502621

-0.25

-0.29412

-0.16404

0.101537

0.146226

0.351621

0.06

0.079167

-0.03774

0.096353

0.164609

2002

0.070948

0.327743

0.457915

0.59902

0.080638

0.129564

2003

0.807611

-0.17105

-0.20445

-0.12262

0.069325

-0.0073

2004

0.123532

-0.04762

-0.05393

-0.04333

0.032035

0.238445

2005

0.01012

-0.50739

-0.23083

-0.01014

0.100085

2006

0.377961

-0.05769

0.257143

-0.07407

-0.02645

0.115652

2007

0.747256

-0.28571

-0.21477

0.055385

-0.02191

0.085695

2008

-0.45765

0.121143

0.382055

0.161322

-0.05774

0.065563

2009

-0.33778

-0.24159

-0.35812

0.112971

0.255845

0.150538

2010

0.196056

-0.159946

0.218597

-0.651880

0.009379

-0.161838

-0.13333

0

EXCHR

1985

2001

0

INTR

0

Source: Derived from table 1 above

Using the data on table 1 above,
ordinary direct least square (OLS)
regressions were run. Durbin Watson
statistics result of 1.40 was observed
showing presence of auto regression. The
DW statistics suggests that the result will
have to be taken with caution because of
auto regression.
As the first regression result showed
presence of auto regression, this
.

necessitated the application of trend
analysis to compute the rate of change in
the annual time series data as can be seen
above on table 2. The essence of this
computation is to improve on the data
quality before repeating the OLS multiple
regressions analysis. This reflected in the
OLS result accepted by this research
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Table3: Correction Matrix Result
Correlations matrix
ASI

MRR

TBR

INTR

EXCHR

CPI

1.000

-.173

-.159

-.186

-.170

.320

MRR

-.173

1.000

.841

.678

.384

.115

TBR

-.159

.841

1.000

.580

.337

-.056

INTR

-.186

.678

.580

1.000

.340

-.068

EXCHR

-.170

.384

.337

.340

1.000

-.095

CPI

.320

.115

-.056

-.068

-.095

1.000

Pearson Correlation ASI

From table 3 above, it was found out the
implication
is
that
they
exhibit
minimum rediscount rate (MRR) and is
substitutability behavior. TBR was
strongly correlated with Treasury bill rate
thereafter dropped in the final Linear
(TBR) as highlighted on the table. The
multiple regressions.
.
Table 4: Multiple Regression Results are presented in Appendix A.
4.1 Result and Findings:
The result of the multiple regressions
shows that all the independent variables
are negative and insignificantly related to
stock market prices; except the consumer
price index that is positively and
insignificantly related to stock market
prices.
In the OLS multiple regressions model
summary result shown in table 5, results
revealed that only 15.7% of the variation
in stock prices in this model can be
explained by the independent variables –
MRR, INTR, EXCHR and CPI. This could
be said that the monetary policy variables
have low explanatory power on equity
prices.
The Durbin Watson statistic value of
1.989 revealed that there is no auto
regression with the data hence the Durbin
Watson statistic is approximately 2.0.
However, the Pearson correlation result
similarly, shows that all the explanatory
variables i.e. MRR, TBR, INTR, EXCHR
are negatively correlated with ASI except
the consumer price index (CPI) that is
positively correlated with ASI. In fact, the

“R” value in the model summary reveals
that there is weak correlation between the
all share index and monetary policy
variables.
From the result therefore we can
empirically state that there is no significant
effect of monetary policy variables on
equity Prices in Nigeria. This is proved by
the monetary policy variables used in this
study. As part of the findings, it is
worthwhile to mention the substitutability
behavior exhibited by minimum rediscount
rate (MRR) and Treasury bill rate (TBR)
variables during the analysis.
This
research finding confirms
Osuagwu [5] that negative relationship
exists between minimum rediscount rates,
interest rates, exchange rates (Exchr) and
stock prices. Furthermore, the study
confirms the apriori expectation that
consumer price index has a positive
relationship with stock prices. In the study
of Ogbulu [25] using Nigerian data, found
out that inflation is positively related to
stock prices. This is contrary to the earlier
finding of Liu and Shrestha [30] who found
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a positive relationship between inflation
and stock prices in China.
Furthermore Tanggaard [31] finds a
moderately positive relationship between
expected stock returns and expected
inflation for the US and a strong positive
relationship for Denmark. Other studies
such as Choudhry [32] find a positive
relationship between stock returns and
inflation in four high inflation countries.
Similarly, Boudoukh and Richardson [33],
Solnik and Solnik [34], Engsted and
Tanggaar [31] and Kim and In [35] examined
the relationship between stock returns and
inflation over long-horizons and their
results support the Fisher Hypothesis as
the horizon widens. Samarakoon[36] finds
that nominal stock returns are positively
related to expected inflation in a one-toone correspondence in Sri Lanka.
Contrary to the findings above, are
Fama [37], Fama and Schwert [38] Gallagher
and Taylor [39], Geske and Roll [16] who
empirically find that stock returns are
negatively affected by both expected and
unexpected inflation.
Others who
supported the negative relationship include
Chatrath et al,[ 40] -India, Najandand and
Noronhal[41] -Japan, Crosby [42] -Australia.
Based on the money demand and the
quantity theory of money, Fama [37] and
Marshal [43] find that negative effect of
inflation on stock return is generated by
real economic fluctuations, by monetary
fluctuations or changes in both real and
monetary variables.
With regard to exchange rate and stock
prices, Kim [44] posits that S &P common
stock prices is negatively related to the
Conversely, high interest rates reduce stock
returns.
For now, the Nigerian stock market has
not been a good transmission channel of
monetary policy implementation hence the
weak relationship discovered in this study.
Ordinary stock markets where efficient,

exchange rate and therefore supports this
result. The negative and positive effects of
monetary policy variables on stock prices
found in this study have several practical
implications.
High exchange rates discourage
investment especially for import depended
firms performance. In Nigeria, foreign
exchange rate has been in linear
progression affecting the value of local
currency.
Also, research evidence here provides that
stock prices appear to react mainly
negatively to rising interest rates. One
reason suggested for this relationship is the
expected returns on stocks in which the
higher interest rate has a direct bearing.
Thus, the higher interest rates would
directly affect the returns on stocks
causing prices to fall consistent with the
theory. Whenever the interest rate on
treasury securities increases, the investors
tend to switch out of stocks causing fall of
stock prices. Therefore, this implies that a
certain level of predictability is present in
stock prices that can be explained through
the behaviour of the three month Treasury
bill rate as shared with Menike [45].
4.3 Discussions
From the result and findings of this
study, it can be suggested that the
monetary policy variables used in this
study could not justify the assumption that
monetary policy in Nigeria significantly
influence the stock market prices.
However, the study did not loose sight of
suggestion by Mishkin [20] that lower
interest rate reduces stock returns.

should reflect the position of monetary
policy in any country if the stock market
absorbs
monetary
policy
impulses.
Whenever, there are financial crises,
investors avoid borrowing from financial
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institutions to invest in stocks, thereby
avoiding high interest attached funds but
and choose alternatives. Perhaps, it seems
that investors in the stock market in Nigeria
probably may largely be government
contractors who use their earnings to invest
in the stock market and government
appointee who receive much gratification
from huge government fiscal expenditure.
Looking at the monetary policy
management in Nigeria, it appears that the
policy makers do not align the monetary
policy rate with the increasing government
expenditure. This might account for the
reason why most central banks in Africa are
admonishing their governments on their
spending plans so that their increasing
spending will not subvert the monetary
policy power and quicken inflation.
(Martinez) [46].
Therefore, this study has shown that
monetary policy has not made significant
influence over the prices of stocks in Nigeria.
There appears to be a disconnection between
the monetary policy and the stock market.
The disconnection found here might be
attributed to continuous high and increasing
government Fiscal expenditure in the last
decades which supplies more liquidity in the
economy.

rather switch their investment towards high
Treasury bill rates which poses to be a better
prices by selecting the relevant monetary
policy variables. From our appraisal through
an empirical research conduct and analysis,
the study found a weak correlation of the
equity prices and monetary policy variables.
The study further revealed that monetary
policy has not made significant influence
over the prices of ordinary equities in
Nigeria. What this means is that the equities
market has not significantly absorbs the
monetary policy impulses and cannot be
taken as being a good transmission channel
for monetary policy implementation in
Nigeria. The dominance of insignificant
negative relationship between equity prices
and monetary policy has a lot of implications
on the monetary policy managers in Nigeria.
From the analysis, there appears to be a
disconnection between monetary policy
design and its alignment with the fiscal
policy. Until this distortion is corrected, the
equities market will not significantly feel the
impulse of monetary policy in Nigeria.
Furthermore, relating the result to
previous studies, the achievement of one
directional insignificant relationship between
monetary policy and equity market
performance in Nigeria could be attributed to
the level of the economy, monetary policy
design and implementation as well as other
economic reforms prevalent in Nigerian
economy

5.2 Conclusion:
This study robustly assessed the effect of
monetary policy development on equity
.
___________________________________________________________________________
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Abstract
Patient information system has been discovered to be the key contributor to success in the
prescription of drugs for major ailments like diabetes and others. This research has
discovered difficulties that the medical experts are facing in the aspect of patient information
system. The solutions to those difficulties have been considered in the design and
development of this automated prescription and patient information system. This work
applied the technology of artificial intelligence in combination with the technology of
distributed database system for the development of hybrid automated system. The hybrid
automated system has been specially designed to be used by Federal Government hospitals in
Nigeria. The software is of great importance to medical professionals like doctors, and
nurses. In situations where a medical expert is not available, some other medical
professionals like young doctors and nurses could consult the computerized expert system for
diagnosis and prescription of drugs based on patient information system. The Ministry of
Health can easily install this software at the Federal Government hospitals in support of
available human resources. The automated system is to assist in management of the database
of the patients’ particularly diabetic ones [6], [7]. This research applied distributed database
system for patient information system. It shows how the query is distributed to the various
Informix database servers by a coordinating Informix database server, and how the
coordinator reassembles, transforms, and aggregates the intermediate results from the
various participating database servers for prescription and patient information system.
Key Words: Diabetes, prescription and patient information system, artificial intelligence,
medical expert system

Introduction
Diabetes is a disease that affects an
organ of the body, known as Pancreas and
others. Thus, it is necessary that it should
be detected early enough, and treated. The
following are the challenges to the
treatment of Diabetes. Limited Medical
Experts: Diabetes is a disease that is so

sensitive that it requires some level of
experience as a medical doctor. There are
very limited medical experts who can
diagnose and treat this disease. This
software will also assist in managing the
limited number of medical experts and to
work with high precision. The software
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makes the data of patients easily available
for future use in any federal government
hospital through distributed database. It
also gives a more accurate result from the
test we run and have good data for results
obtained. This will reduce the cost of
medical treatment or attention required by
patients. Diabetic patients [6] will find this
software to be of most importance. This
will be of utmost importance to the public.
These are people who themselves or their
relations undergo countless stress to
receive medical attention. These stresses
are reduced tremendously by this software.
The research applied distributed database
system for automated patient information
system and prescription of drugs. In
distributed database system, the term
coordinator is used for the Informix IDS or
XPS server that accepts a distributed query
from a client. If the query contains
references to remote database objects, the
coordinator transforms the query into one
or more remote queries. Each of these
remote queries is sent to the remote
database server to retrieve the data for the
remote objects. The remote database
server is called a participant. The
participant treats and processes a remote
query from the coordinator just like any
query from any database client. In
Informix, a remote object such as a table is
broadly defined to be an object in another
database. This other database can reside
within the same database server. A query
referencing objects in other databases
within the same database server are
considered a cross-database query,
whereas a query referencing remote
objects in another server is considered
cross-server. This article does not consider
remote object that resides in another
database within the server as remote
objects. These objects are merely
organizational in nature and are no
different from the objects in the local
database when it comes to their access. In

another words, a distributed query in this
article means a cross-server query
exclusively.
Background Studies
The field of artificial intelligence
research was founded at a conference and
the campus of Dartmouth College in the
summer of 1956. The attendees, included
John McCarthy, Marvin Minsky, Allen
Newell and Herbert Simon,[Ref] became
the leaders of AI research for many
decades. They wrote programs that were
solving world problems in algebra,
proving logical theorems and speaking
English. AI founders were highly
optimistic about the future of the new
field. Herbert Simon [ ] predicted that
“machines will be capable within twenty
years, of doing any work a man can do”.
In 1974, the U.S.A and British
governments cut off all exploratory
research in AI. When funding for project
was hard to source, led to what would later
be called an ‘AI Winter”.
In early 1980s, AI research was revived
by the commercial success of expert
systems; a form of AI had reached over a
billion dollars. However, the collapse of
the Lisp machine market in 1987, AI once
again fell into disrepute and a second,
longer lasting AI Winter began.
In the 1990s and early 21st century, AI
achieved its greatest successes, Albert
somewhat behind the scenes. Artificial
intelligence is used for logistics, data
mining, medical diagnosis and many other
areas throughout the technology industry.
The success was due to several factors,
namely: The incredible power of
computers today; Greater emphasis on
solving specific sub problems; The
creation of new ties between AI and other
fields working on similar problems; A
commitment by researchers to solid
mathematical methods and rigorous
scientific standards.
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Since the discovery of artificial
intelligent system, it has grown and
become useful is almost all aspects of
human endeavor. For this research we will
particularly consider artificial intelligent
system in the field of medicine. Several
medical artificial intelligent systems have
been developed, but we will consider just
few.
Smart Doctor: “Smart Doctor” was
developed by Dr. Anthony Sforza [3]. He
had stated that “knowing the frustration
and inefficiency in documentation and
billing for small practices”, there arose the
need “to develop a simple, easy-to-use
system that would reduce the burden on
practicing physicians while improving the
quality of patient’s care”. Thus the main
objectives for developing this AI system
include:
•
•
•
•

To
reduce
inefficiency
in
documentation of patient’s data;
To improve the billing system for
small practices;
To reduce the burden on practicing
physicians;
To improve the quality of patient’s
care with high precision.

Diabetes is a condition in which a
person has a high blood sugar, either
because the body does not produce enough
“insulin”, or because cells do not respond
to the insulin that is produced. This high
blood sugar produces the classical
symptoms of “Polyuria” (i.e. frequent
urination), polydipsia (increased thirst) and
“polyphagia” (increased thirst). This
computerized system will permit users to
only diagnose a patient of diabetes and
recommend appropriate drugs. This system
is highly recommended because of its
importance, which include: elimination of
the long procedure of diagnosis and
treatment. The system is designed to solve
the challenge of limited medical

practitioners and to help the medical
practitioners in quick decision making.
Materials and Methods
A natural language procession system
can be used to retrieve important
information without typing in commands
or searching for key words. With natural
language processing, it is possible to speak
into a microphone connected to computer
and have the computer convert the
electrical impulses generated from the
voice into test files on program commands.
With some simple natural language
processors, you say a word into a
microphone and type the same word on the
keyboard. Learning system: Another part
of artificial intelligence deals with learning
systems, a combination of software and
hardware that allows a computer to change
how it function or react to situations based
on feedback it receives. Examples of
learning systems are computerized games.
Learning systems software requires
feedback on the results of actions or
decisions. At a minimum, the feedback
needs to indicate whether the results are
desirable (winning a game) or undesirable
(losing a game). The feedback is then used
to alter what the system will do in future.
This technology of artificial intelligence is
considered suitable to be combined with
the technology offered by distributed
database system.
The technology of distributed database
system is considered in this research as to
enable application of distributed queries to
various participants which include various
federal government hospitals in Nigeria. A
distributed query, as compared to a
standard non-distributed one, is more
susceptible to certain inefficiencies in a
query plan. This is not only because of the
overhead in compiling and processing the
extra queries by the participants, and the
cost incurred for the transportation of
intermediate records between servers over
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longer distances and slower network
protocols, the repetitive nature of join
processing tends to have a multiplicative
effect on these additional costs.
Furthermore,
such
degradation
is
exacerbated when a multi-phase commit
protocol is used to handle DQ involving
updates. In other words, in a nondistributed environment, the impact of
certain inefficiencies may not be
noticeable as compared to a DQ. This part
of the article examines some of the critical
ones and provides solutions to them.
This research made use of vital part of
Artificial Intelligence that is made up of
hardware and software that store
knowledge and make interference, similar
to human experts. An expert system
behaves similar to a human expert in a
particular field. Computerized expert
systems have developed to diagnose
problems, predict future events and solve
them energy problems. They have also
been used to design new products and
systems, determine the best use of a
product and increase the quality of
healthcare.
Like
human
experts,
computerized expert system uses heuristics
or rules of thumb, to arrive at conclusions
or make suggestions. Expert systems have
also been used to determine credit limits
for credit cards. The research conducted in
Artificial Intelligence (A.I) during the past
two decades is resulting in expert systems
[4] that explore new business possibilities,
increase overall profitability, reduce costs
and provide superior service to customers
and clients.
The research methodology used in this
research is made to provide us with: A
well defined means of studying and
developing a system. The approach of
handling, naming, and manipulating data.
The set of tasks to be carried out in certain
stages and documentation. The system
approach used recognizes that every
system has an objective, a set of

components and set of interrelationship
among components. This design is to find
the sources of problems with the existing
system and prefer solutions to such
problems. The simple techniques used are
random techniques which give every
elements in a sampling area, equal and
independent chances of being selected in
the sampling of same hospitals. The tools
used for data collection includes the
following are interview, observation,
textbooks and journals.
Building an expert system is known as
knowledge
engineering
and
its
practitioners are called “knowledge
engineers”. The knowledge engineer must
make sure that the computer has all the
knowledge needed to solve a problem. The
knowledge engineer must choose one or
more forms in which to represent the
required knowledge as symbol patterns in
which to represent the required knowledge
as symbol patterns in the memory of the
computer that is, he/she must also ensure
that the computer use the knowledge
effectively by selecting from a handful of
reasoning methods.
System Design and Implementation
System design is the process of planning
a new business system or one to replace or
complement the existing system. It is
necessary to have a proper understanding
of the old system, which is seen in our
present day hospitals or health care center.
This project will then help determine how
computer can best be used to make an
effective change in the operation of the
present day hospital activities [5]. The
system will help in easy access to stored
files and records. It would be easier and
faster for computer to access and retrieve
stored patient’s files and records even in
different federal government hospitals.
Higher security is maintained. This will
make it impossible for an authorized user
to have access, since the system uses
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password for logging in. This system will
help in the backup of files and records. In
cases of loss, it is always easy to reload
such records from the backup disks,
diskettes and tapes. It will be a dynamic
database management system. It will also
help in speedy diagnosis of diabetes and
prescription of drugs.
The problem solving model or
paradigm organizes and controls the steps
taken to solve the problem. One common
but powerful paradigm involves chaining
of IF-THEN rules to form a line of
reasoning. If the chaining starts from a set
of conditions and moves toward some
conclusion, the method is called
“chaining”. If the condition is known
(examples, a goal to be achieved) but the
part to that conclusion is not known, then
reasoning backwards is called for, and the
method is called backward chaining. These
problem-solving methods are built into
programs modules called inference
engines or inference procedure that
manipulate and use knowledge in the
knowledge to form a line of reasoning.
The most important ingredient in any
expert system is knowledge. The power of
expert system resides in the specific, highquality knowledge. They contain about
task domain. Knowledge is almost always
incomplete and uncertain. To deal with
uncertain knowledge, a rule may have
associated with it to a confidence factor or
a weight. The set of methods for using
uncertain knowledge in combination with
uncertainty is called “fuzzy logic” and the
system that use them are known as “fuzzy
systems. Human experts need a way of
communicating with source of information
which is their clients. This allows them for
particular details of a problem and shares
their conclusions with clients similar.
Experts systems interact with users
through a user interface that allow users to
query the system supply information. the
user interface aim to provide the same

form of communication facilities provide
by the human but often has much less
capacity understanding natural language
and general world knowledge.
Building an Experts System
The processes involved in the building
of an experts system include: Identification
of problem for an experts system. If it is
possible, it is appropriate for an experts
system to break down the problem into
pieces. Select the tools or implicitly
commit yourself to a particular consultant
paradigm. Find the main knowledge
concept and the problem solving
strategies. Design an overall structure to
organize the knowledge for ancient
solving. Initially this process involve in
describing the system on paper, it typically
involves making flow diagrams and
drafting a few rules. Develop a prototype
of the system using the tools. This
involves putting the knowledge base and
problem solving strategies into rules
encode them into a computer language.
Test the prototype expert system against
cases with known outcome and defined the
rules. Operate the newly graduated expert
system on a real problem. Maintain and
upgrade the system as require, expanding
it capabilities and even major revision can
continue indefinitely.
Database Design for Patient
Information System in Federal
Government Hospitals
Databases are extremely common in
businesses. The ordinary database is
typically held on a central server and
people log in to the system to query or
update the database. However, there is
another type of database - known as a
distributed database - that offers
advantages for some types of organization.
A distributed database is a single logical
database whose parts are physically
located in more than one place, each
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location is accessible across a network
.Many organizations have branches and
offices located across the country or even
the world. It may be that each branch only
needs to access their own data 90% of the
time and only occasionally have a need to
access remote information. On the other
hand the central office needs to have an up
to date version of all the data as well. With
a single central database, all queries and
updates have to travel across a network.
This may cause a heavy load on the
system. It also means if the central
database breaks or the network goes down,
the entire organization is affected. A
distributed database solves some of these
issues. With a distributed database, the
central database is updated over night as a
batch operation, but day-to-day work in
the branches is carried out using the local
portion of the database. If the network
fails, then they can carry on as normal
until it is fixed. Three types of distributed
database update are presented: Duplicated
database at each location. With this
system, a local copy of the entire database
is kept at each location; Partitioned
database, the distributed database is split
or 'partitioned' into convenient data sets
depending on the specific needs of the
organization; Partitioned + index, this is a
modification of the partitioned database to
include an index of all remote database
records as well; Updating Distributed
Data, two updating distributed data
techniques are involved as discussed
namely: Synchronous Replication: All

copies of a modified relation (fragment)
must be updated before the modifying
Xact commits and data distribution is
made transparent to users. Asynchronous
Replication implies that copies of a
modified relation are only periodically
updated; different copies may get out of
synchronization in the meantime. Users
must be aware of data distribution while
current products follow this approach.
Distributed database [1] update in
modification process may affect both
global sites and or just the local (remote)
site where the transaction has taken place.
Database Query for Prescription and
Patient Information System
Queries about prescription and patient
information system are distributed to the
various Informix database servers by a
coordinating Informix database server, and
the coordinator reassembles, transforms,
and aggregates the intermediate results
from the various participating database
servers in various Federal Government
hospitals. The results for the remote
queries are returned by the participants,
and the coordinator is responsible for
consolidating and joining the results. The
coordinator may also have to transform,
sort, and aggregate these results before
returning the final answers to the user. The
figure below shows the flow of the query
from the user to the remote queries issued
by the coordinator to the participants [2].
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Fig. 1: DBMS procedural operations
Database management involves the
monitoring,
administrating,
and
maintaining of the databases and database
groups in an enterprise which involve

managing and structuring the collection of
data held on computers. The figure below
shows the flow of the results returned by
the participants to the user.

Fig. 2: Flow of the results returned by the participants to the user?
Results and Discussions
On the requirement of patient
information who has registed with any
federal government hospital, the patient’s
database identification will be used to

extract the past patient’s history stored in
the previous federal government hospital
attended by the patient. Expert System is
interactive in nature. The system through
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this interactive process diagonises the
patient’s ailment after comparism of

patient’s information in the database with
present symtoms.

Fig. 3: The menu screen
A distributed update modifies patient
information on two or more Federal
Government Hospitals. A distributed
update is possible using a PL/SQL Sub.

program unit, such as a procedure or
trigger that includes two or more remote
updates that access patient information on
different Federal Government Hospitals.

Fig. 4: Input Screen
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Fig.5: Another Input Screen
___________________________________________________________________________
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